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Our Pilots
Deserve A Feather
In Their Caps

Our research shows that many

very
the

AirZim passengers make

favourably on

our

a

point of commenting

pilots' landing skills and

gentle way they bring their giant machines down to earth.
"Feather

light" seems to be the favourite expression.

"Much smoother than any
Which is

They deserve

our

a

other airline we've flown on."

feather in

thanks and

our

-

we

pilots'
feel

caps.

sure

-

yours, too.
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EDITORIAL

Vol.

7, No. 2

ANGOLA: WHEN WILL THE AGONY
SAFES BOOKS

STOP?
The

photograph on our cover says it all! The outcome of only the

scourge that has ravaged Angola, a country that has been a virtual
battle ground for the last 18 years since the attainment of

independence

on

11 November 1975. But

describe herein, the last few months

are

as our

feature articles

witnesses to the worst that

Angola has had to endure: approximately 500,000 deaths and 3
displaced persons.
According to the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF),
there are more than 840,000 war-displaced children in Angola. A
further illustration of this human tragedy: within the period of nine
months (January to September 1993), more than 90,000 civilians
died in the Central and Southern provinces of Bié and Cuando
Cubango; in September, 1992, the town ofCacuso had a population
of 100,000, but now only about 20,000 still live there; and because
of the siege of Kuito and the consequent food shortage there, adults
lost between 20 and 30 kilograms of weight.
The question that arises is why such a human tragedy should
have escaped the requisite international response. For, describing
the carnage in only one area of Angola, the town of Kuito, the main
feature article by David Orr informs us that it was a "humanitarian
disaster” far worse than either the town of Sarajevo or “anything
revealed in Bosnia-Herzogovina.” And Tazuary Nkeita is more
blunt about this point:
million

A

largely overlooked in

concerned with
Somalia or Bosnia, and because of that. Angolans die in
their thousands, powerless to defend their lives, possessions
and their country’s social and economic fabric.
war

a

world

more

A

imagem da nossa capa diz tudo! O resultado do flagelo que se
Angola, um pais que tern sido nos tiltimos 18 anos,
de.sde o alcance da sua independencia a 11 de Novembro de 1975,
um verdadeiro
campo de batalha. Mas tal como os nossos artigos
descrevem a situafäo em Angola, os tiltimos meses sao
testemunhos do pior que o pais tenha sido obrigado a suportar:
abateu sobre

cerca

de 500.000 mortes

De acordo

highlight the Agony ofAngola, but also to express concern at this
on the part of both Africa itself and the international
community as a whole, to respond adequately to the Angolan
to

failure,

crisis. More than that, it has been the ambivalence of both the UN
and the US towards the

Angolan crisis that has fuelled the conflict.
point Nkeita wishes to emphasize in his concluding
remarks. But it is the subject of Horace Campbell’s article on “The
UN and Angola.” We do not wish to indulge in the kind of
comparisons, as are likely to be made, with respect to the nature of
the international response, between such “European tragedies” as
Bosnia-Herzogovina on the one hand, and such “African tragedies”
as
Angola on the other, but there will remain the temptation, at
least for one section of humanity, to demur as long as the Angolan
This is the

situation is

not

accorded the attention it deserves.

There is urgent
.so

is

need for an international conference on Angola,
designed to deal primarily with this humanitarian tragedy that
that country, but also with a view to try and break the political

.stalemate that is the basis of the crisis.Q
Sapem November. 1993

e

3 milhoes de deslocados.

Fundo das

Na^oes Unidas

para a

Infäncia

(UNICEF), ha mais de 840.000 crian§as deslocadas em Angola.
Outra ilustra^ao desta tragédia humana: No perfodo de nove
meses (de janeiro a Setembro de 1993), mais de 90.000 civis
foram mortos nas provi'ncias central e austral do Bié e Cuando
Cubango; em Setembro de 1992, a cidade de Cacuso tinha
100.000 habitantes, mas apenas 20.000 la ficaram; e devido ao
Kuito

consequente falta de comida naquela
adultos perderam entre 20 a 30 quilos de peso.
A questao que se coloca é porque é que uma tragédia de
tamanha magnitude tenha escapado a necessaria resposta
internacional. Debrugando-se sobre a camificina numa regiao de
Angola, a cidade do Kuito, o jornalista David Orr descreve-a
como um “desastre humano” pior do que Sarajevo ou
“qualquer
coisa que tenha sido reveladana Bosnia-Herzogovina.” ETazuary
cerco contra o

regiao,

e a

os

Nkeita é mais eontundente

neste

ponto:

Uma guerra

ignorada num mundo mais preocupado com a
Bosnia, mas par causa da qual os angolanos
morrem aos milhares. assistindo impotentes å
destruiqäo
do seu mais importante tecido social e economico.
Somalia

Portanto,

Therefore, the main import of this issue of SAPEM is not only

eom o

ou a

questao principal desta edifäo da SAPEM nao é
de ilustrar a Agonia de Angola, mas também expressar
preocupaQäo quanto a esta incapacidade por parte quer dos
proprios africanos quer da comunidade internacional em geral, de
dar uma resposta adequada ä crise angolana. Mais do que isso,
foram as ambivalencias quer da ONU quer dos Estados Unidos
em relagao ä crise
angolana que deram impeto a este conflito. Este
é o ponto que Nkeita pretende enfantizar. Mas é um assunto
detalhado no artigo de Horace Campbell sobre “A ONU e
Angola.” Nao nos pretendemos imiscuir no tipo de compara9öes
que poderao ser feitas, no que respeita ä natureza da resposta
internacional, entre tais “Tragédias Europeias” como a BosniaHerzogovina de um lado, e tais “Tragédias Africanas” como
Angola do outro. Mas havera tenta^ao, pelo menos para uma
sec^äo da humanidade, de questionar, desde que ä situagäo
angolana nao seja dada a atengao que ela merece.
Hä necessidade urgente de uma conferencia internacional
sobre Angola, destinada a abordar principalmente esta tragédia
humana, mas também tentar quebrar impasse que é a base da
a

apenas a

crise.Q
3

during
hardly
be explained why she is still looking for "a
thriving business owned by a Black African in
article had been so badly informed
her stay in Harare. Otherwise it could

LETTERS

Zimbabwe' and how it came that she looked

Why is the Shangaan government rejecting
joint organisation and control of the election
process? The international community must

for African tradition

also look into this and learn some lessons from

to miss Thomas

the

Angolan fiasco. An interim government is
the only solution to election rigging in Africa.

and others on stage, let alone the experience
on tradition at Delta Gallery, the experience

Of course, in a "free and fair" election,

of

Renamo, which control the country (where

cooperative in Mbare.

people do not know anything of Frelimo,
that Machel is dead), will win. But with

As for the "natural course", the Zimbabwe
revolution allegedly has been prevented from

the Shangaan
towns.

taking: Would it really be so desirable for
Harare to change places with crime-shaken
Nairobi and Kampala, or even miserable Dar

Rastan A. Dhiakama

es

Muiare

A number of

even

can

civil servant in charge, anything

happen. Frelimo is only known in the

Zimbabwe

INTER-RELATED
reading and contributing to your
magazine for many years and have been
very impressed by the high quality and
I have been

PROLONGED INTERIM
GOVERNMENT BEFORE ELECTIONS
I would like first to congratulate both Renamo
and the Mozambican government for

observing the ceasefire in Mozambique, As
former Zania
National Army
a

how

know

guerrilla and a Zimbabwe

(ZNA) soldier since 1980, I
Mozambique has been

informative manner in which it handles and
deals with all sorts of issues of a political and
economic nature in the whole of Southern
Africa.
Nevertheless,

I

was

not "shocked", to

paraphrase Veronica Rosario's statement in
the last issue of SAPEM. but rather surprised
that such an article would appear in this
publication. Sadly, to say the least, Rosario
gave in her article, evidence about her
of the most fundamental

devastated by the war,

unawareness

My sympathy, however, goes to Afonso

knowledge about the relationship between
development and culture, and in addition to
this, lacks the historical background in order
to analyse the process of development in
Africa in general and, particularly Zimbabwe.
I, therefore, felt compelled to write an article
that shows that Rosario's interpretations are
made from a lack of knowledge about
Zimbabwe'sdevelopmentand cultural issues
(see p.58). Secondly, the article tries to show
the relation between development and

Dhiakama.

This

gentleman signed a
defective peace document in Rome. He
realised it later, like Lobengula after signing
the Rudd Concession!
What

Mozambique needs is a prolonged
government before holding an

interim

election. Renamo and Frelimo should have

agreed to organise and run the election
together, with no party having the
advantage ot being the party in
government.
The prevailing conditions do not augur well
for "free and fair" elections even under
international observation. The people who
will organise and count the votes will be the

employees of the government. Can they
count their paymaster out of office?
Remember in Mozambique, there is a serious
north-south division, All the cabinet ministers,

top civil servants, army officers, police officers

culture and discusses the visual artefacts of

indigenous culture in Sweden as a
comparison to Zimbabwe,

an

Johan Dahl

Salaam?

things may go wrong in
permitted
influx of Western styles is a bit short-sighted, to
say the least. The urban youth Rosario treats
with so much contempt are on the lucky side:
They have got a choice at least. Some of the
women carrying babies on their backs and
loads on their heads, whom Rosario praises as
"strong remnants of the past", would not
mind a babysitter at home and a car to carry
their items. As long as keeping to tradition is
just another word for poverty — get away
—

but to blame it all on

with it!
Let us be reasonable: Zimbabwe had been

exceptionally strong colonial
13 years ago. This is a fact
not just to be cancelled from either history or
consciousness. What is so wrong about people
under an

influence until just

who wantto achieve what had been denied

Why can Rosario not just
against her seat and calmly await the
taking of the pick of the bunch out of both the
to them for 90 years?
lean

Zimbabwean cultures, African ondWestern?

Instead, the American tells Zimbabwean

"budding intellectuals and political scientists"
masses'. This
is not only arrogant but disgusting. Her attitude
is in no way different from the one displayed
by her be-hated colonialists.
To me, her statements sound very much like
to "educate the (Zimbabwean)

the ones of Westerners who are

deeply

disappointed of the failed "revolutions" in
their own countries and, therefore, go abroad
to look for someone to make it better. No,

Zimbabwe's job to

Rosario, it is definitely not

make you feel betterl Zimbabwe has got
more serious problems to worry about — for

ROSARIO SERIOUSLY MISINFORMED
I am an expatriate in Zimbabwe and have to

instance, the check ot

admit: I do not love Harare either.

possibilities of the election being rigged at
night.

in

It

Washington?
is quite unfortunate that the author of your

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed to: THE EDITOR, P.O. Box

4

beerhall from inside or of a women's

Sweden

But, since the American Rosario expected to
find "thatched huts and wild animals all over
the place" in Harare, one may justly wonder
whether she ever looked for cowboys, cattle
ranches and Indian tents in front of the Capitol

Letters must include writer's fuii name

Mapfumo, Oliver Mtukudzi

University of Gothenburg

all Shangaans from the South; Renamo
is from the North. In whose custody will be
ballot boxes under in the evening? In the
Frelimo civil servants? In such a case, as in
the case of Angola, I do not rule out the
are

a

Zimbabwe

CULTURE AND DEVELOPMENT ARE

MOZAMBIQUE NEEDS A

just in a nightclub in the

city centre—a completely Western invention,
as she could have known. It is a pity she had

well-meaning advise
given by members of the international
community.
Do not forget: I do not like Harare either,
probably for some of the same reasons given
by Rosario. But it is the attitude which makes
the difference.
Sabine Fiedler Conradi
Mazowe

Zimbabwe

MP 111, Mount Pleasant, HARARE, Zimbabwe

and address and may be edited for purposes of ciarity or space.
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COVER STORY

DEATH, STARVATION AND AGONY IN KUITO
David Orr

JOHN MOORE

Only an end to
HE few birds

T

they

town

flying

town centre are a

over

Kuito’s

bitter reminder to

the 60 000 survivors of the freedom

are denied. Since early February, the
has been under siege from Unita rebels

and the
section

populace in the government-held
of the town is literally trapped.

Since Unita’s declaration of

a

unilateral

ceasefire in

Angola on September 21, an
uneasy truce has prevailed between the rebels
and government troops who face each other
across

the town’s main street. This is the

dividing line between the opposing forces.
The government holds the eastern part of
Kuito, containing most of the city centre,
while Unita controls the western and south
eastern areas.

Sapem November, 1993

war can stop

this

There is little food for sale in Kuito
some

onions here,

and the inhabitants
UN

some tomatoes

there

—

from starvation. The town’s makeshift

—

hospitals

totally dependent on
relief supplies. In a desperate effort to

stave off further

are

starvation, the UN’s World

are thronged with more than a
thousand sick and wounded, for whom little
medicine is available.
The UN secured Unita clearance for the

Programme (WFP) began flying in
food aid in mid-October and by the
beginning of this month, the airlift was
averaging 40 tonnes a day. The food is split,
half for the government area and half for the

evacuation of

Unita area, but it is

a

level of child malnutrition is

cut at

if the conflict resumes in

Food

any moment

lifeline which could be

earnest.

Conservative estimates show that since
the

beginning of the

25 000
inhabitants
a quarter of the city’s
population — have died in the fighting and
—

year, some

scores

of civilian casualties

during the first week of November but, at
the time of writing, no similar permission
has been given for the hundreds of wounded
government fighters to be airlifted out. The
that,

so

extreme

with continuing food aid from
WFP and Unicef, the lives of dozens of
even

children

hang in the balance.
siege of Kuito has been compared by
.some observers to that of Sarajevo in the
former Yugoslavia. Though Kuito is a
The

5

COVER STORY
smaller

population centre, the comparison
in terms of the physical destruction
wrought on the town. Not a single building
is apt

has been left unscathed in this, one of the

Angola’s prettiest towns. There is no
electricity and no running water.
Imposing government buildings and
pastel-painted villas, the legacy of centuries
of Portuguese colonial rule, lie in ruins.
Whole apartment blocks have been gutted
and spill their interiors out onto the streets
below.

A lieutenant

in the government

forces
journalist that he had eaten human
flesh to stay alive. When asked to confirm
reports of cannibalism in Kuito, a nurse
replied; “People were hungry; there was
nothing to eat.”
Now the people can wander outside though
they are carefully surveyed by uniformed

of those who have died line
gardens of the town centre.
The mounds of dry earth are to be found
in nearly every open space, some marked
with simple wooden crosses, others with

Unita soldiers from

bottles

told

on

dividing line. For their part, the civilians in
the rebel-held

areas

search of food

militias and armed inhabitants. Within

that the inhabitants

so

were

smash interior walls to make

during the height of
fighting, bands of men would brave
heavy gunfire to scavenge for food for their
families. Hundreds of people would rush
from their homes

elections, the streets of Kuito

hidden system

a

of tunnels through the

buildings.
Residents tell how,

the

through a hail of bullets
and sniper fire to scour the fields on the
town’s outskirts. In the hospitals, the
wounded would crawl out into the courtyards
leaves and grass.

are

discovered

estado sob assédio dos rebeldes da Unita
a

popuia9ao

pelo

na zona

da cidade controlada

governo encontra-se
isolada.
Desde

e

literalmente

declarac9äo unilateral do cessarfogo pela Unita, a 2! de Setembro, uma
desajeitada trégua prevalece entre as tropas
rebeldes e do govemo. separadas uma da
outra pela avenida principal da cidade, que
constitui

a

a

linha divisoria entre

as

duas

for9as. As for9as govemamentais tem
6

em

than

in this

war

a

humanitarian disaster for

within a war. The conditions of

the sick and wounded have moved UN

personnel to tears and journalists to
expressions of mute horror.
In a former primary school, row upon
row of mutilated government soldiers lie
on filthy mattresses, their roughly
bandaged limbs and stumps protruding

Intherubbleliepoignantremindersofonceordinary lives; a shoe, a water jug, a broken
45 rpm record. Unexploded mortars and

! qualquer momento, caso os combates
j reiniciem.

I

se

Estimativas conservadoras indicam que

I desde o im'cio do ano tenham morrido
i cerca de 25.000 pessoas — um quarto da

David Orr

O

worse

anything revealed in BozniaHerzegovina.
Those who survived the carnage did so
at a terrible price. Nearly everyone in
Kuito has lost at least one family member

deep in fallen masonry and spent cartridges,

NO KUITO

recorda^ao amarga da liberdade que Ihes é
negada. Desde Fevereiro, que a cidade tem

branches of withered leaves.

or

foreign
journalists to visit Kuito have been
reminded of Sarajevo, they have also

ankle-

MORTE, FOME E AGONIA

S poucos passaros por cima do
Kuito säo para os 60.000
sobreviventes da cidade uma

the town.

bones litter the pavement.
If the few aid workers and

minutes of these

bitterly fought-over air
drops, wounded fighters start appearing in
the hall of the primary school which now
serves as a casualty room.
A year after Unita resumed Angola's 18year civil war, following its defeat by the
ruling MPLA in last year's September

to

further reminders, if such

Many of the plots are only a couple of feet
in length; there are few small children left
in Kuito. In some parts of the town, human

have been moved into

September ceasefire declaration, the town
centre was subjected to a daily barrage of
artilleryshellingandmortarrounds.Snipers
picked off those who dared to venture out in

are

needed, of the reign of terror visited

The graves
the parks and

the town’s

across

security of the countryside.
Despite the lull in fighting, sporadic gun
battles are still commonplace. Whenever
government supplies for its garrison are
parachuted into a contested area, fierce
fighting breaks out among the ravenous

to eat

were

the relative

For three months, from June until the

forced

grenades

a

seu

popula^ao da cidade — ou directamente
por causa da guerra ou devido ä fome. Os
hospitals provisorios que pululam pela

a

cidade acomodam

poder a parte leste do Kuito, onde esta
maior parte da cidade. enquanto que a
Unita controla o oeste e o sudeste da cidade.
Pouca comida hä ä venda
cebolas

os

aqui,

no

Kuito

—

acola — e
dependem totalmente
dos produtos da ajuda humanitaria. Num
esfor9o desesperado de evitar mais fome. o
Programa Mundial da Alimenta9ao (PMA)
iniciou uma ponte aereapara aquela cidade
em meados de Outubro, e ja nos principios
deste mes. a opera9ao atingira uma média
umas

uns tomates

a

habitantes dela

metade
täo

na zona

na zona

fragil

que

poderä

ser

a

a

nao

foi dada para a

dos soldados
durante

os

trasferencia

goveniamentais
combates.

O

feridos

ni'vel

de

malnutri^ao entre as crian^as é täo elevado
que, mesmo que a ajuda alimentar
continue, as vidas de dezenas de crianyas
pendem na balanga.

opera9äo é

interrompida

AsNa90esUnidas assegurartun, durante
primeira semana de Novembro, um

identica

do govemo e a outra

da Unita. Mas

multidao de mais

acordo da Unita para a evacua^äo de
I inumeras vi'timas civis, mas autorizagäo

diäria de 40 toneladas. Metade da comida é
distribuida

uma

de mil doentes e teridos, para quern poucos
medicamentos säo dispom'veis.

!

O

cerco

contra o

Kuito tem sido
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from under grey,

soiled blankets. With no
antibiotics, infection is rife and the stench of
fills the air. Many of the
amputations have been perfomied without
anaesthetic by inexperienced paramedics

gangrene

and wounds have had to be

sewn

with

domestic thread.

The patients' stare sunkenly

above hollow
poisoning has turned many a
ghastly yellow. Malnourished man with
suppurating wounds drag themselves along
the bare floor in search of some scrap of
food. There are no panes of glass left in the

cheeks. Blood

■

windows. The corridors are filled with cries
of agony as horrendous wounds are cleansed
nurses wielding swabs
household disinfectant.

by

dipped in

“Things are very bad here,’’ says Antonio
a factory worker turned fighter, who
lost most of his left leg two months ago.
“Sometimes we go for three or four days

Joseus.

without food."
A children’s

hospital has been established

behind the bullet-riddled fence of what used
to

be the

headquarters of the International

Committee of the Red Cross. Dozens of

children

lie

and blankets

on

emaciated

listlessly on
ground, too
weak to cry or turn their heads.
“The situation here is teiribly precarious,”
mattresses

the

comparado por alguns observadores com o
de Sarajevo, na antiga Jugoslavia. Embora
o Kuito seja um pequeno centro urbano, a
comparacao adequa-se em termos da
destrui^aofi'sicadacidade.Nenhumedifi'cio
foi poupado. naquilo que constitui uma das
mais belas cidades angolanas. Nao hä

Pause for a

smile in

a town

that has long ceased to smile

escapavam-se nas suas aventuras.

Osresidentesfalamdecomo.noaugedos |
combates, grupos

de homens desafiavam o
fogo inten.so ä busca de alimentos psira as
suas famflias. Centenas de pessoas saiam
das suas casas por entre a saraivadade balas
paraexploraros campos ä voltadacidade.
Nos hospitals, os feridos gatinhavam para

rebeldes estao confmados

a zonas

restritas

nocampo.
Embora os combates tenham parado, pelo

j menos temporariamente, batalhas
; esportidicas ainda continuam a ser
| frequentes. Sempre que aerotiaves
j govemamentaisdeixemcairdepara-quedas
electricidade, nem agua.
j
I alimentos para os seus soldados numa zona
Edifi'cios majestosos e residencias
os seus quintals para apanharfolhasecapim i contestada, desenrolam-se combates
renhidos entre milicianos avidos e civis
pintadas decorativamente, o legado de de que sc alimentavam.
séculos de colonizagao portuguesa, estao
Um tenente das for9as govcrnamentais j armados. Minutos depois destes combates,
reduzidos a escombros. blocos inteiros de [ disse a jomalistas que tinha comido came j soldados feridos come9am a convergir na
apartamentos encontram-se crivados de j humana para se manter vivo. Quando os ; entrada principal da escola primaria local,
balas, expondo o seu interior para todo
jomalistas perguntaram a uma enfermeira i que serve agora de uma espécie de sala de
sobre incidentes de canibalismo, ela | urgSncia.
quern passa pelas ruas adjacentes.
De Junho até ä declarac^ao unilateral do i respondeu:
“As pessoas estavam |
Um ano ap6s a Unita ter reiniciado 18
cessar-fogo, o centro da cidade foi sujeito a ; esfomeadas; nao havia nada para comer." | anos de guema, depois da sua deiTOta pelo
uma chuva diäria de artilharia e obuses de
Desde que a cidade foi reabertaaomundo j partido no poder, o MPLA nas eleigöes de
morteiro. Atiradoresfurtivosatingiamtixlos
exterior pode-se ver gente percorrendo as | Setembro pas.sado. as avenidas e mas do
quantosseatreviamaaventurar-seaprocura > mas da cidade. embora cuidadosamente | Kuito estao repletas de raa^onaria e
de alimentos, a tal ponto que os habitantes
controladas por soldados da Unita apaisana, | cartucheiras vazias. Nos escombros jazem
viam-seobrigadosapaitirasparedesinternas doladoopostodaavenidaprincipal.Por.seu j recordagoes dolorosas de uma vida que jä
por onde abriam tiineis através dos quais
lado. os civis nas zonas controladas pelos I foi em tempos normal; umsapato. uma jarra
Sapem November, 1993
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Elizabette Theodoro, Kuito’s only
hardly any medicine or
food for the patients. We don't even have
soap or blankets. Many children are dying
of malnutrition before they even reach us.”
Dr Theodoro points to an emaciated twomonth-old boy lying on his back on the
says

doctor. “We have

floor: “if his mother

cannot

find food for

him. he will die. A similar fate awaits

Engracia Maria, propped up against a
wall in a neighbouring outhouse.
The 12-year-old girl’s father died fighting
in the rebel stronghold of Huambo earlier in
concrete

the year and her mother is

destitute. She can
only hold the hand of her wasted daughter
and pray the airlift has come in time.
“We have just arrived in time to save the
people who have survived in Kuito.” says
Manuel Aranda da Silva, head of the UN

emergency co-ordination in Angola. “If there
is no resumption of heavy fighting, we will
be able to stabilise the humanitarian crisis in

LUtä VAäUUNCELOS

Refugees from Caxito

Angola by early next year, but we need time
and we need more money.”
Terrible levels of malnutrition have been

discovered in those

towns

of the interior

which have been denied

regular food
supplies. Despite continuing UN airlifts,
children continue to die in besieged
government towns of Menongue and

de agua, um

disco de 43 rpm quebrado.
Obuses de morteiro ainda por explodir e

algumasgranadassaoaindaoremanescente.
embora de.snecessarios. do reino de terror

que se
Os

instalara na cidade.
mortos

desordeiramente

foram

enterrados

jardins da
se podem
ver em quase todos os espa^os abertos, uns
simplesmente marcados por uma cruz de
madeira outros por pedagos de garrafas ou
nos

parques e
cidade. Tumulos de terra batida

ramos

de

arvores.

Muitos dos terrenos

sao

depequenasdimensoes: hapoucascriangas
no Kuito. Nalgumas partes da cidade, os
passeios estao repletos de ossos humanos.
Seospoucostrabalhadoresdeassistencia
humanitaria e jornalistas que visitaram o
KuitoforamlembradosdeSarajevo.também
descobriram uma tragédia humana pior do
que qualquer coisa até aqui revelada na
Bosnia-Herzogovina.
Os que sobriveram conseguiram-no a um
pre?o tem'vel. Quase toda a gente no Kuito
8

In the countryside, around

Malanje. Hunger drives people out to scour
long-abandoned fields for cassava roots but
it is a lethal search for the countryside is

littered with mines and the hospital wards
daily swell with the arrival of maimed men.
women

and children.

Menongue and
elsewhere, hunger has driven peasants to
eat their seeds. So. there will be little or
'

nothing to harvest. The international aid
agency CARE has warned of the danger of
widespread famine next

year,

particularly

jä perdeu um familiar nesta guerra. As i janelas. e os corredores estao inundados
condicöes dos teridos e dos doentes näo comgritosdeagonia.amedidaqueopessoal
poderam center as lägrimas do pessoal das de saude ocupa-se de limpar as feridas
Na^oes Unidas e os jornalistas a aterradoras com desinfectantes caseiros.
incontrolaveis expressöes de horror.
“.As coisas estao muito mas aqui,” diz
Naquilo que em tempos parece ter sido Antonio Joseus, um amigo operario virado
uma e.scola primaria. de fila em fila. ha
combatente, e que perdeu grande parte da
gentedeitadaemcolchoesimundos,osseus suapemaesquerdahadoismeses.“Algumas
membros e cotos envolvidos em ligaduras. vezes passamos tres ou quatro dias sem
sobressaiem de mantas sujas e cheias de
comer."
areia. Sem antibidticos. infec^oes sao
Um hospital infantil foi improvisado por
frequentes e o mau cheiro da gtmgrena detras do muro. crivado de balas, daquilo
enche a atmosfera. A maioria das que foi em tempos a delegagao local do
amputaydes foram feitas sem anestesia por
Comité Intemacional da Cruz 'Vermelha.
pessoal pära-médico inexperiente e as Dezenas de criangas e.squeléticas estao
feridas foramcozidas com linhadoméstica. deitadas ou em colchdes ou em mantas
Oolharencovadodamaioriadospacientes estendidas no chao, tao enfraquecidas que
chocaasensibilidadedequalquervisitante.
nem podem virar a cabe§a.
“.A situa^ao aqui é terrivelmente precaria,”
A transfusäo de sangue envenenado tomou
a maioria deles palidos. Homens
malnutridos com feridas infectadas

arra.stam-se no soalho descoberto ä procura

de algo para comer. Ja näo hä vidros nas

diz Elizabette Theodoro, a linica niédica

Kuito. “Näo temos
qualquer medicamentos ou comida para os
doentes, nem mesmo sabäo ou mantas.
que se encontra no
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thicker than

an

adult’s

finger, has been

given days to live.
Dr Nataneal Chimuko has

shopping list
hospital: milk, oil,
sugar, soya, com mash and oral rehydration
a

for the children of his
salts. His

only problem is that he has

no

money with which to make the purchases.
There is also a severe shortage of medicines.

The X-ray equipment has not functioned for
two years, the shelves of the laboratory are
all but bare and intensive care consists of no
more

than empty

bedsteads.

The situation in Josina Machel

Hospital
Luanda, is a little better. In the
orthopeadic wing, amputees lie on sheets of
in the capital,

cardboard

on

the floor because there

sufficient beds for all 2 000

are no

patients.

Crutches are expensive, so many go without.

LUIS VASCONCELOS

A government

soldier protects fleeing civilians

They receive only one meal a day. Some
camp out in the open courtyard, their few
belongings gathered around them in the
dust. The only available medicines are those
the relatives of the sick and wounded

are

able to afford.

in Unita areas which

largely inacce.ssible

No side in this remorseless civil

monopoly

since March. Earlier this month, there were
more than 50 emaciated children in the

insecurity has rendered
to food relief flights.
war

wards of the Central

has

suffering and perhaps the
worst cases of malnutrition are in
Angola’s
second city, Huambo, under Unita control
a

on

many

month

Hospital but how
would survive until the end of the
was

unclear. Some, like Misael,

a

six-month-old orphan boy with arms no

Muitas

Elevados m'veis de malnutrigao
criangas morrem de malnutrigäo
chegarem até nös.”
prevalecem naquelas cidades do interior
A Dra Theodoro aponta o dedo para uma
sem abastecimentos regulares de comida.
crianga de dois meses, extremamente magra
j Apesar das contfnuas pontes aéreas das
para a sua idade. deitada de costas no chäo:
Nagoes Unidas. criangas continuam a morrer
“Se a mäe näo conseguir arranjar comida,
nas sitiadas cidades de
Menongue e Malanje.
ele vai morrer. O mesmo destino parece
A fome obriga muitos a aventurarem-.se nos
esperar pela Engracia Miuia, de 12 anos.
Campos abandonados å volta da cidade, ä
encostada numa ptirede nas proximidades.
procura de mandioca, mas é uma aventura
O pai foi morto durante os encamigados
quase mortal uma vez que os campos estäo
combates do Huambo, em principios deste
repletos de minas anti-pessoais e o hospital
antes

de

ano e a

mäe näo tem absolutamente nada. A

recebe didriamente homens. mulheres

e

unica coisa que pode fazer é pegar na mao
da filha e consolar-se de que a ponte aérea

criangas

tenha

ä volta de Menongue e de
angolanas, a fome conduziu
muitos camponeses a consumirem as
sementes. Pelo que näo havera nada para
colher. A organizagao humanitaria CARE
jä advertiu do perigo de uma fome em larga
e.scala no proximo ano. particularmente nas

coomegado

“Chegamos

tempo de salvar o
sobreviventes do Kuito,”diz Manuel Aranda
da S il va, chefe das operagoes de emergencia
das

Nagoes Unidas em Angola. “Se a guerra
näo rebentar de novo, seremos capazes de
!

nos
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areas
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paediatric ward, nurse Soares
points to the baby in bed 14A. He
has been shot in the head and is suffering
from malnutrition. His mother
occasionally
brings him .some rice, otherwise the child
goes hungry.

Nenhum lado detém

monopolio do
piores casos de
malnutrigao registam-se na segunda maior
cidade de Angola, Huambo, sob ocupagäo
da Unita desde Margo. No principio do mes,
havia mais de 50 criangas emaciadas no
hospital central do Huambo, mas quantas
sofrimento

e

talvez

irao sobreviver até
uma

fim do més é ainda

incognita. Algumas, como Misael, um

orfao de seis
tao

ao

o

os

meses

de idade

com os

bragos

magros como o dedo de um adulto, tern

apenas alguns dias para viver.
O Dr Nataniel Chimuko possui uma

lista

de compras para as criangas do seu hospital:

No campo.

outras

a

a crise humanitaria em
Angola
principios do proximo ano. Mas
precisamos de tempo e de dinheiro.”

membros destruidos pelas

minas.

a tempo.

estabilizar

com

In the

Calenda

cidades

da Unita onde

inacessi'veis

a

inseguranga tomou-as

aos voos

humanitarios.

leite, oleo vegetal, agucar, soja, farinha de
milho e sais de reidratagäo oral. O Seu unico
problema é a falta de dinheiro. Hä também
uma grande falta de medicamentos. O
equipamento de raios-x näo funciona hd
dois anos, as prateleiras do laboratorio estäo
vazias e o que resta das camas da sala de

cuidados intensivos sao apenas as annagoes.
A

situagäo

no

Hospital Josina Machel,
9
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Joaquim Rafael, a nine-year-old dragging
the unwashed hospital floor,
might be considered a lucky child. After his
parents were killed by Unita and he was shot
himself along

his home in Cuanza Sul, he was brought

near

Luanda for treatment. He

to

because of his

injuries but

was

nurse

dying
Soares

Calenda gave his own blood to save him.
Though he has his own family, he also feeds
the boy at his own cost.
In many areas, epidemics of measles and
cholera are killing off children already
weakened

by lack of food. An hour’s drive
a sprawling settlement of

north of Luanda is
tents

and huts in which live

some

20 000

displaced people from northern Bengo
province. The makeshift little graveyard
contains hundreds of hastily-dug graves and
every day three or four more children are
laid to rest in coffins of bamboo draped with
cloth. The irony of the camp’s name, “Boa
Esperan9a’’, meaning Good Hope, is not
lost

on

the residents.

people
arrive at the camp each day. As they well
know, there is no ceasefire in Angola. There
has been what a US embassy spokesman in
Luanda likes to call
a

a

“diminution of

circumlocution could

be of little consolation to them.

Luanda, é

fled

They have

entao

dia. Alguns acamparam
no relento, no quintal do hospital, os seus
bens ä volta apanhando poeira. Os unicos
medicamentos dispomveis sao os que os
familiares dos doentes podem conseguir
arranjar.
Na sec9äo da pediatria, o enfenueiro
Soares Calenda aponta para o bebé na cama
14A. Foi alvejado a tiro na cabe9a e sofre de
malnutrigao aguda. A mäe de vez em quando
uma

refei9äo

Ihe traz

por

arroz. caso

cotrario,

o

bebé passa

forne.

Joaquim Rafael, de nove anos, arrastandoao longo do corredor sujo, pode
considerar-se uma crian9a afortunada.
Depois dos pais terem sido mortos pela
Unita e ele proprio atingido por uma bala,
perto da sua casa no Cuanza Sul. foi trazido
a Luanda para tratamento. Estava quase a
se

10

mother but they

were

pursued by their

tank division.

them

Eva Paulino only has to look at the Infected
is

There

ceasefire in

Angola. This eight-yearold was forced to flee her village in northern
Bengo Province, a couple of weeks ago
no

deu

Embora

an

o

enfermeiro Soares Calenda

famflia. tambeni dä de

comer ao

os seus

comunidade de tendas

e

palhotas albergando cerca de 20.000
deslocados da

provi'ncia setentrional do

Bengo. O pequeno cemitério local contém
centenas

de tumulos feitos ä pres.sa e

diariamente
enterradas
de

um

a quatro crian9as sao
caixoes de bambu cobertas

tres

em

simples

pano.

A ironia do nome do
perdida

campo, “Boa Esperan9a", nao esta
nos residentes.

Dezenas, muitas

vezes centenas

de gente

desapo.ssada chegam todos os dias ao camptr.
E tal

como

eles bem sabem.

nao

hä cessar-

fogo em .Angola. O que hä é aquilo que um
porta-voz da embaixada americana em
Luanda preferiu chamar de "diminui9äo

five-day trek to “Boa

few in

Angola who believe in

imminent solution to this conflict.

They

long with war.^

tal

analogia däFugiram da guerra e

mas uma

Ihes pouca consolagao.
de emboscadas

nas suas

interesse tern

para

comunidades; que

eles saber que foram
bandos itinerantes de

atacados por

Em muitas areas,

cresce uma nova

are

das hostilidades"

rapaz,

proprios meios.
epidemias de sarampo
e colera estao
a matar crian^as Ja
enfraquecidas pela falta de comida. Uma
hora de viagem para o norte de Luanda,

made the

have lived too

proprio sangue para o salvar.
enfermeiro tenha a sua propria

o seu

never

Esperanga”

bullet wound in her shoulder to know there

utilizando

sao caras,

fighters closed in, shooting
wildly. She escaped to a forest with her

attackers. Many of those who fled with

ali intemados. As muletas

muitos preferem viver sem elas. Tern apenas

when Unita

it matter to them

they were attacked by roving bands of
guerrillas and not a fully mobili.sed

morrer, mas o

um pouco

can

soldier

Unita

raelhor. Na sala da
ortopedia, amputados deitam-se no chao
em peda90s de papel de cartao porque nao
hä camas suficientes para os 2.000 pacientes
em

an enemy

fighting and ambushes in their

communities; what
that

Tens, often hundreds of destitute

hostilities” but such

I
Punishing

guerrilheiros da Unita e nao por uma divisao
inteira de tanques.

Eva Paulino

so

i

infectada ferida

precisa de olhar para

no seu

ombro para

a

saber

hä cessar-fogo em Angola. De oito
anos de idade, foi obrigada a fugir da sua
aldeia na provi'ncia nortenha do Bengo.
quando em Outubro as for9a.s da Unita
aproximaram-se da vila, atirando de
qualquer maneira. Ela escapou para uma
floresta juntamente com a mäe. mas os seus
atacantes continuaram a persegui-los.
Muitos dos que com elas fugiram nunca
conseguiram concluir os cinco dias de
marcha ate ä “Boa Esperan9a".
Poucos em .Angola acreditam no fim
que nao

eminente deste conflito. Viveram muito

tempo com a

guerra.□
Sapem November. 19W
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ANGOLA’S SENSELESS WAR
Fernando

Gonsalves

to

to

o
<
m

<

O
<

g
(3

An

w

HEN in
Ivorian

May, negotiators in the
capital of Abidjan

packed their suitcases and
have thought
that it could be months
rather than only
a few weeks
before the delegates would
meet again to hammer out final touches to
the document they so laboriously worked to
produce.
However, as Angola celebrated her 18th
independence anniversary on November 11,
the country continued to bleed from a war
that four consecutive years of negotiations
in capital cities all over the World have
failed to end. It seems that the more they talk
about talks, the less progress they make to
returned home, few would
—

—
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Angolan

war

victim

that end.
A

Lusaka, the rebels said

unilateral

cease-fire declared

on

they

were

ready to

accept their defeat in last year's elections,

September 20 by Unita seems to be holding
only in Kuito, the capital city of the Central
Bié province, which for nine months the
rebels failed to capture, but killing in the
process more than 30,000 people.
Heavy fighting has continued in much of
the country, where conservative estimates

they
occupied since the fighting resumed in
October last year, and resume direct
negotiations with the Government.
Observers remain skeptical as to Unita’s
genuine desire to end the war. They point

talk of

out

more

million

After

than 500,000 deaths and of 3

people displaced by the
a

war.

week of consultations between

Unita. the UN

special

Angola,
Beye,
and
representatives of the three observer nations
(Portugal, Russia and the United States) in
Alioune

envoy to

Bloundine

withdraw their forces from

areas

that if so, then there would be

no

need to

talk of negotiations,

since Unita has refused
to sign the Abidjan protocol, negotiated
between the two parties in May, and which
precisely calls for the rebels to withdraw
their forces from areas they occupied last
year.
II
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confusing, if anything; when

its leader

Jonas Savimbi declared his unilateral ceasefire and his readiness to

negotiate, he
skillfully skipped to mention previous peace
agreements, the UN resolutions calling for
end of hostilities and the issue of confining
his troops to barracks. He instead, drew a
long list of conditions, which included what
he called the separation of powers between
the legislature, the judiciary and the
executive
which is provided in Angola's
present Constitution — the release of all
Unita detainees, and the government to hand
over the bodies of Unita's vice-president
Jeremias Chitunda. and of foreign secretary
Salupeto Pena (Savimbi’s nephew), killed
by government forces in November last
—

year.

Following a session of its national council,
October 6, this year, Unita announced it
was ready to resume negotiations and was
agreeing to the Bicesse 1991 peace
agreement and to the unsigned Abidjan
protocol as the basis for negotiations. At the
same time, the movement rejected the
proposal for an African summit proposed
by the UN’s special representative and
scheduled for the Gabonese capital,
on

As the

war

escalates in

Angola, the human tragedy

Libreville.

worsens

There is

According to government sources the
rebels control three provincial capitals, while

peace-keeping operation. The experience
of the small UN observer mission in Angola

in four other

would also make it difficult for the

controls

organisation’s Secretary-General Boutros
Boutros Ghali to persuade member countries
to commit troops. The volatility of the
conflict when fighting resumed in October
last year, was such that UN compounds
were raided, their occupants forced to flee,
leaving their equipment behind for looters

provinces the government
only the capitals.

Unita has refused to withdraw its forces

unilaterally, and has insisted on the arrival
peace-keeping force as a condition
for the withdrawal. The government has
rejected the idea of a peace-keeping
operation, saying that the nature of the
conflict in Angola — where an elected
government is facing a rebel group—clearly
dispenses the need for such an operation.
of a UN

Observers, however, believe that Unita’s
demands for

peace-keeping force are part
aimed at stalling the
process while trying to pursue a military
strategy that will ultimately end in the
of

a

a

deliberate attempt

aware

very

well

of the fact that, faced with an

unprecedented cash crisis, and in vie w of its
recent

former

turbulent missions in Somalia, the

Yugoslavia and Cambodia, the last
thing the UN would think of is another
12

take

care

of. Some

others remained

were

injured for days without

medical assistance.

Soon after the Lusaka consultative session,
the UN’s

special representative to Angola

said peace negotiations were to resume soon,
even

though he declined to reveal the exact

hope that

entail.
Some observers believe that Unita’s

killed, while

willingness to talk now shows that the
government has gained the upper hand,
forcing the rebels to realise that a military
victory is unattainable. They also say Unita
has to be seen to talk peace if they are to
avert

further United Nations sanctions,

which the World

in
principle to withdraw from the zones it
occupies,” he said, while hoping that all
parties would be able to “transform the

body has threatened to
impose by December 15, if the movement
does not cooperate in efforts aimed at
bringing peace to the country.
But the most important question is what

unilateral cessation of hostilities into

level of concessions

date

or venue.

“We obtained Unita’s agreement

downfall of the government.

They point out that Unita is

to

a new round of
in Lusaka since
the two sides to a
final cease-fire agreement. With the rainy
season approaching, the mobility of the
troops becomes difficult. Failure to reach an
agreement may force the international
community to lose hope and give up efforts
to reach a solution, with all the tragic
consequences that such a decision may
now

direct talks in progress
November 15, will bring

a

Unita’s pronouncements

can

the government

make to accommodate Savimbi’s ambition

bilateral cease-fire.”

for

peace

are

to

become

Angola’s leader. “Savimbi is the
Sapem November. 1993
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biggest question mark; he has fought for
30 years to become the president of
Angola; no one knows what kind of
agreement can be reached to satisfy his
desire,” said an analyst on Angolan affairs.
Meanwhile the human consequences of
the conflict continue to escalate; according
to the World Food Programme (WFP), there
is an acute shortage of food, medicines and
clothing in areas where the conflict is intense.

over

Health workers in Huambo, which has been
under Unita

occupation since March, told

WFP officials
malnutrition

that tuberculosis and

the rise among adults
and children, with lack of clean water and
sanitation
is

were on

aggravating the problem. There

food in the markets, and the cash

no

economy

has virtually disappeared since

December, when workers got their last
salaries.
In

Kuito, which had been under Unita

siege for nine consecutive months, adults
lost between 20 and 30

kilos, due to lack of

food. WFP says

that foreign doctors left the
city in early January, and that the last
remaining Angolan doctor “was driven by
hunger into the countryside in August,”
leaving unqualified nurses and paramedics
to perform amputations and other complex
operations without anesthetics, antibiotics

orpainkillers.”Gangrene was frequent,” says
WFP.
The conflict in

Angola, if anything, is a
typical example of how the United Nations
should not organise a peace keeping
operation, as it highlights the organisation’s
failure to compel the two parties — Unita in
particular — to abide by the terms outlined
in their Bicesse peace accord of May 31,
1991, which would have ended Angola’s
war.

Apparently driven by the

success

of the

1989-90 Namibian operation, the UN simply
converted its mission from UNAVEM to
UNAVEM II, with no more than VOOmilitary
and civilian unanned observers, even though
the situation in

Angola posed bigger
challenges given the complicated nature of
the conflict, the size of the country and the
ease

with which either side could deceive

the other

by simply hiding its military

hardware.
Sapem November, 1993
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Unita troops

with AK-47 rifles

Margaret Anstee, former UN’s special
representative to Angola, who supervised
implementation of the 1991 peace agreement
until the elections,

admitted at

conference in Lisbon, that there

a recent

was no

adequate budget for UNAVEM II, and that
the mission largely lacked the mandate and
the

resources

that would have made it

more

effective.

“They gave me fuel for a lighter
plane and in the end they put me at the
command of a Jumbo jet,” she said.
Most areas controlled by Unita were never
open for other parties to campaign in the run
up to the elections, and it was alleged, at the
time, that Unita was either hiding their arms
or transporting them across the border into
Zaire. The UN responded with apathy, only
pushing for the elections’ deadline to be
met,

with

or

without full demobilisation.

The Bush administration, which like

in both

presidential and parliamentary

elections, and simply turned a blind eye to
the actrocities Unita committed.

Many point out — and with a degree of
that things would not have gone
so bad in Angola, had the United States
government and the UN given a clear
indication that they would not tolerate any
reason

—

shortcuts to democratic elections as a means

achieve power.

to

Even after the international

community
free and
just, the US government — and to a certain
degree the UN itself — continued calling
for negotiations, instead of tasking the rebels
to abide by the result of the elections. No
had declared the electoral process

doubt, had Unita

won

the elections and the

MPLA acted the way their opponents did,
the Bush administration would not have
waited to propose to the UN Security Council

Ronald Reagan’s openly provided logistical

the

support for Unita to fight against the MPLA

sanctions, more serious than those imposed

government,
movement

wrongly believed that the
a sweeping victory

would have

adoption of

more

Unita more than a year
of the electoral results.□
on

comprehensive

after its rejection
13
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When the rebels

arrive, everyone goes

ANGOLA: A TOO DISTANT HOPE
Tazuary Nkeita

F

OR five months now,

Joaquina

Ndongo (48), has been selling small
items such as canned foods, toiletry

powdered milk at the “Market of the
Congolese,” in the heart of Luanda, the
capital of Angola.

and

She arrived at this coastal

city in April

between areas controlled by Unita and those

forcing most of the residents to flee.
With several other civilians, she received
the

first humanitarian assistance

in

secure

province, from the Government aid agency,
foreign non-govemmental organisations and

to

from the International Committee of the

(ICRC). Conditions

Red Cross

displaced civilians, who fled their
villages in search of safety. She escaped on

appalling for the scores of displaced civilians
who converged on Cambambe, she says.
They came not only from Malange, but also
from other provinces in Northern Angola
under Unita occupation.
Relief assistance in this war-ravaged
Central African nation is highly politicised,
ever since the country became divided

war

foot from her birth town of Cacuso, in

Malange province, some 400 kilometres
North of Luanda, to Cambambe, after
fighters belonging to the rebel leader Jonas
Savimbi’s Unita movement occupied the
town, destroying everything in sight and
14

were

jurisdiction.
organisations often have to
agreement from both sides in order
government

Humanitarian

Cambambe, in the northern Kwanza Norte

this year, as part of an avalanche of hundreds
of

under

be able to distribute food aid. medicines

and clothes to the

suffering civilians.
hardships in Cambambe forced
Joaquina Ndongo to move again. She
The

huddled

some

of her children, took the first

bus and ventured into Luanda, then an
unknown destination.

The “Market of the

Congolese" is one of

places forced upon the government by
small-scale traders finding hard to bear the
ever rising cost of living in Luanda. It
contains two areas: acentral building, replete
those

Sapem November.
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month I did not know where my

was,

since Unita took

over

husband

Cacuso,” she

said, adding: “I did not know whether he
was dead or alive, because Unita just killed

member of the police force.”
one Saturday my brother-in-law
came to tell me that my husband was alive,
and that he was warning me to leave Cacuso,
together with the children, that night,” she
every

“But

said.
“I sneaked away

without taking anything

apart from the clothes I was wearing; I only
told my

father who responded that I should
my husband but leave his
grandchildren, as they would be safe with
follow

him.”

Joaquina, together with her three children,
through the bush at night, trying to
make as little noise as possible, until they
trailed

reached

some

mountains with cracks in

which the husband

hiding. “We ate
and wild animals,” she recounts.
“They were terrible days, until we reached
a small town which felt safe; people there
received us with hospitality,” recalled
Joaquina. “In the first few days we could not
sleep; my husband had lost between 10 and
15 kilograms since I had last seen him
was

grass

I
2

I
Malnutrition has taken

over

in

a

land of plenty

with stands made of all sorts of materials,

are

where vendors — mostly women — have to

children in Angola.

pay to the municipal authorities a daily fee;
and a spacious external area, known as the

“Market of the

Congolese 11," which has
expanded so rapidly that has become a traffic
hazard, hindering access to the local petrol
station. It is. undoubtedly, a replica of
London’s renown Shepherd’s Bush.
Vendors here defy any municipal by-law.
and hygiene leaves a lot to be desired,
Commodities on sale range from a readymade meal

to a

US$100

note.

Joaquina Ndongo shares the experience
more than three million Angolans,
displaced since Unita resumed fighting more
of

more

than 840,000 war-displaced

More than 90.000 civilians died between

January and September this year in Kuito
and Menongue, in the Central and Southern
provinces of Bié and Cuando Cubango, as a
direct result of the conflict, lack of food and

medicines.

Joaquina Ndongo tells how in December
1992, in the dead of the night, she quietly

conditions.

shoulders and said: “There

year ago.

largely overlooked in a world more

concerned with Somalia
because of which

or

Bosnia, and

Angolans die in their

thousands, powerless to

Children's Fund (Unicef) estimates that there
Sapem November. 199.5

Most of its inhabitants, like those from

her three of her eight children, leaving the
rest with her 79-year-old father.

“We left

was no

time.”

Malange on a Saturday night; for

resumed,” she said.

very rich in agricultural
production, specially in tobacco and
sunflower. Before the war, Malange was
the site of one of the largest hydroelectric
projects in Africa, the Capanda Dam, funded
by the Brazilian and Russian governments.
The Angolan Government had invested
US$900 million on the project, more than
half of which was complete when Unita
forces occupied the area in November 1992.

from Cacuso, accompanied
byherhusband.anofficerwiththecountry’s
riot police. She only managed to bring with

economic fabric. The United Nations

one
war

was

sneaked away

defend their lives,
possessions and the country’s social and

A

war

Cacuso

the

Cacuso had
a population of 100,000 in the pre-electoral
era, but only about 20,000 still live there.
“The majority were MPLA supporters and
Unita must have killed too many,” she says.
When asked why she had left behind her
other five children, if Unita was killing
everybody, Mrs. Ndongo shrugged her

than

before the

neighbouring districts, have fled for
safety in Dondo, Cambambe and Luanda,
where they live under the most appalling
“My husband’s salary is not enough to
the rising cost of living in Luanda, so

meet

I decided to sell at the local market whatever
I could get. At the beginning I

sold cigarettes,
push me through, so I
decided to join other comrades with whom
we share the profits. There are days when
the business is good, but sometimes we sell
very little because customers complain that
things are very expensive.”
but that could not
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war has

brought with it an unbearable
living, with the national currency,
the New Kwanza, devaluing almost
everyday. The buying power of the majority
of Angolans has fallen drastically since the
US dollar took an up-tum on the country's
flourishing black market, which ironically
The

cost

of

determines the value of all business
transactions.

Officially, the US dollar sells for 6,000
Novos Kwanzas, while the black market
rate

is 65,000.

Luanda seems to be the only

by the violence unleashed on

place spared
the Angolan

people by Unita, and is therefore where
tends to run to in order to escape

everyone

the atrocities elsewhere.

Luanda

was

built

colonial settlers for

by the Portuguese
no more

than half

a

Today it accommodates five
million. Living conditions are poor and
crime is on the rise. Only to a handful
foreigners and Angolans employed by
foreign organisations with salaries in hard
currency, life is like a bed of roses. At the
current black market exchange rate, US$ 100
fetch 6.5 million Novos Kwanzas, in a city
million people.

where

a case

LUtS VASCONCEL05

of beer costs 35,000 Novos

Kwanzas and the minimum salary is

Unita supporters

in Huambo

120,000

Novos Kwanzas.

hand in hand with
crime. The police, with their low pay, offer
very little guarantee of safety.
Despite the startling level of poverty in
the city, one does come across some of the
Unemployment

goes

wealthiest features in Luanda. The owner of
a

luxurious ‘Mercedes Benz 190’

was

stopped by some individuals posing as traffic
police officers. After the normal
identification procedures, they got hold of
the keys and drove off.
Normally, the victim would be expected
to report the case at the nearest police station.
But in Luanda, things are not that simple.
In another incident, some civilians alerted

police over the case of alleged criminals
stopping cars while posing as police officers.
A police officer emerging from his desk,
visibly unmotivated, asked: “So what do
you want me to do?”
Sources in Luanda explain the root cause
of the problem: the arrest ofalleged criminals
was so frequent that the city's jails ran out of
the

16

“The

food. The solution is to let them loose.
Justice Minister Paulo Tchipilica, a Unita

dissident, initiated

a programme late last
aimed at improving the conditions in
the country’s prisons, and in defence of
prisoners’ rights, most of who have been

year

held for months

on

end without trial. It

was

short-lived, apparently for lack of support
from other Government

departments.
Angola has brought business
almost to a halt. The indigenous
community has virtually been

The crisis in
activities
business

reduced to zero,

without the

means to

with the affluent foreign
businessmen who come to Angola seeking
compete

fortune in

land of

misery. They include
Lebanese, Senegalese and Asians. Some
take advantage of the country’s state of
chaos to indulge in diamond smuggling.
Although a 1992 Act of Parliament set
a

guarantees to protect indigenous business
interests, most of its provisions remain only
on

paper.

daily devaluation of the Kwanza
subsequent rise of the dollar, not
only impoverishes the majority of Angolans,
but also deprives public enterprises of the
capital necessary to pay salaries to their
employees,” said the boss of a construction
company in Luanda.
“A year ago one million Novos Kwanzas
constituted a fortune, and a good indicator
of a sound capital base for acquiring shares
in any company; today you cannot buy two
and the

tins of milk with it,” he added.
The

security situation in Angola has

deteriorated to such

an

extent

that the

Government only controls a handful of urban

including Luanda.
Despite Unita’s unilateral cease-fire
declaration on September 20, which has
allowed the United Nations to fly food and
medical supplies into Kuito for the first time
in nine months, there are reports of continued
fighting in Cabinda, Malange, Lunda Norte,

centres,

Lunda Sul,

Moxico, Hui'la, Huambo and

Menongue.
Sapem November. 1993
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The Government has reported daily flights
from South Africa and Zaire

bringing in

supplies for the rebels in Huambo, which
has been under Unita control since March
this year.
The situation

forces

not

only ventured unsuccessfully to

capture General Farah Aideed, but also
suffered

heavy losses at the hands of his

supporters.
Political

seems to

have worsened in

Cabinda, an enclave separated from Angola

by a strip of Zairean territory, and where a
separatist movement has called for secession
from the rest of Angola. Government reports
there speak of a massive offensive by Unita
being launched from Zaire.
According to the local Government
Military Commander, Unita has infiltrated
the territory through Zaire, with a large
number of fighters armed with equipment
sufficient to destabilise the enclave, which
is the main oil

producing area in Angola, the
country’s largest export earner.
The reports coincided with the November
1 UN Security Council meeting that
deliberated to postpone the imposition of
further sanctions against Unita, throwing
speculation that Savimbi might have been
preparing to .step-up the war, should the UN
have decided to apply stiffer punitive
measures against his movement.
Having secured control of the diamond
areas of North-eastern Angola and the oilproducing town of Soyo, in the North-west,
capturing Cabinda would have been a victory
for Unita, which continues to pursue its
much-talked about strategy of “hitting where

analysts in Luanda believe that
Savimbi, having established the Clinton
Administration’s weaknesses, may even risk

taking American hostages in order to force
the authorities in Washington to adopt a
more

moderate stance towards Unita.

Savimbi can exploit to
the

his own advantage
ambiguity displayed by both the US

government and the United Nations towards
the

Angolan conflict. It was this ambiguity
Savimbi the green light to re-start
war. Although the world has seen the

that gave

the

end of the Cold War, there remains a

high

level of American distrust towards the

MPLA, which is still regarded in Washington
communist organisation.

This seems to
be the main rationale behind the UN’s lack
as a

of decisiveness in

acting against Unita,
which openly defied the results of last year’s
elections, and chose to go back to war.

Although the Clinton Administration has
administrations’ refusal to
recognise the Government of Angola, in
private American officials have indicated to
their Angolan counterparts that a more active
cooperation between the two countries will
largely depend on the Angolan Government
adopting tighter economic and monetary
reversed past

refomis.
At

meeting in Washington, US
an Angolan Government
delegation
led by Finance Minister
Emanuel Carneiro, that they were
disillusioned
with
the
Angolan
a recent

officials told

Government’s lack of realistic economic

The message was echoed at
sessions with the World Bank and the IMF.
programmes.

Allegations of economic mismanagement
and rampant corruption have also come
from within Angola itself, with some circles
of the Angolan society arguing that unless
President José Eduardo dos Santos acts

decisively to get rid of corrupt and
incompetent elements from his Government,
he risks losing his popularity.□

it hurts most.’’
Ever since the

war

resumed, Savimbi has

been
at

seeking the best opportunity to strike
Cabinda thus depriving the Government

of a valuable source of revenue. When Unita
took

over

Soyo for the second time in July,
Department immediately

the US State

rushed

to

rescue

one

of America’s oil

companies operating in Angola, Chevron,
by warning the rebels that Washington would
not tolerate any action that would risk
American interests in Angola. The warning
was received with relief by
generals in
Luanda,

who

wondered

if the

US

Government could not u.se the same pressure
to

force Savimbi

to

agree to a

final

cease-

fire.
It remains to be seen,

however, if Savimbi

would still listen to his

Washington mentors
if they threatened punishment. Analysts
argue that Savimbi is watching carefully
US behaviour in Somalia, where American
Sapem November. 1993
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crisis in the

ETHIOPIA

coiiiuia

I’lhin of iliL' I'.N. High Commissioner lor
RelLigeesiCNHCR)iorep;Uriale 1.5 Million
j-ieople who fled iheir eounir\ beeaiise of a
.

Di' Mashekwa

Addis .\baba

Nalumango. who is a
private medical practitioner in the Ztitnbian
capital, vav s the shortageol'TB drugs tneans
tliere is an increased risk ol inleetion. The

minister,

government must act ver> tiuiekb to bring

ECONOMY BRIGHTENS
Idhiopia's I'inanee
Alemayehu Daba. says two-and-

halfyciirs after [Ethiopia emerged fromsttite
soeialistn.

its eeonotnie inospeets are

looking brighter.
Rapiil growth of privaite business,
partieuliirly in eonstruetion. indusuv. real
estate, hotel and tourism, hits raiscil public

new

arlults in Zambia.

plans to revive
and offer op|rortunities for

ETHIOPIA

investment.

The east African nation's

new

SOUTH AFRICA
SOUTH AERICAN
WHITES HAVE A SAY
.lohun ncsburg

A

transitional

constitution

approved by the negotiators in
South .Africa gives the country 's whites an
effective say in the nation's affairs until
April \999.
Whites, who form 14 percent of South
Africa's 40 million people, have ruled the
.African nation since the 17th century

elections.

ZAMBIA

two

The

—

weeks ago

THREATENS ZAMBIA
Lusaka
m

IS

.A

shortage ol tuberculosis drugs
Zambia's hospittils is threatening a health
—

is

racing to ;iid the lledgling Palestinian state,
with .Itipan and (iertnany ttffering sewage
plants in (ia/a and the west bank, and Italy
is assisting w ith a much-needed hos|iital in

projects do not even begin to
pledged at the ititerntitional
donors' eonferenee in .September. ,\t the
meeting, the world community came uir

.Africa and the O.AU accept the
w ill of the people by the will

llouting of
of the gun.
Speaking on his return from a fact-finding

with LI.S,S2.2 billion in aid
t)f which is
But

as

iiv

aid

race

picks

commentators warn

eonseijuenees

—

LkS.SWXImillion

ailable in the first year.
up

speed, politietil

of disastrous economic

if donors

are so

near-sighted

in their rush to improve conditions that
long-term planning gets dumped by the
way side in favour of ;t quick fix.

the

mission

to

MALAYSIA

Burundi. Salim said the army

demonstrably show its seriousness to
restore the civilian government if it is to
regain public trust.
must

CUB A OPENS FOR
TRADE
Kuala

TANZANIA
VOLUNTARY
REPATRIATION SET
Dar

es

Preparations

Salaam

are

underway for the start of the ttiassive
V
oluntary repatriation programme to return
thousands of refugees from Mozambique to
their homeland.
Officials of the gvw ernment

HEALTH CRISIS

The woikl eomnumitv

But the

bloody coup bid in
has sent a strong
message to nationtil armies: the internatiotial
eotmnunity will no longer countenance
undemoertitie prtietices.
TheSeerelary-Generalol theOrganisation
of .African Unity tO.AU). Salim Ahmed
Salim, says no longer will the countries of
Burundi

—

touch the billions

COUPS
Addis Ababa

.

Undera new plan agreed by the negotititors
Tuesday, the executive, or cabinet, of the
new government .will include all parties
proportionate to the percentage of votes
they receive in tiext year's first detiiocratic

PALESTINE
.Icrusalcm

Cia/a.

OAU CONDEMS

economic

policy, aiming to stimulate the domestic
market for both intligenous ;md foreign
investors, is not very different from those
pursued by other .African countries.

AID FLOWS TO

I f not

urgently resolved, he s;iy s. the drugs
shortage ''could easilv eulmintite in a hetilth
crisis" because TB is a leading killer ot'

war.

ISRAEL

in drugs,

confidence in governtnent
the ceononty

hUHHl\ l6-\earei\il

and the
friendship
the three-year, one-million-

Tan/a ni a-.Mozambique
association say
dollar exercise

w

ill involve the

lOO.OOO

Mozambican refugees in the country,
The programme

is part of the regional

Lumpur

Cuba,

—

one

of the last

retiiaining socialist economies in the world,
is waking from a long period of economic
isolation and looking hopefully across the
ocean to the btHiming economies of the
Asia-Pacific region.
In a bid to position itself for the potentially
big profits in the emerging Asia-Latin
American trade. Cuba has
mission

led

sent

its lust trade

Malaysia. The delegation w'as
by foreign affairs vice-minister Mario
to

Rodi iguez Mat tine/..
.After

being bypassed by western
largely because of a .^2-year
U.S.. Embargo. Cuba is now trying to woo
potential investors in anticipation of a lifting
investment

of the U.S Blockade.

—

IPS

S vt’i:M Novi;Mnt:k, iW,^

MAIN FEATURES

THE LOZI SECESSION BID
Peter Sebele

W

HEN

the

Lozi

King, Sir

Minister), Harry Nkumbula (leader of an

Mwanawina Lewanika, agreed

opposition African National Congress —
ANC) and John Roberts (opposition leader

to

sign a pact between him, the

Northern Rhodesia Black nationalists and

of

representatives of the British colonial office
on May 9, 1964, in London to incorporate

White-dominated

the

National

Barotseland into the mainstream of the

Progressive Party).
Before travelling to London, Lewanika
had refused to send representatives to the

country, little did he know that the occasion

Northern Rhodesia House of chiefs

on

marked the end of his power over his

grounds that Barotseland

on

former

its

protectorate.

During the signing, the Litunga, as he is
officially called by the Lozi, was assured he
was going to maintain power vested in him
by the colonial office and that the new
government, led by Kenneth Kaunda, would
honour the contents of the agreement.

Unfortunately, that was not to be. Five
the pact was thrown into the
Kaunda, who warned he was
going to deal firmly with anyone agitating
exhuming it from the “rubbish dump”.
The Barotseland Agreement thus
remained buried for 23 years, only to
years later,
dustbin by

resurface when the Movement for Multi-

party Democracy (MMD) came into power

exchange of both sweet and
bitter language for ten months, it would
appear that the MMD government will also
throw it away. Already, Minister Without
Portfolio, Godfrey Miyanda, who was tasked
by President Chiluba to handle the issue,
has told the Lozi to forget about it as it is a
an

dead issue.

Observers say the genesis of the
Barotseland controversy is traced from the
constitutional talks held in London between

May 5-9, 1964 at which it

agreed that
Zambia, then Northern Rhodesia, be granted
independence.
At the

same

was

time, another agreement was

signed which brought Barotseland into the
country’s mainstream so that Barotseland
became an integral part of Zambia.
Representatives from Northern Rhodesia
at

with its

own

entity

institutions.

But Kaunda’s team

was on

him, sweet-

talking him that he had better work with
fellow Black leaders than remain under

colonial
on

yoke. He gave in on April 16,1964
condition that he retained much of the

authority he and his people enjoyed as a
British protectorate. He did receive an
assurance.

The

origin of Barotseland, according to
historians, is traced from the time White
missionaries entered the Lozi

Kingdom, the

Lozi, believed to have come from the South,
resisted attempts by the Whites to establish
“foreign institutions” in their kingdom.
But in

1885, Francois Coillard of the

Paris

in 1991.
After

own

was an

the London talks included Kenneth

Kaunda (then Prime Minister), Arthur Wina

(Finance Minister), Mainza Chona (Justice
Minister), Simon Kapwepwe (Home Affairs
Sapem November. 1993

Missionary Society succeeded in
convincing the Lozi to establish a mission at

Mwanawina Lewanika, the

Litunga

Sesheko. Later in 1889, a South African

industrialist, John Cecil Rhodes, with his
mineral

explorers, reached the Lozi
Kingdom and immediately developed
interest to strike a concession with the king.
Rhodes used Coillard, who by then was a
well known figure among the local
community to persuade the Lozi king to
sign an agreement with him. The king did
sign in what was called the Lochner
Concession in 1890, granting Rhodes’
British South African Company (BSA)
mineral rights in what is today the western
province of Zambia, part of Northwestern
and Copperbelt provinces. This was to be
the beginning of British influence on the
Lozi Kingdom.
Due to uncertainty surrounding his
security. King Lewanika asked for protection

and his kingdom was to be called Barotseland

from the

government would take over power, Kaunda

Queen in Britain. In 1891, Britain

responded by granting him the protection

Protectorate.
The BSA Company also begun
representing British interests in Barotseland
and was asked to maintain peace in the
protectorate on behalf of Britain. In 1924,
however, Britain, through its colonial office,
took

over

control of Barotseland and the

other half of what

then called

was

Northeastern Rhodesia while the BSA

Company only remained in control of
minerals.

Up to 1963, Barotseland
the British colonial office

its

own

roots

still wielded

and therefore
a

treated by
entity with
the Lozi king
over his area.

was

as an

lot of power

When it became evident that the Black

and his UNIP cadres found it

imperative
19
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that Barotseland be

merged with the rest of
before October 24, 1964.
It was at this stage that Kaunda and his
team. King Lewanika and his prime minister
flew to London to merge Barotseland with
the rest of the country. The contents of the
agreement in London stated the following:
That all treaties and agreement between
the country

Britain and Barotseland
on

were

to

terminate

October 24, 1964 and these included

those

signed in 1890 which granted
as a protectorate and which
also gave the BSA Company mineral rights
and royalties in the Lozi Kingdom.
While Barotseland was to become part of
Zambia, the Litunga retained powers on
matters pertaining to what is now Western
Province. He was also to remain the key
figure prevailing over land, game animals,
customary law practice and the native
Barotseland

Barotse courts. The central government was

expected to provide financial support for
administration and economic development.
Witnesses of the agreement however say
that indications were clearthat the agreement
was

not going to be honoured by government

and its

implementation would not have been
rulers
in Barotseland turned politicians, including
the Litunga in waiting, MbikusitaLewanika,

easy considering that some traditional

who had been

In

1965,

an

ANC member.

meeting was called to discuss
implementation of the agreement, but it was
characterised by acrimonious sentiments
from both government and members of the
Barotse Association. This bogged down the
talks and what later happened was the
suspension by government of all Lozi UNIP
a

officials who sided with the Barotse
Association. Government also said that the

King from then be treated like

any

other

traditional ruler in Zambia.
The Barotse

interpreted the suspensions
by government against
demands to honour the London Agreement.
To demonstrate their annoyance, all UNIP
candidates in the 1968 presidential and
parliamentary elections lost to the ANC,
except in Kaoma district. They also voted
against introduction of the one-party system
of government during the referendum in
1969, apparently the year the Barotse
Agreement was abrogated by Kaunda.
as
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Kaunda

signs the agreement unifying Barotseland and Zambia

intimidation

But to weaken the fight among the

Barotse
against government’s poor
handling of the issue, Kaunda played his
bent cards by appointing to senior positions
Lozi chiefs including the king himself who
was
appointed member the central
Association

committee and Princess Nakatindi
Sesheke district governor.
straw, the

issue

was

Now the fresh battle with the MMD
seems to
are

be going nowhere and indications

that the Lozi

Kaunda has

fighting a losing war.
challenged them if they want
are

the £78 million the Barotse claim
their native treasury,

was

they must first

in

pay

as

government for schools, hospitals and

That was the last

other infrastructure built in the Western

buried.

Province.□
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MALAWI: THE QUIET PALACE COUP D’ETAT
Guy C. Z. Mhone

f
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Chakuamba: next to Banda
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i
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äz
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Banda: Did he

Tembo: To report to

deliberately leave a power vacuum?

recently, the transition that
given a new and

Malawi has undergone a silent palace coup
d’etat with muffled outcries from the

significant twist first, with the defection
opposition United Democratic
Front (UDF) and appointment as Secretary-

General of the incumbent Malawi Congress

opposition, who have only registered formal
protests calling for an interim transitional
government, and a distanced bemusement
from the international donor community

Party (MCP) of the recently released

that had earlier twisted Banda’s

G wanda Chakuamba, a former MCP stalwart

holding the referendum, but who now seem
conveniently bewildered by recent events.
The seizure of political power by the

I

N Malawi,

is in limbo has been

from the

who had fallen afoul of Banda and his party

resulting in

a

13

year

imprisonment; and

second, with the so-called

‘appointment’ of

the three-man Presidential Council,

again

with Chakuamba Chairing, as the substantive

governing clique given the incapacitation
of Banda, who is officially said to be making
good recovery. With this recent twist.
Sapem November. 1993

Presidential Council has

no

arm

into

doubt been

engineered by the dreaded John Tembo
who together with the psychophantic and
hapless Robson Chirwa, and the
opportunistic Chakuamba now comprise
the ruling triumvirate. This has been done

with

Chakuamba

visible or formal proof of their soappointment by Banda. It has been
done with no formal public proof of Banda’s
state of health. The only communications
no

called

available have been from John Tembo

himself, and presumably from his niece and
Banda’s companion Cecilia Kadzamira, who

thoroughly controlled access to Banda
the past two decades and still continue
to do so with impunity. And Malawi, inspite
have

over

of the referendum’s

overwhelming vote for
multi-party democracy, is still a one party
state with an ineffectual rubber-stamping
parliament, and the MCP with an ineffectual
central committee that would not dare

challenge John Tembo.
21
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In effect, John Tembo has

unequivocally

The incumbents have taken full advantage

Recently, when the opposition in the

and unilaterally sidelined Banda and nobody

of the absence of agreed transition
procedures by pretending to play the game
by book. Thus when some of the opposition
demand the immediate resignation of the
present government and its replacement by

National Consultative Council agreed to
and demanded the disarming and

in government or

the party can question
Nay, Banda cannot be overthrown
outrightly since his per.son, irrespective of
the vegetative state he may be in, is important
symbolically for Tembo and his cohorts,
Without him the ability to manipulate the
transitionwouldslipthroughTembo’shands
and into the purview of the National
him.

an

interim

one,

the incumbents respond

Tembo has in fact outwitted the
opposition, that is for as long as Banda is
officially ‘alive’. A vegetating Banda still
renders a semblance of legitimacy to the

simply by pointing out that as a law abiding
government it cannot contravene the
constitution by abdicating power to any
other body that has not been duly given the
mandate to rule. And unfortunately for the
opposition the referendum question was, to
the advantage ofthe incumbent government,
phrased to decide on a mode of government

MCPs desire

and not

Consultative Council. With this silent palace
coup,

cling to power.
enough examples in Africa to
show that although an opposition political
group may have the people behind it, this
may not be enough to give the group a
decisive political clout in the transition from
dictatorship to democracy. Indeed, often,
the opposition, relying on what it deems its
moral superiority and majority support, tends
to underestimate the political skill and
There

to

We have

seen

it in Liberia,

to

Zaire,

Nigeria and Haiti for instance. Well, recent
suggest that Malawi may
either follow a similar route, or end up in a
political denouement that might .severely
compromise majority interests and
democratic goals.
The current impasse in effecting the
transition in Malawi is partly a consequence
of the undue haste with which the opposition
agreed to participate in the referendum
without ensuring that the conditions for the
transition had been properly laid out and
agreed to by the incumbent government and
events .seem to

international observers (See Mhone
“Malawi: The Scramble to the finish line”

SAPEM, February 1993). It is also partly a
consequence of the desire by the incumbents,

particularly Banda’s henchman John Tembo,
companion Cecilia Kadzamira
to minimize the possible backlash of a
transition, either in terms of being called to
book for past misdeeds, or in terms of being
expropriated of their vast wealth and
accompanying influence.
and Banda’s

22

who should govern.

established

under

a

constitutional

provision whose repeal to follow
appropriate procedures in the present
parliament. And now with Banda’s current
hospitalization and incapacitation, the
incumbent party and government have
unilaterally agreed to a Presidential
Council of their own making, to the total
alarm of the opposition, but again, the

are

deviousness of the incumbents it seeks
oust.

on

disbanding of the dreaded Young
Pioneers, Banda’s paramilitary front
troopers, the government has responded
that the Young Pioneers had been formerly

These

are extracts of parliamentary debates during the Cabinet Crisis from the
“Proceedings of Parliament 1st Session, 1964 - 1965:

Mr Chakuamba

(port Herald North):- Mr Speaker, Sir, I would like to address
Ngwazi. With your permission, I want to say to the Ngwazi
we still love you. (Loud applause.) How many times, Ngwazi, do you want us to
assure you of our unquestionabie loyalty to you? How many times,
Ngwazi, do
you want us to assure you of our unquestionable confidence in you? How many
times I ask? This motion of confidence in you, your government, and your
ieadership of the Maiawi Congress Party should be the last motion to be debated
in this House. (HearlHear!) (Loud appiause.) Let this House no more debate
motions of this sort. It is a very disgracefui motion. Very wide powers were given
to you, Ngwazi, by the four miilion peopie at a conference in Nkhata Bay in 1958,
and very unlimited powers were aiso given to you by the people who have
disgraced us in the eyes of the worid who are not fit to be members of the mighty
Malawi Congress Party. (HearlHear!)
these remarks to the

Mr Speaker, Sir, I am compelled by these circumstances every day to ask my
feiiow Honourabie members to have a look into our country’s constitution. It is

quite clear that its provisions are inadequate to deai with critical situations like
a constitution which wili aboiish the title of Prime Minister,
because Prime Minister according to our understanding of the word, means the
first amongst the equais and I think that is where there has been troubie. He has
been regarded by Cabinet Ministers as first amongst the equals in this country.
He is not, wili never be, so that if a constitution is devised to give him unlimited
powers, to make it absoluteiy clear that he and he alone, is the supreme man in
this country, I don’t think there wili be any more confusions, in Ghana, this thing
happened, and when the constitution was changed matters were settied properiy.
this. We must have

“Down with the traitors, down with

conspirators, down with power-hungry
iong iive Kamuzu, iong iive Ngwazi and iong live Maiawi Congress
Party” .-page 38 a
maniacs and
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correctly notes that it is going | consultative mechanism between the
by the book for that is what the MCP and its i presumed intermediary John Tembo and Dr
Banda. The latter’s ability to govern has for
constitution provide for.
The unfortunate aspect of all this is that
long been questioned and vindicated by his
these eventualities could and .should have
present incapacitation. Banda’s henchmen
been anticipated prior to the referendum
have, however, preferred the symbolic
and safeguards provided for prior to the , retention of Banda and the pretension that
referendum given Banda’s advanced age. [ he is in control, to deploy subterranean
Indeed the referendum question should have
machinations and to forestall real change in
included a stipulation of transition
Malawi. And the prime architect of this, of
government

conditionalities in

case

of ‘Yes’ vote for

course,

desperate need to save his neck, and whose

deviousness and astuteness, the most recent

after the fact, that surprising after all,

surprise move of which has been the
appointment of Gwanda Chakuamba, a

Chakuamba, on his coming out of prison
found all the important positions in UDF
already taken and the incumbents in UDF
did not display an undue enthusiasm toward
him. From the point of view of Tembo, a
sidelined Chakuamba in the opposition must
have appeared a prime candidate for cooptation for at least three reasons. First
Chakuamba was a prime actor in the climax
to Banda’s repressiveness which saw
numerous people imprisoned, murdered or
disappear. Second, as a former Minister of
Youth and head of the Young Pioneers
during the apex of MCP repression he has a
thorough knowledge of the security and
repression apparatuses in government and
the party and may even have a following
among the contentious Young Pioneers,
Tembo’s potential fall back army; And third,
Chakuamba, as a consequence of the
foregoing reasons, could easily by
blackmailed by Tembo, and vice versa, for
that matter, since they were both party to
heinous crimes committed by the
government in the 70s.

recently released after a thirteen year hiatus
in pri.son, as Secretary General ofthe Malawi
Congress Party, and as a member of the
Presidential Council troika with the mainstay

j

and devil incarnate of Malawi

politics John i
Tembo and the psychophant from the North i
Robson Chirwa

as

the other two.

,

The Chakuamba defection from support

forthe

opposition United Democratic Front

(UDF), which he claimed to have joined
after his release from

pri.son, to become

a

member of the Presidential Council of the

and party that
perfectly illustrates the

incumbent government

incarcerated him,

opportunism incipient in the opposition and ^
the murky and unprincipled nature of the |
political lines that have been drawn between |
the various contending political parties in ;
Malawi. This is a dangerous omen that
portends a compromised end to this
transition, one that would have been properly
and astutely orchestrated by the Presidential
The government

has made

a

it

a

farce of the

two other points about possible

tendencies

that the distances between former MCP

opposition stalwarts in UDF like Bakili
has been
Muluzi and Aleke Banda, and incumbents
procrastination on the part government ' in the Malawi Congress Party and
representatives. The ostensible reason has government is one of degree and not of
been that there has been a paralysis in the
principle. It is clear for instance, that all that
Sapem November. 1993

use

of repressive

and the UDF.

Alternatively, this could be
accomplished
through
wholesale

I

‘defections’ from MCP to UDF, and if this

i

occurred, it is not clear on what basis such

I defectors would be denied membership.
I

Second,

and

importantly,
co-optation shows that the
two parties from the most populous regions,
most

Chakuamba’s

fundamental differences, and this common

nominal exi.stence. The seriousness of

in participating in the Council
matched by equivocation and

preferred

tactics to blur the difference between them

partner,
The Chakuamba/Tembo alliance, is not.

in Malawi politics. First, it demonstrates

the opposition

their

UDF in the South, and

by according

National Consultative Council

renounce

recent trump-card has been the recruitment
of a would be enemy, Chakuamba, as a

Chakuamba’s defection also underscores

Council troika.

do is declare

their support for multi-party democracy and

has been John Tembo who is in

multi-party.
Anyway, that is water under the bridge,
The point simply is that both the referendum
and the mode of transition have played up
to, and reinforced the incumbents’ political

former minister and party strongman

i Tembo and company have to

have much

more

in

MCP in the Center

common

than there

are

background is a sordid one, quite amenable
to be exploited for mutual blackmail. Hence,
the worrying and frightening possibility that
the procrastination in the transition might
actually yield an outcome that would have

i

been orchestrated to absolve some members

of these two parties,

MCP and UDF, of their
indeed, allow them to
safeguard and consolidate their present
past misdeeds, and

interests in the economy

and polity.
Unfortunately, the other parties, like

AFORD (Alliance for Democracy), UFMD

(United Front for Multi-party Democracy)
may not

be able to influence such a possible
they begin to resort to

denouement unless
mass

mobilization and

strategy they and others

mass

action,

a

have unfortunately

ignored and underplayed in favour of
negotiated change. The recent noncommittal
nature,
I

and

even

reluctance with which the

opposition parties viewed the rumour for a
demonstration to speed the
good example of the
indecisiveness of the opposition.
The opposition in Malawi will soon learn
that orderly expulsion of dictators is a

! mass stay away

transition is

a

contradiction and that, at the minimum,
mass

mobilization is needed if the transition

is not to

play into the hands of the very
people that have perpetrated past misdeeds.
Indeed, it is the possibility of a compromised
outcome to

the transition that has been the

elsewhere and
possibility should not be precluded in
Malawi. The official neutrality of the army
in Malawi may be too good to be true.Q

pretext for army takeovers
this
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CORRUPTION SHOWS UP IN MALAWI
Chatonda Mhone

T

HE taciturn attitude of Malawians
towards

high level political
corruption recently received a jolt

when revelations surfaced of

graft, money
laundering schemes and underhand
payments in the government’s drive to
privatise loss-making statutory bodies.
Prior to the advent of multi-party politics
following the June 14 referendum, it was
taboo to discuss apparent corruption.
Malawians

were a

subservient nation who

lived in a police state; they could not publicly
admonish

political figures for fear of fierce
government reprisal and detention without
trial at custom-built prisons for political
dissenters

to

President Kamuzu Banda and

his cohorts.
But the road to

democracy has given

Malawians new found freedom of expression
which is evident with the

springing

up

of

several independent newspapers. The papers

have

apparently had a field day in exposing
lambasting the Malawi Congress Party

and

(MCP) elite and its government.
The situation came to a head in

September
investigative and hard-hitting
independent weekly. The Enquirer, carried
a front
page story on the Lonrho chairman.
Tiny Rowland. The paper alleges that
when the

reliable

sources

reveal that the company

paid over US$225 000 towards the general
campaign of the MCP following a
day-long visit by the Lonrho boss. The
election

multinational is also believed
“donated” US$450 000 to MCP

to

have

during the

referendum.
In African

circles, the company is renown

for its

bribery, manipulation and armtwisting, a trend that has prevailed with
autocratic
regimes which looked
irreplaceable, but
resentment

governments on
In

an obvious cause for
emerging democratic
the continent.

from

Malawi, Lonrho controls almost 70

percent of economic activity, ranging from
tobacco estates, sugar
one
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of the

manufacturing and
biggest textile plants in Southern

The Department of Fiscal Police, which is

responsible for fraud cases, has turned a
blind eye to these incidents because of
bribes which the poorly paid officers

j

evading

an

estimated MK179 000. The

second one had a contract to supply garments
■

graciousiy accept.
!

refugees, but more textiles than were
required to manufacture clothes were cleared
through customs. By the time the customs
caught up with the culprit, some of the
textiles had already been disposed of.
to

In the wake of the democratic movement,

Africa.
he is
state.

Every time Rowland visits Malawi,
given prominence befitting a head of
And when Banda visits the United

Kingdom, part ofhis bills have been met by
conglomerate.
"TTie next man (president) may not allow |
him into Sanjika Palace (official Presidential
residence) again,” The Enquirer said.
The Police and Customs Departments
the

have

also

come

under the hammer.

MCP government officials have devised
means ofsiphoning out millions of Kwacha,
local

currency,

through

money

laundering schemes using third party
businessmen.

Recently,

a

prominent Asian

businessman bought a statutory corporation
for MK9,1 million when the company is
valued

at over

MK14 million and

making a

good profit.
The businessman in

question is believed

Considering the poor state of the Malawian to be connected to the top MCP leadership
economy, it is surprising that there is an j who use him to transfer money out of Malawi
incredible proliferation of flashy cars. The
through his other business interests which
independent papers have questioned how are largely import-oriented through
these cars are paid for when the government
overpricing and bogus commission houses
is still reeling from the effects of the
overseas.
suspension of balance of payments (BOP)
Generally, a visitor to Malawi would be
support imposed by western nations and
cheated by the smiling faces of Malawi and
international lending institutions last year.
the general lack of open corruption and
to force the government to introduce political
graft prevalent in places like Nigeria. Of
change.
course, once in a while a customs official
The cars are commonly driven by rich
will accept under-the-counter money at
Asian businessmen and MCP heavyweights,
points of entry to “officially” waive duty
but any Malawian would be dubbed an
and it is not also uncommon for a traffic
economic saboteur to the point of
policeman to turn a blind eye to a traffic
imprisonment, if seen driving an imported I offence if he is “oiled”.
car without
substantiating the source of the
This small time bribery and corruption is
income. The Department of Fiscal Police,
popularly known as “Katangale” in local
which is responsible for fraud cases, has
circles, but really, it would be rare for a
turned a blind eye to these incidents because
visitor to come across or experience this
of bribes which the poorly paid officers
kind of underhand dealings.
graciously accept.
But with the advent of openness and the
In July, a scandal rocked the Customs
draconian hand of the MCP government
Department. Two Asians had been evading now
relenting with the new democratic
customs duties on imported goods. To show ;
euphoria, one can be sure of more
how the system could be manipulated by
sophisticated types of corruption deals and
local tycoons, one was given time to pay his
even more revelations of what were once
duty when it is very well known that he used
covered-up deals.□
a forged customs stamp to clear the goods.
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BURUNDI: THE LAND THAT LOST ITS HEAD
John Edlin

BBC FOCUS ON AFRICA

Peasant farmers

and their families from Ngozi Province in Burundi

Burundi’s first Hutu president lamented after

They share the same language. They intermarry. They live together.
And they slaughter each other.

his election ended three decades of ironfisted Tutsi rule in June. “It is time
that

That

F

OR four centuries,

they lived

together, spoke the same tongue
and routinely intermarried.
Then, after their Belgian governors went

back to Brussels after granting

independence

31 years ago, they started killing each other.
Hundreds of thousands of the minority

Nilotic Tutsi
Hutu have

people and the dominant Bantu
been slaughtered since then in

Sapem November. 1993

the

tiny mountainous nations of Burundi

and Rwanda in East Africa.

Many
homeless

more have been maimed, made
or driven into exile as refugees.

Only the Nigerian civil war has seen more
lives lost, a million men, women and
children, in contemporary history.
“The story
written in

of our independence has been

blood,” Melchior Ndadaye,

to erase

unspeakable past.”
was

not to

be.

Ndadaye himself, and six of his Hutu
cabinet

ministers,

were

themselves

murdered

by Tutsi soldiers in an aborted
coup last month that unleashed a fresh wave
of blood-letting between the two races.
Some 700 000 more, or one in eight
Burundians, poured across the borders into
neighbouring countries, mainly Rwanda,
where the Hutus have been in ruthless control
of the Tutsi since

independence.
25
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The latest bloodbath raised grave
about whether the two

can

doubts

them in Rwanda.”

live

Yet Jean-Pierre

ever

Buyoya,

officer who grabbed

peaceably together in Burundi, with Rwanda
Africa’s most densely populated land.

power

a

Tutsi

in

a coup,

did

make

history by bowing to the election
results — even through now he ponders

It also underscored fears that the Tutsis

easily allow Hutu domination ! whetherBurundiisreadyforanewflirtation
to spread from government to the military
with democracy,
“There have been mistakes,” he declared
and the police, a recipe perhaps for yet
another backlash.
guardedly, “but then these people have had
By releasing that control, they believe no experience at government.”
But he and Jean-Baptiste Bagaza, the
Hutus will mount the sort of reprisals that
cost the lives of thousands of Tutsis in
military strongman he toppled in the 1987
Rwanda after independence in 1962.
coup, promised their unflinching support
What glows as a glimmer of hope for i for Sylvia Kinigi, the Tutsi prime minister
Burundi’s 5,4 million people is that most of j who is effectively in control of the country
the Tutsi officer corps opposed the putsch,
until presidential elections are held within
causing it to abort and restoring power to the three months.
“Those who cherish peace are with
Hutu-dominated government.
“For the moment, we have the loyalty of
Madame Kinigi in Burundi’s most trying
the military,” Information Minister, Jeanperiod,” Buyoya said. “She needs to take
Pierre Ngendahayo, observed with caution,
full charge as the person now responsible
for our destiny.”
“But it is a very tenuous situation.”
Lt-Col. Jean Daradangwe, a Tutsi who
Bagaza rejoined. “The failed coup turned
acts as army spokesman, pledged military
Burundi back a thousand years, it has
loyalty to the fledgling administration, rekindled ethnic hatred Ndadaye was trying
to heal.”
”whoever is in charge.”
The 12 surviving Hutu ministers, fearful
Ndadaye, a banker respected by Hutus
for their safety, now rely on French soldiers
and Tutsis alike, vowed after his victory that
and a small unit of loyal Bumndi troops as
while Hutus would assume power of
bodyguards.
government and the security forces, Tutsis
They have vowed that the 15 Tutsi soldiers would“neversufferastheyhaveelsewhere.”
captured after the aborted putsch will be
His murder dismayed fellow Hutus and
tried and, iffound guilty of treason, executed
provoked fears among Tutsis that a less
—a move that might well test just how loyal
conciliatory leader might succeed him.
fellow officers are to the state.
It led to bloody clashes between Tutsis
The October 21 coup attempt, meanwhile,
and Hutus in countless villages throughout
has set back their efforts to redistribute
the territory. Thousands were slaughtered.
scarce farmland in favour of Hutu peasants
Many more were wounded. Huts were
and ease the grip of the security forces from
torched,
many with the occupants screaming
the Tutsis.
from terror trapped inside. Some victims
“We have some sort of reprieve,” noted
will

were

bound hand and foot and doused with

Rurangirwa, a Tutsi who grows
pineapples, mangoes and pawpaws for : petrol before being set alight. Corpses, some
beheaded, others without limbs, littered the
export to Europe who thought his business
might be seized by Hutus after the historic i countryside. Many villagers fled into the
forests for safety.
election. “But that’s only a temporary
“We’ve seen it happen before,” said
situation. We can never alter the course of
country is destined to

Michelle

take,”

i

Ruranga, widow of aHutu cattle !

rancher who was among

100 000 massacred
of many of her

in 1972, shared the doubts

(jeople when she told a foreigner, “We can
never trust the Tutsis. They will never allow
total Hutu control after what happened to
26

race
i

;

while the Hutus

are

short and

stout.

Another false perception is that the Tutsis
are traditionally cattle breeders and the Hutus
farmers.

not now

Etienne

our

widespread misconception outside Burundi
that they are distinctly different.
This myth has it that Tutsis are a tall, lean

army

i are

“There’s been so much intermarriage and
interbreeding that it’s hard to tell each other
I apart,” said the Hutu priest. “But what
happens is that hell-raisers, most likely with
i leadership ambitions, go around saying this
i family is Hutu and this family is Tutsi and
I this begets unnecessary ethnic violence.

Yet in normal times they live together in
harmony.”
Indeed, since the first Tutsi settled in

possibly from
Ethiopia or Somalia — some 400 years ago,
! they lived together in peace until after
j

Burundi and Rwanda

—

independence.
Unlike

most

African nations,

they

were

not bom out of colonial rule but were actual

| kingdoms with a benign royal Tutsi elite

i

!

and both Tutsi and Hutu subjects who were
treated equally. A tiny one percent of the
population also comprised the pygmy Twa
people who split their loyalty between the

other two.
But the Belgians did kindle rivalries after

they occupied the two former German
colonies under

a

World War I

League of

Nations mandate and stripped the Tutsi of
much of their power.

Come

independence in 1962 and both
amicably.
Tutsi officers reacted with bloody
vengeance, sparking massacres that left
Tutsis and Hutus shared power

thousands dead. Some 1 (X) 000

more were

slaughtered in 1972 after an unsuccessful
Hutu coup. Virtually all literate Hutus were
massacred.

Then, in 1988,

some

20 000 Burundians

died in fresh

blood-letting. Violence could
erupt again at any time.
“It’s a volcano that can explode any
moment,” said one envoy. “We’ve all got

Catholic Father Sylvester Gathega, who
held a score of funerals. “But that doesn’t our fingers crossed,”
ntake it any less awful.
The testing time could be November 29,
the date set for the murdered head of state’s
Gathega shared foreign residents’

mystification over how Tutsis and Hutus
identified each other

as

such in this and

previous massacres even through there is a

funeral.

“If

anything will ignite the fire again,”
be that day

declared the diplomat, “it will
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SA: INTERIM CONSTITUTION ENDORSED
BONGI KHUMALO

A

FTER

a

day crowded with high

drama and furious last minute

political horse trading, the plenary
Park endorsed
an interim constitution that will guide South
session of leaders at Kemptom

Africa for the next five years.
African Congress president.

Nelson

Mandela, in his address to the historic final

plenary session of the multi-party talks
process, hailed it as the “beginning of a new
era”.

And, switching into Afrikaans,
olive

branch

he held

dissenting
rightwingers: ‘You are all equal citizens of
out

the

an

to

South Africa. You have the fullest

new

right to

your own

language, religion and

culture.’

will not be taken away from
you,” said Mandela.
President de Klerk ended his address
the last of

—

emotional

evening — by
saying future generations would recall: “It
was on this day that we laid the foundation
a new

an

South African nation. Yes, it was

this

day that we created a basis for good
hope for this and for future generations of

on

our

people.”

After their addresses, the party

leaders
signed a pledge acknowledging that “the
momentous agreements reached in the
negotiating process provide a constructive
foundation for
The

transition to

democracy.”
plenary session to ratify talks
a

agreements kicked off more than eight hours
late with Justice Ismail Mahomed declaring

it the

beginning of “The emancipation from
pain and shame of our racist past.” It was
the “final, irreversible lap towards our
freedom,” he told leaders gathered behind a
horseshoe of desks and under bright lights
the

in the

country could have had elections once the
by the Negotiating Council shortly final constitution was written,
before the session and amid a frenzy of last- i
• In a concession to the provinces, a twothirds majority in the senate — consisting
minute political horse-trading and persistent,
frustrating delays. The minuscule AVU — of provincial representatives — would be
only in talks on the strength of its status required to adopt any amendments on the
before prominent rightwingers defected and
boundaries, powers and functions of
left it in the hands of a cabal of students
provinces.
In another move which will strengthen
struck the only sour note, warning of an
“Afrikaner problem” as a result of the
the hand of provinces, they will be able to
agreement.
adopt constitutions for themselves after
Delegate Gerdus Kruger said the April 27, 1994. The previous proposal on
this was that the national parliament would
agreement officially marked the moment
have to ratify such constitutions.
when the Afrikaner became an oppressed
A single ballot paper will be used in the
minority. The formal end of the World
Trade Centre talks process marks the trigger
April elections to choose provincial and
point for a breakneck speed transition, with national representatives. The government
a Transitional Executive Council (TEC)
; had argued for two ballot papers — one for
expected to be installed within two weeks, parliament and the other for the provincial
a blitzkrieg election campaign and the
legislatures.
tied

—

—

•

•

;

,

“These rights

for

finalised — albeit with loose ends still to be

cavernous

main hall of the World

Trade Centre.

I

historic first-all-race elections five months

from

However, the deal drew fire from smaller

now.

Critical to progress before
session and as the Negotiating
the final touches to the

the plenary
Council put
package was an

eleventh-hour deal between the government
and the ANC on crucial outstanding issues.
In terms of the deal

agreed to by the
Negotiating Council — the .solutions were:
There will be not fixed percentage for
the taking of decisions in the multi-party

:

—

•

Cabinet.

parties and has the potential to emasculate
their regional support because voters will
not have the option of voting for a different
party at provincial level. The Democratic
Party signalled that it had reluctantly agreed
to support the ‘one ballot’ provision as a
trade-off for getting its way on the
composition of the constitutional court. The
PA’s Barney Desai — opposing the deal —
suggested that the DP should change is
name to the ‘Undemocratic Party’ and the
AVU’s Corlea Kruger also sharply criticised
the party’s decision — which helped ensure
the proposal was carried.
The plenary session went ahead without
the parties of the Freedom Alliance, which

Instead it will operate as a normal Cabinet,
:
developing its conventions in ‘consensusi
seeking spirit’. Government has been I
holding out for 66! Agreement on some
issues and the deal appears to be a remarkable
walked out of talks several months ago.
concession by it.
Observers agreed, however, that there was
A deadlock in the adoption of the final
still room for adjustments to the World
constitution by the interim parliament will
Trade Centre packages.
ultimately be broken by a 60! Majority in
President De Klerk has said that changes
both the Senate and the National Assembly.
could yet be made during the special session
This would follow various other steps, but
in practical terms will put parliament under j of Parliament to enact the interim
pressure to complete the constitution without I constitution. And during the plenary session,
! National Party delegate, Leon Wessels,
having to resort to deadlock-breaking. The
stressed that the NP was ‘conscious of the
is aconcession by the ANC, which proposed
fact’ that other parties should have been in
that a simple majority — 50 percent plus
the process. “We are still reaching out to
one
should break such a deadlock.
No fresh national elections will be held 1 you,” he added. The Negotiating Council
until 1999. This marks a shift from the
agreed to State funding for political parties
previous proposal in terms of which the in their election campaigns.^
'

•

.

'

The leaders then

began adopting — in
by “sufficient consensus”

many cases
because of Afrikaner Volksunie

(AVU) and

Pan Africanist

Congress objections — the
“package” of agreements which will usher
the country through to its first non-racial
election on April 27 next year and then
through five years of a government of
national unity.
These included the interim constitution.
Sapem November. 1993
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CUSTOMARY LAW ROW LOOMING
Bongi Khumalo

V

IGOROUS debate has been sparked

law academics, women’s
pressure groups and religious and
cultural bodies following the controversial
proposal by traditional leaders that women
under customary law should not be protected
in the Bill of Rights.
among

For the statute books, the effect of this

proposal by the Congress of Traditional
Leaders to the Negotiating Council will
insulate customary law — viewed as
repressive and discriminatory against the
women
from legislative reform.
Reagan Jacobus, senior Private Law
lecturer at the University of Durban
Westville said: “Customary laws need to be
subjected to a court of law in the same way
as the topic and the contents of the Bill of
Rights would be subjected.”
Customary law subjects women to
injustice and discrimination in the following
—

ways:
Women married under customary
•

•

•

law

are perpetual minors.
Customary law marriages do not have
the same status as civil law marriages.
The customary law of inheritance de-

nles

land and prop-

women access to

erty, and excludes women from deci-

sion-making

process

in their homes

and communities.
•

Muslim women do not have equal rights
under Muslim

personal law.

Jacobus said: “One of the main

objectives
Rights is to reform and
reconstruct this country, and to uproot
oppression and exploitation, not for just
women but the wider society. By excluding
customary laws from the ambit of the law,
we will be defeating this objective. Cultural
of the Bill of

laws should not be allowed to continue
without

scrutiny.”

But customary

law,

as

proposed by

Customs and traditions are

integrai part of African society — practices of which
being repressive and discriminatory against Black and
Indian women. In a changing political dispensation in South Africa, a row has been
sparked whether customary law should be included in a Bill of Rights and be
subjected to scrutiny or whether it should operate independently. While women are
hoping to throw off their shackles in the new South Africa, traditional leaders have
an

have been criticised for

other views.

Contralesa

proposed to the technical

committee, co-ordinating the proposals for
a

Bill of Rights at

•

•

•

by Contralesa did not represent the v iews of
all the members in the group. Contralesa
representative, Stella Sigcau, would not
comment on the proposal as she believed
that it would jeopardise her position in a

(rural communities) should remain

Transkeian women’s group.

exclusive

subject to such authority.
Following several representations by
Contralesa
supported by some rightwing pressure religious groups — an ad hoc
was set up by the Negotiating Council to
explore the recommendations. Elsabe
—

Wessels, the Women’s National Coalition

President of Contralesa, Phatekile

Holomisa, said the proposals put forward

However, Holomisa argued that customs
.should be maintained, adding that the

Bill of
Rights had to put into context within the
different cultures and the

norms

and

traditions it carried with it.

“Customary laws should be enshrined
separately for its own protection,” Holomisa

monitor at the

said. But if warranted, certain traditions

will

need to be re-examined.

Multi-Party talks said women
to appeal to the Bill of
Rights to challenge inequality and overcome
disadvantage.
“Presently, no forums exist within which
women can contest customary law from the
Bill of Rights. These women will be denied
human rights and the ability to enforce
not

be able

them.
“The economic implications of excluding

was

not

Customary law

“inferior”, he said.

Professor Thandabantu

Nhlapo of the
University of Cape Town’s Department of
Law said it was “dangerously imperialistic”
to disregard customary laws, or to say
communities “just have to modernise it”. “It
goes back to colonial rule and the African
communities’ rejection of the intrusion on

customary law from equality and the Bill of

their culture.”

Rights will entail the exclusion of women
from the decisions and benefits surrounding
restructuring and development.” Wessels

Professor Nhlapo suggested that the
benign and the malignant in customary laws
needed to be identified. Identify which
customs promote human dignity and those

said.

Jacobus, who has researched African

protection and will be beyond the reach of
effective challenge under the Bill of Rights.
If customary law is excluded from the
Bill of Rights, two legal regimes would be
created
one governed by the Bill of
Rights and the other by customary laws.

governments and customary laws in the

28

it could

the Multi-Party talks that:
Customary law should be excluded
from a future Bill of Rights.
Customary law should not be subject
to the equality guarantee.
Communities who are subject to customary law and traditional authority

Contralesa, will enjoy extraordinary

—

included in the Bill of Rights so that
under scrutiny, he said.

come

Southern African

region, said any women
being treated unequally
should have the right to go to court and
challenge that law. Therefore, it was
imperative that customary laws should be
who

saw

herself

which do not. Then, he said, leave the former
intact and jettison the rest.

However, Jacobus disagreed with
Professor

Nhlapo. he said

one

could not

guarantee individual freedoms and rights
for the

political expediency of certain

traditional leaders.□
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WHO IS FOOLING WHO?
Tendayi Nyakunu

they value health and in what they
know, or believe they know about health.

!

how

analyse the role of the World Health
Organisation according to a study conducted by two US Professors from the
University of George Mason, Fairfax, Virginia. There are arguments that the agency
is spending more money and time pleasing its sponsors; mainly governments of the
so-called First World, than expending its energies and resources on the poorest,
therefore, unhealthiest nations of the world.
This is the first in a series of articles which

These elements affect market choices and
results. Some health fanatics, who can be
easily classified as those who are unwilling
to sacrifice even a little health for a lot of
something else. Others might be quite willing
risk health to attain other values.

to

Someone who chooses to live in

T

HE World Health Organisation was

reach of the markets and even national

created in 1948 to address the needs

governments such as

international efforts to halt the

internationally
communicable diseases that should be the
priorities of international government

di.sea.se.

funded work

ofthe postwar

world and to continue
spread of

WHO is further lamba.sted for

Although WHO’s constitution includes
categorically

sacrifices health for other values.
a

big city
Living in
a

big city is generally less healthy than

living in a small town, among other things,
pollution is generally greater in big cities,

,

of

failing to

whatever health toll that exacts; levels

.stress are

generally much higher in big

, help the poorest and unhealthie.st countries,
i
and the odds of being victimised by
organisation’s main objective “There is now much knowledge and many violentcrimesarehigherinthecosmopolitan
areas than in the villages.
as “the attainment by all peoples of the ! principles about the dangers of bureaucracy,
People who chose to live in cities are
highest possible level of health.” This vast and its to be expected that WHO will have
consciously
choosing to sacrifice health to
and vague goal is of little help in judging
studied these and avoided them”.
attain other values, just as surely as the
WHO’s record; “possible” being an escape
The study suggests that WHO fails on
people who choose to smoke, to drive very
clause to cover all sorts of failures. The
three counts. It is not providing the health
question that needs to be addressed then is care it can best provide, and it is interfering
climb mountains. Specific
whether the organisation has had any
in matters best left to individual nations or
contents of values obviously differs among
people, as do the terms on which they are
successes and failures. Critics and supporters
markets. It is not helping the poorest and
willing to trade off health again.st those
of the WHO concept can point to that.
unhealthiest nations. And it exhibits ,many
other values.
The question is further developed to ask
of the worst tendencies of modern
Values which can be derived from working
whether the organisation; given its claim of i bureaucracies. Whether WHO can be i
limited resourees, is utilising its budget
rescued or whether it would be better to ^
^ city include the opportunity to earn
larger salaries and the ability to become a
adequately and correctly. And there are some bury it officially, is something that is
big fish in a big pond as opposed to being a
well-established principles which indicate
explored in the examination of WHO’s
big fish in a small pond when it eomes to
that what is“right” things foran international : present condition. In this series of articles,
smaller cities.
government funded agency to fund. Broadly, SAP EM tries to look in detail at the principles
Some people enjoy the taste of cigarettes

22 different functions, it afso

declares the

these
the

the

principles which suggest
appropriate objects of national
are

same

government health

agencies
!

which ought to govern WHO sexpenditure.
shall look closely on who needs a
World Health Organisation, asking whether
there is anything about health that should
take it out of the realm of market provision,

and find

smoking relaxing, despite what

they hear about the health consequences of
^ntoking. They value the taste andrelaxation
from
than the health risk

study conducted by Professors Robert
DTollison and Richards E Wagner from the
cigarettes more
they believe smoking entails. “Shooting
In light of their values and beliefs on
Centre for Study of Public Choice, George
down a snow-covered mountain at a mile a
Mason University, in Eairfax, Virginia, US;
health, people choose modes of conduct
strongly attacks the World Health that have con.sequences to their health. Some
Or^unisfltion forfuilin^ to address the rc<il people will choose to smoke, iind others will exp>enences,öutittilsoincreusesthedemiind
issues pertaining to health needs in the
not. Some will exercise regularly, others ^ for orthopaedists.”
In a free society, the market generates a
developing world and; instead pandering to ' onlylitfully.andyetotherswillnotexercise
at
all.
Some
people will have bacon and levelofwellnessthatreflectspeople’sbeliefs
the whims of its main sponsors.
A

minutecanbeoneoflife’smostexhilarating

The

study states that some health matters
efficiently dealt with by markets
and varying preferences and values of
different national populations. But markets
fail and it is health problems beyond the
are more
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eggs

and
values. In such a .society people might
ask first what

for breakfast, while others will only

might be the role of

have fibre cereals with non-fat milk.

In all these choices and

more

governments in health

similar

choices, health considerations can be
i reflected in market results. People differ in

j

,

after which they

might ask the role of some global coordination among governments. At the
29
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national level,

government‘s role must be

may well supply
such protection other nations. Some global approach tocoinefficiently, but it is hard to claim that such I operation is required, which can provide a
protection is not a legitimate social concern, ju.stification for an organisation like WHO.
even if state provision
There are also public goods arguments
might not be the best !
of addressing that concern.”
for some collective provision of public
What happens at national level can also
health. Encephalitis is not a communicable
happen at global level. Communicable ; disease, yet there are good grounds for
diseases do not respect national boundaries, | thinking that ordinary market processes will
more than does air pollution. This is
not provide sufficient protection against
especially so now, where the world has ; encephalitis. People can protect themselves
shrunk so drastically through vast reductions ' with
;
fly swatters and mosquito repellents
in time and money costs of transportation,
and sprays, but they cannot protect
i
Malaria in one nation can spread to another, I themselves
against the mosquitoes that breed
state

justified by

some claim of market failure.
This involves a claim that one person’s

health choices

impose costs on others, and
ifthese costs were taken into account, market

outcomes

■

would have been different.

Claims of market failure involve

mostly

communicable diseases. This is the classic

,

.

argument or
health

gov^mentprovision
of public
One way is to require that

services.

people receive innoculations,

at their

expense, or to supply those innoculations
under government supervision, finances by
taxation. Whatever method is chosen will

generally affect the distribution of income, '
because the distribution of

tax

extractions

some

prevalent. At

in stagnant water on vacant land,
In some cases, market processes

to a

i

reasonable resemblance in its mission

ni^rket failure can exist at the global
level even if a national government is acting
efficiently within its boundaries to control

state provision ofmosquito eradication may
be less costly. Protection against such noncommunicable disease as encephalitis might
be secured more effectively through the

argument is

same among nations as it is within a ;
nation. A government will combat state than through the market. And what
communicable diseases within its holds at the national level could hold globally
boundaries in

protect people from one another. “The

could

perhaps work through action against land
owners. But this is a costly process, and

any

the

perfect in its

provision of public health services; but it
only means that the state actively bears
to

from another nation travels

communicable diseases. The

however, that this does

that the state is

affected resident travels abroad

nation where malaria is

alternatively have paid. However, a general |
public protection is achieved either way.
It should be noted

an

or someone

among people will generally differ from the
distribution
prices people would

not mean

either as

a

cost-effective

it will not take into

account

manner.

But

well, just as it would for market failure or
externality cases.□
as

the desires of

ZISCO ON THE GRAVY TRAIN
Zerubabel Mudzingwa

T

HE Zimbabwe Iron

and Steel

Company (ZISCO), Africa’s largest
integrated steel works north of the
Limpopo, has been beleaguered with a host
of problems which threaten its existence,
Both of its major blast furnaces are on the
verge of total collapse. Two months ago,
the government hired an Irish consultancy
company, the Trade Development Institute
(TDI), to diagnose the company’s financial
and technical status.

The TDI report

highlighted that the company was now
technically bankrupt. The report
recommended

an

urgent need to downsize

the company to ensure the most costeffective operation compatible with meeting
its domestic market is followed.

I

blast furnace number 3,also needs to be

million, while total

relined urgently at an estimated cost of $60

094 billion.This year

million.
If Zisco is left

;

were

$1,

alone, it has already
consumed nearly $500m as part of its budget

fold up on

allocation.
its own, the
country will stand to lose about $166,3 I
The World Bank and IMF’s sponsored
million in export sales. About $500 million I economic reform programmes, pressing for
in foreign currency will be required to import minimal government expenditure on nonsteel products for the country’s broad-based viable enterprises. To avoid a head-on
industrial sector. The existence of Kwekwe collision with this, Zisco pursued
and Redcliff towns will be at stake as some I restructuring as a measure which included
to

'

massive staff retrenchment

lOOOOO workers whose companies depend
on Zisco for their business, will
automatically be laid off.

efficiency. In this process, Zisco accrued a

Ironically, however, Zisco has been
heavily dependent on government subsidies

longer able to
bankruptcy.

to

revitalize its

further debt of $400 million, which it is

since its inception in 1938. For the past 10

alone, the parastatal has chewed
The corporation’s major furnace, blast
government resources worth $ 1 billion, and
furnace number 4, which produces 70 | yet made no profit save for 1992, when it
jjercent of the parastatal’s total output, broke
registered a record $28,Im profit,
down and is undergoing a $450m relining i
According to Zisco’s audited accounts
operation. About 4 000 workers were laid forthe 1991/1992fiscalyear, thecompany
offasaresult. Theplant’sremaininglifeline,
made a negative net growth of $253,3
30

borrowings

pay

no

because of its technical

Zisco,

years

:

I
'

one of the giant African suppliers
products to PTA, S ADC markets, as
well as Europe, Asia and the Far East, will
collapse if immediate relief does not come
forth. The corporation has also been waylaid
by management problems, crippled by price
controls and the general world economic

of steel

recession which has reduced its market

by
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50 percent.
The breakdown of furnace number 4 and
the consequent relining operation, is to cost
the company in excess of $450m. The
exercise

expected to be complete by
1994, but is now scheduled for completion
in 1996 because of some managerial
problems. This has come about because of
a standing conflict of interests between the
Ziscosteel Board and the government tender
boards

over

the choice of the tenderer to

let Bateman

the

Project Holdings undertake

The TDI report

also recommended that

the conglomerate should invest around $1,82

projects if the company was
development of a new iron
ore mine at Ripple Creek, near the Redcliff
plant, and the installation of a new sinter
plant to treat the Ripple Creek ore, were
some of the proposals made. If no urgent
to

on new

survive. The

action is taken to avert the crisis, the

corporation will be forced to close down.
Recently, Boart Zimbabwe Limited which
has been involved in Zisco’s iron

ore

and

limestone

operations for the past years,
threatened to stop all mining operations due
to Zisco’s failure to pay an outstanding $ 12
million debt. The National

Railways of

Zimbabwe (NRZ), also threatened to cancel
its transport contract unless Ziscosteel pays
at least 25percent of the $ 100m it is owed.

it

The

general world economic recession,
especially for steel products, financial

woes at
on

affairs of the

conglomerate.

Ministry of
Industry and Commerce which he said, has
failed

to act on

the recommendations of

consultants who advocated for the parastatal
to

diversify into the manufacture of flat
“The

problem is that there is no quick
problems start
to show up. B last furnace number 4 could
not have been closed if relining was done on
time.
And now. we are facing another
problem with blast furnace number 3 which
needs relining as well”, said one of the
workers at Zisco.
Some political

figures which tamper with
entirely commercial, are
also cause for concern at the corporation.
Professor Gordon Chavunduka pointed it
out vividly when he said that government
interference ranged from the appointment
of board members and managers on political
rather than professional grounds, to
uneconomic pricing policies.
This has
contributed to the delay of Zisco’s $2.4
billion rehabilitation programme, which has
matters

which

the

drawing board for

over

10

corporation paid

a

deposit of

US$39m for the purchase of a cold rolling
mill from Sweden, then abandoned the plan.
What then, are the merits of keeping the
corporation? This question hovers over the
conglomerate, as the approximately 100
000 workers whose companies depend on

Zisco for their business, face a bleak future
if Zisco comes to its knees.
The government,

the sole shareholder in
conglomerate
has been blamed for all this, owing to its
involvement in price controls until June

the billion-dollar steelworks

action when

rawmaterials like coal,
products to and from

are

1991, lack of investment to maintain

efficiency, and a low domestic market in
relation to plant capacity. All these factors
have contributed to the company’s poor
financial returns.
The MMD government in Zambia, with
only 2 years in power, has already passed a
“Privatization Act” and

seems

determined

swiftly on the privatization of
parastatals. Angola and Mozambique have
also privatised most of their non-viable
parastatals. Will Zisco follow suit, and who
are the prospective investors?
“Will Ziscosteel continue chewing the
country’s resources, while basic
commodities like food, have had their prices
let loose from government control?Q
to

act

ZAMBIA: STRONG KWACHA
HURTS MINING INDUSTRY

theplant.
time, Zisco’s sole supplier of coal,
Colliery alsomade threats to cut its
supplies following a debt of $78m
whichhadaccrued over the years. Wankie
one

Wankie

Colliery supplies Zi.sco with 600 000 tonnes
coking coal a year.
In each of these cases, the government

always bailed out Zisco, the country’s
industrial development nerve centre. The
government has to fork out more than $400
million which Zisco currently owes major
creditors.

This scenario makes the

government open to critics who argue
the

Denis

Divaris, puts the blame on the

iron ore, and other

of

government’s interference in the

The former Zisco chairman, Mr

on

years.
Traces of maladministration surfaced
when the

blamed

are

been

NRZ, is contracted by Ziscosteel to

transport essential

At

Zisco

the

rolled steel.

project.

billion

with

the

was

undertake the contract. At last, it was agreed
to

report said.While one has to contend

for

privatization of the parastatal.

Apart from major capital expenditure,
the company will need to spend about $ 120
million each year on plant replacements and
improvement, mostly in hard currency to
keep the works operating efficiently”, the
Sapem November, 1993

A

STEADY

strengthening of the
hurting Zambia’s

Kwacha is

pickingupinJuly,whenitgained3.4percent
against the US dollar, and has continued^

Consolidated Copper Mines
(ZCCM), the nation’s largest exporter.
A dra.stic fall in the exchange rate has
plunged the mining conglomerate into a

strengthening since then. In early October
the Kwacha value against the US dollar
stood at 522,4 at the end of August.
The Kwacha gained as a result of a

financial crisis, making it unable to service
local debts, whichnow top 10 billion Kwacha

currency

(about US$25,3 million).

According to ZCCM spokesman, Francis
Musonda, most of the debt accumulated
between

July and September when the
began to strengthen after

national currency

long period of depreciation.
The Kwacha, which depreciated by 50,5
percent between January and June, started
a

significant reduction of the amount of
in circulation, coupled with
flooding of the market with convertible
currency obtained from the donor
community.
Economic analysts, including thei
Bankers’ Association of Zambia, say thei
Kwacha’s new strength was a result ofj
government

interference in the market.□ i
—
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CARGO THEFT IN TANZANIA WORRIES
MALAWI
Chatonda Mhone
ALAWI international container

trade. The route was developed by the j of 5 317 square metres and 1 968 square
the port Malawi government following the closure | metres are available at Dar-es-Salaam and
recently ! in 1984 of the Nagala and Beira routes on ' Mbeya centres respectively. Thirty-fiveexperienced a “high incidence of pilferage”, the Mozambican coast because ofthe war in tonne gantry cranes to handle traffic of up to
raising the cost of transport in an already ! thatcountry.Theonly alternative route was | 40 feet containers are available at both
dire economy.
by road to the port of Durban, in South ! centres. Through-puts are 50 000 and 20
i 000 TEU
An official of the Clearing and Forwarding ; Africa.
per annum for Dar-es-Salaam and
With
the
ceasefire
holding
in
! Mbeya centres respectively.
Agents Association of Malawi (FAAM),
Other facilities include diesel and petrol
Rodney Phiri, told a group of exporters and Mozambique, Malawi may now return to its
importers in October that at times containers original and more economic routes of Beira tanks with a total capacity of 23 250 cubic
reached their destination to and from Malawi
<ind Na^ala.
i metres at the two centres which is over and
In 1992, about 1,3 million tonnes of import : above national consumption levels.
with only half their original cargo.
“A high incidence of pilferage has been
and export traffic were record at all border j Surveys carried out by MCCL on all four
noted on Malawi containerised cargo routed
posts, an increase of about 6,6 percent routes show that that after the Na^ala
via Dar-es-Salaam and the Association is
compared to the previous year. The Northern Corridor, Dar-es-Salaam is the cheapest
Corridor was the third most popular route
route to the sea for Malawi and that the
looking into the matter,” Phiri said.
Investigations conducted by the Ministry taking up 17,79 percent of the traffic (see transit time is shorter,
of Transport and Communications and the
Table 1).
| With a growing debt burden and uncertain
Malawi Cargo Centres Limited (MCCL),
The MCCL operates full-fledged facilities I prospects of balance of payments (BOP)
the company responsible for overseeing the ! 'ti Tanzania. They include dry cargo i support to the Malawi government, coupled
operations ofthe Northern Corridor, have warehouses which are able to store general, with the fragile peace in Mozambique, it
indicated that Tanzanian businessmen have
dangers and precious goods with a combined would only be proper for the MCCL to
been conniving with truck drivers in order
capacity of 17 000 tonnes for Dar-es-Salaam tighten up cargo security on this all-too
to tamper with the container bolts or seals.
Mbeya at any point in time at the port of important alternative route.
Dar-es-Salaam.
Table 2 shows costs on various corridors
“Since the investigation, it is pleasing to
Container terminals with stacking space ’ to major centres in Malawi.Q
note that some progress has been made to
minimise pilferage on the route,” Phiri told

M

cargo, routed through
of Dar-es-Salaam, has

SAPEM.
In

an

Table 1: Malawi Import-Export

attempt to minimise losses, the

Through Regional Ports (1991-1992)

(tonnes)

MCCL has decided to railroad the containers
on

the TAZARA rail line from Dar-es- !

Salaam

to

Tanzania.

Mbeya, at the southern tip of
The

containers

are

1991

Border Post

Import

1992

Total

Export

Import

Export

Total

then

transported 150 kilometres by road up to the
Malawi border post of Kaporo.
The Northern Corridor, as the route to the

Durban

866.14

91.37

957.53

379.08

35.22

414.30

44.98

9.5

54.53

435.02

118.22

571.24

122.17

32.98

155.15

194.53

33.62

228.15

23.40

13.00

36.40

56.01

13.59

69.50

1 056.69

146.89

1 203.58

1 082.64

200.64

1 283.28

Beira
Dar-es-Salaam

Nagala

port of Dar-es-Salaam is commonly known,
is

one

of the four international transport

routes

serving Malawi in its international

Total
Source:

Ministry of Transport and Communications

Table 2: Comparative Costs on Various Corridors
Costs

Blantyre

Lilongwe

Muzuzu

to/from

to/from

to/from

Dar

General {US$/MT)

Exports (US$/TEU)
Imports (USSTEU)
Transit Time (days)
32

Nacala

Beira

Durban

Dar

Nacala

Beira

Durban

Dar

Nacala

Beira

Durban

131

61

133

148

116

67

148

163

101

82

163

178

1 527

733

1 602

1 776

1 397

809

1 782

1 956

1 217

989

1 962

2136

1 982

916

2 002

2 220

1 757

1 012

2 227

2 445

1 532

1 237

2 452

2 670

5

3

3

7

4

4

4

8

3

5

5

9
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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Vernon Prior
secretaries

personal assistants; or as
specialists. Such people will
already have well-developed information
handling skills and some expertise in analysis

intelligence is ^ of research and development activities,
the factordistingui.shing 93 percent
Business Intelligence Operations
of the companies listed in the US
Business intelligence operations involve
Fortune “Most Admired Corporations” ,
activitiessurvey. It is also responsible for the success i , nionitoring the business environment in a
of the large Japanese trading companies.
coordinated and systematic fashion for
A business inmiligence operation is,
relevant information (often in the form of
however, hard to justify in advance. There
exceptions, deviations or variations from
CCESS

to

business

A

is much confusion about what it

contribution it

can

make to the

is, what

success

of

and reliability;
extracting the exploitable essence from
j
I that infomiation using appropriate analytical
intelligence with market research. It is, in |
techniques — this calls for some expertise
fact, a much broader topic. Many believe
j
and a great deal of imagination;
that their employees are capable of finding,
reporting the results to decision-makers as
and exploiting, all the infomiation they need.
accurately and as rapidly as possible, and in
Unfortunately, most people will only use
a style, fomiat and medium that will trigger
what is immediately available, and look no
the company, and how it should be managed.
Some senior executives equate business

and communications.
Your

have

accuracy
•

an

Others believe that involvement in

immediate response;

Intelligence

Business intelligence will help you to
gain competitive advantage, avoid surpri.ses,
seek new global and domestic markets, make
strategic and tactical decisions, identify
potential business opportunities, enhance
your planning, benchmark against bestpractice companies, and reveal new
technologies which may be adopted with
advantage. It is an essential forerunner to
any fonn ot alliance orthe commercialisation
Sapem November. 1993

and shakers. That

usually

means

that they must be at an appropriate level in

' the management structure,
benefit

of

top-level

or have the
support and

encouragement,
Getting Started
Business
i

intelligence operations

can

be

very cost-effective but they do require a
minimum investment of time and effort.

Intelligence Sources

Involvement calls for patience, a

intelligence .sources are limited
^nly by the imagination. Unfortunately,
existing information services rely on
published information. They do so because
js fajriy obvious and easily traced,
Although it will probably cover about 80

determination to succeed and persistence,
‘o
quietly and with a
minimum of fuss. Trigger an intelligence
culture throughout the organisation by
encouraging colleagues to share their
information. Ensure that every one knows

Potential

nercent

of

vour everv

that it is
has

access

published
to

dav needs the

exactly what business you are in. This will
^elp you to identify your major compet itors

verv

meLs that everyone

it. Hence, there is not real

possible concerning

advantage,
The information that

converts

more

^ngj-atg

E.stablish files

on

competitors, potential

.markets, business opportunities, export
countries, ideas for new products and so on.

Arrange frequent

company

briefings

on

theseandsiniilartopics.Ensurethatadequate

training is provided and encourage
membership ot appropriate professional

associations.
This all takes time. Despite the fact that

of soft information, however, are

intelligence team may be smart and
highly motivated, you must count on three
to five years before the operation begins to
your

Intelligence Staff
In order to ensure success, you must select
the right people for the job. Those to consider
are

a

you with valuable information concerning
the business environment in which you

people.

first

plans. Recruit

people within the

company. Compile a database of useful
external contacts—people who can provide

into

opinion, gossip, tips and speculation. It is
often found by scanning newspapers and
magazines. The most often important
sources

your

network of suitable

readily
1
intelligence is usually of \
related to the business environment in which
strategic or tactical nature. This is what puts
you operate. This includes competitors, i yQ^ ahead of your competitors and helps
markets, customers, suppliers, develop- ! you to identify business opportunities. Most .
ments in technology, economic factors,
appropriate in this context is the kind usually
mdustrytrends andgovemmentregulations. referred to as soft information. This
It you are involved 111 overseas trade. It also
frequently provides the more significant
includes the social, cultural and political
andcolourfulpartsoftheintelligencepuzzle.
circumstances of your trading countries.
It consists of ideas, rumours, suggestions,
Benefits of Business

thorough knowledge of the business

movers

‘taking prompt and effective action.

business

intelligence calls for considerable
expertise and the use of sophisticated
techniques. In fact, the techniques may be
acquired through appropriate training and
subsequent practice, and potential sources
are everywhere. Then, there are those who
consider intelligence gathering to be a fonn
of spying. The truth is that almost all of the
information you need can be obtained both
legally and ethically.
In order to be regarded as intelligence,
infomiation must be matched to the unique
needs of an organisation. Those needs are

a

environment in which you operate and they
need to be on good terms with the firm’s

•

further.

intelligence staff must be familiar

with your current and planned activities,
and your key success factors. They must

which must be evaluated for

the norm)

or

information

people who are already employed

in business, financial or technical research

oranalysis; inmarketingormarketresearch;
in strategic ormarket planning; as executive

run

successfully and show results. But if

you never start, you will continue to blunder
;

i

along in the dark, not knowing where you

are going, what your competitors are doing,

o'"

what business opportunities are passing

by.Q
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MINING IN HWANGE: WILL THE
ENVIRONMENT BE SPARED?
Zerubabel Mudzingwa
HE Zimbabwean government has
granted two mining companies
Exclusive Prospecting Orders
(EPO) for diamonds in the Hwange National
Park. Environmental and parks experts fear
for the destruction of the natural ecology.
The two companies are Masasa Mines, a
subsidiary of Delta Gold n.l of Australiaand

T

Rio Tinto Zimbabwe Ltd.

Environmental

and Parks experts say

the exercise should be
stopped before it causes widespread
ecological damage to the country’s largest
animal sanctuary. Tourism may also be
affected.
The government

is, however, reluctant to
explain why they allowed the exercise to be
carried out in a national park.
Hwange National Park, which is situated
in the north west

comer

of Zimbabwe, has

the

largest biological diversity of any
protected nature in the country. It has an
area of 14 000 square kilometres. With 107
species of animals and 410 species of birds,
Hwange National Park has the greatest
concentration of such species in the world.
Zimbabwe has been an active participant
in the United Nations Conference

on

Environment and

Development (UNCED)
and the Second Five Year
Development Plan (1991-1995) specifies
that an Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) be undertaken before major
development projects are implemented.
In this case, a development proposal
should be subject to some level of
process,

environmental assessment to

ensure

that it

does not, among other things, affect wildlife
or wildlife habitat.
The Zimbabwean government used to
invest about US$100 a square kilometre

wildlife conservation.
Surprisingly, the Department of parks was
this year allocated only US$6,5 million.
every year on

Zimbabwe National Conservation Trust

ecologist Mike Jones, described this as
“grossly inadequate”, raising questions
whether government had lost interest in
wildlife conservation.
The mining industry officials cite potential

benefits

Zimbabwe

through employment
creation and foreign exchange earnings if
the Kimberlite deposits containing diamonds
are found. Environmentalists argue that the
34

to

Mining in national parks threatens wildlife
role of national

parks should not be negated

Department of Wildlife Management

in the quest for the precious stones.
“In terms of conservation, there is no

indicate a decline in its importance?
Besides wildlife, there is also some of the

way we can go along with such a programme.
The park is a natural heritage of the country

most

and should be reserved for non-consumptive
use of resources,” says Matabeleland North

important archaeological remains
inhabitants of the area which
the archaeologists have not yet discovered.
Professor Marshall Murphree, chairman

Provincial Warden Claudius Hove.

of the National Parks and Wildlife

The

country’s tourism industry which
relies heavily on environmental and wildlife
attractions for revenue, last year earned the
country US$78,7 million. That represented
1,8 percent of the country’s Gross Domestic
Product

(GDP).

Mines Minister, Eddison Zvobgo, defends
the

government’s granting of EPOS within
Hwange National Park saying that concerns
of environmentalists had been carefully
considered.
“But

we came to

the conclusion that

we

mine any mineral in a protected or
reserved area because we need the money.
must

about the early

Management Board, stressed the need for a
thorough environmental impact assessment
study before exploration began.
An environmental impact study carried
so far revealed threats to vegetation in the
event of a fire outbreak, while exploratory
drilling was expected to impact on existing
cultural and ecological sites.
Meanwhile, Rio Tinto Zimbabwe Ltd has

already invested more than US$700 000 for
exploration expected to last two years in the
southern part of the park. The company’s
EPO covers a total area of 1 396 515 hectares.
To date, Zimbabwe has

experienced

a

sudden increase in applications for diamond

So we need to strike a balance”, Zvobgo
told
Ziana, Zimbabwe’s national news

EPOS, with Bulawayo alone registering 19

agency.
It is

EPOS. While the rush fordiamonds gripping
Zimbabwe has the potential to help solve

questionable then if the current
introduction of mining concessions in animal
sanctuaries will help conserve this natural
resource. Does the cut in the budget for the

the

unemployment crisis, the bottom line
is that

for wildlife and tourism experts
national parks should be spared.□
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PERSPECTIVES

NIGERIA: THE NATION VERSUS THE (MILITARY)
STATE
IBBO MANDAZA

I

1983.

military administrations in Nigeria’s post-

accomplished. For, Babangida hoped that the

world over, our groups

independence period; General Aguyi Ironsi
(January-July 1966); General Yakubu Gowon
(July 1966-July 1975); General Murtala
Mohammed (July 1975-February 1976); General
Olusegun Obasanjo (February 1976-October
1979); General Muhammed Buhari (December
1984-August 1985); and General Ibrahim
Babangida (August 1984-June 1993). Of course,
many will be justified in concluding that with the
annulment of the June 12 Elections, the military
has continued in power, with General Sani
Abacha serving as the umbilical link for a regime
that appears to lack the capacity to leave office.

election process would be so naturally given to
“national dissension” and “ethnic” and

T was the afternoon of DecemberSl,

Like many others the
of friends at

our

home in Harare

was

preparing for the New Year’s Eve celebrations,
over a drink and the usual spirited discussions
about politics, African politics. The pertinent
subject was Nigeria. There was, of course, the
familiar derisive commentary on Nigeria and
Nigerians, not quite unrelated to Chinua Achebe’s
The Trouble With Nigeria, but only more caustic;
Nigeria was a good-for-nothing country,
condemned to corruption and general mayhem.
But some of us hailed the just concluded General
Elections (those of June, 1983 that brought back
Shehu Shagari) as evidence that the country had
at

last institutionalised the democratic process

that had, for over two decades,

proved largely

elusive for

Nigeria. Besides, some amongst us
Nigeria, lived and worked with
Nigerians; a number in our group studied and
worked in that country. For, those so acquainted
with Nigeria will have to acknowledge that there
had been to

are a

few countries in the world that could match

vibrancy of civil society in Nigeria; the
inherent pluralism of Africa’s most populous

the

the ethnic and religious diversity that is
at once also Nigerian in character; and the
intense self-confidence of its people, fuelled
over the years by the oil harvest but also providing
the base for a Nigerian nationalism that often
expresses it.self in a kind of an infectious Pan
Africanism. Remember, it was Nigeria that
threatened to impose sanctions on Britain over
the issue of Rhodesia and proceeded to nationalise
BP Shell; and it was Nigeria that provided
enormous material support for the liberation
struggle in South, earning that country the rank
of Frontline State, in company with those
country;

Frontline States of Southern Africa. I had to

1 was a recipient of a small
Nigeria in 1978 when the political

remind my group that

grant from

circumstances of the time found me

trekking
Mozambique via Zambia.
1 had just concluded my eulogy of Nigeria
when another friend and colleague walked into
our company. “Have you heard the news?” he
asked. “There has been another military coup in
Nigeria. Some Muhammed Buhari has taken
over.” On the completion of his first sentence
alone, the group was gripped in laughter; the
admonition of Nigeria was confinned beyond
doubt. So, it would appear if, as the case now
when, ten years hence, Nigeria has again had its
history repeat itself. Out of 33 years of Nigeria’s
political independence, 23 have been under
military rule. There have been six different

from Botswana to

Sapem November, 1993

On the basis of the current discourse on

“Democracy”, particularly the relationship
between state and civil society, many an analyst
will conclude that the form (i.e. civilian or
military} of the state is a reflection of political
democracy or the lack of it. But I hope that this
brief illustration of the Nigerian political process
will better infomi this discourse, emphasising
the need to examine the context of politics as a
precondition for understanding the society in
question. Similarly, I want to raise some pertinent
questions about the concept of nation-state;
specially, whether Nigeria does prove the
possibility that there could be a nation not only
dehyphenated from, but also in conflict with, the
state.

It is

now

generally accepted that

a

military

rule is the antithesis of the democratic process; a
band of soldiers move tanks onto the streets,
seize the reins of power, dissolve all such
democratic in.stitutions as the Constitution and
Parliament itself, and thereafter rule with little or

interaction with the

people at large. Always,
military rule has sought to justify itself on the
grounds that civilian rule has failed. According
to General Babangida (West Africa Magazine;
October5,1990) civilian government had “ruined
the economy of the country, generated national
dissension and instability and engaged in massive
rigging of elections with the attendant violence
and insecurity of lives and property.” General
Sani Abacha acted true to military tradition; he
waited for the full expression of mass action as
Nigeria, particularly Lagos, became increasingly
ungovernable and business at a virtual standstill.
So it is that the immediate post-coup period is
often perceived by the population as a welcome
respite to the discomforts of the disorder yielded
by the democratic process. But the military in
Nigeria has always chosen its moment, so
designed to pre-empt the democratic forces from
moving into the political vacuum. So, what
Babangida failed to do, Abacha has
no

“religious” conflict that there would have been
enough justification to annul the elections. But
Nigerians had voted so naturally that it shocked
all those so accustomed to view Nigeria as a
hotch-potch of tribespeople. For the next few
months and beyond, the nation was pitted against
the military state; needless to add, it is this
conflict
nation vs (military) state — that has
compelled every military government to declare
from day one its commitment to the restoration
—

of civil rule. Abacha’s statement
18 is

on

November

exception.
On my visit to Lagos in March this year, I was
surprised at the distinct change in the political
discourse among Nigerians in general. Some
no

years ago, even the most progressive
academicians in Nigeria were not wont to

apologise for the military; in subsequent years,
some of these colleagues were known to have
supped with Babangida. But now in 1993, there
was hardly a Nigerian who was not tired of the
military; the military rulers had over the years

provided themselves to be even more voracious
than their civilian predecessors, devouring the
coffers and

given to gross mismanagement
More than that, Nigerian political
consciousness had grown immensely, with a
huge pro-democracy movement that had grown
pari passu the development of both the middle
class, particularly an intelligentsia that is, perhaps,
the most vibrant on the continent, and an organised
working class. These are the forces that have
state

of the economy.

tended to transcend the narrow confines of ethnic,

regional or religious differences in the Nigerian
population; these are the forces that have
increasingly accorded Nigeria the national
outlook, rendering the spectre of secession or
civil war virtually a thing of the past.
The question is whether the military state can
contain this enhanced form of national

consciousness, stem this avalanche ofdemocratic

expression that is Nigeria today, or simply
surrender power to the democratic process.
Indications are that the military leadership has
completely misread the Nigerian people; the
vote in June this year was less for Moshood
Abiola than the condemnation of military rule
(One report states that as many as 85 percent of
the military participated in the elections,
suggesting that at least the rank and file are party
to the democratic process.) So, it would appear
that Abacha’s tenure of office might end up not
only as short as that of Shonekan but also the last
by a military ruler.Q
35
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LITERATURE CROSSES SMALL BOUNDARIES
Chenjerai Hove

4

I

was at

N the beginning was the word, and
the word became flesh,’ so the good

continuously disturbed. An undisturbed
universe is, indeed, a dead universe, a corpse.

book

begins. Ngugi wa Thiong'o
pains the other day, explaining how

Art disturbs like
extreme

a

of death

message

or

joy.

the whole book of Genesis was a celebration

Literature informs, fomis and transforms

of the arrival of the word. For, is it not

conscience, Jean-Marie Adiaffi, the

significant that the Bible, whether we believe
in its heavenly promise or not, begins with
such a powerful image; words and flesh,
words giving birth to flesh, words giving
birth to blood, words giving birth to breath.
Words as life, as the soul which gives life to
a piece of earth, a piece of flesh.

Cameronian

Now, that takes

point where,

us a

little further on, to

would be
words

medium,

a

conscience,

at the human imagination,
informing it, fomting it, and transforming

BIDDY PARTRIDGE

Ngugi

science?

Message,
Intersubjective

recipient.

wa

Symptoms of signs
and symbols. Signs and significance.
Is the writer a communicator, consciously
relaying messages to an audience, a
readership which he confronts in the same
way as a public relations officer, one
commissioned
attitudes to ‘a

to

public’

also ask, in the
drummer who

create

or

same

certain

specific

‘publics’ ? We can
vein whether the

passionately plays the drum

in prai.se of his soul

is a communicator? Is he
or she like the drummer who is
relating a
war message in the
village, or calling on all
to assemble for a communal
meeting? Is the
voice in the wilderness

a

voice of

communication or a voice of solitude? What,
in any case,

is a voice without an audience?
Questions, questions, questions and few
answers. The world began questions. For, is
it not a matter of questions when the word
becomes flesh, when words create being,
life?
A

‘good morning’ greeting might look
granted because
we have been conditioned to
ignore the dark
comers of our
perceptions. Or when a
speaker of the Shona language says to us;
‘Have you risen?’ he is probably not quite
innocent and be taken for

36

the human conscience until Malcolm X’s

words become

Thiong'o

truer; a

book

For, in literature, when

changes life.

two characters of

diametrically opposed perceptions and

communication. The communication
situation. Semiotics.

the elder brother to flesh. The

images, symbols,
metaphors, they all shoot at the human

a

obey the
principles of communication as
established
by those who study
as

are

at flesh, then they
demeaning themselves because

words of literature, the

or

communication

said. In

arrival. If words shot

communication? Does literature
laws

once

but they no longer shoot at the flesh because
the flesh is secondary in the scheme of

ask; Is literature

we can

philosopher

literature, words, symbols, images do shoot,

interested

in

being shown specific
photographs of how you went through the
motions of waking up.
As you can see. already there are numerous
dark comers, comers that have to be searched

for, comers that only those who realise there
do

begin to search for the hidden
meanings of human experience.
I see literature as a search, an exploration
of two or even more entities, searching for
areas of shared or unshared
experiences.
They say art is a search for the truth, but I
believe art is a search for many shades of
truths, the small grains of truth which w'e, as
are comers

individuals, will never allow other humans
to possess for us. For, had it been a
question
of searching for the truth, one day we would
all be resting after someone has screamed in
the manner of the Greek scientist who forgot
himself and

the whole

city naked on
discovering the law of floatation. 1 mean the
guy who gave us the Eureka can. Imagine
me mnning around town, naked,
shouting
about discovering ‘the truth’. The whole
ran

word would then have to go to rest, to
Art defies death by insisting

two

communicate between themselves,

through the display of opposites. The .search
for their own unfulfilled space is indeed the
search for each other’s fulfilled space. Look
at

how D. H. Lawrence, in all his

the word ‘dark’. As if to say;
darknesses meet, they constitute
uses

writings,

when two

light.
fading

Is it not Chinua Achebe’s Ezeulu’s

sight also symbolising his fading vision in a
situation in which

new

visions,

a new moon

is

required? Not the same moon, or vision,
which his ancestors taught him to search. As
Ezeulu’s external vision fades,

we see

his

urgent need for insight, the eye that looks
inside the object, inside the appearance of
essences.

We can say the same of Okonkwo and his
father, in their relationship, for their
messages, their communication, is in their

die.

difference. They share dreams in opposites,
through passion. Unoka’s passionate
devotion to pleasures of the flesh and the
soul is manifested in Okonkwo’s passionate
devotion to the other side of the pleasures of

on

the flesh and the soul. We know then that

restlessness, by searching for the hidden
comers

aspirations are the protagonists, that is
perfect communication. In this case, the

of human contact which need to be

their communication is in

much

more

than

an

opposites. It is

exchange of messages.
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It is indeed, an

exchange of dreams,
aspirations, which may be in the form of
opposites, rejection and acceptance. Literary

death, the moment which would give her

communication need not be with the other,

Literature, like magic, reminds us of our
weaknesses, or frailty, our .strength.

it can also be with the self, with
the blood that

we

history, with

inherit and it carried

our

aspirations, ourconduct, with it from pa.st to
the future.
Literature is

an exploration of doubt. It
questions than it gives answers.

poses more

That also is the difference between
an

artist, and

politician. In

a

a

a

writer,

novel, to

communicate is to search for each other’s

‘dark’ spaces, hence literature poses
questions rather than answers. The politician
gives answers to unasked questions. The
artist asks unanswerable questions, thus

and felt the wink of
love in them, in her heart, the pulse of love
pouring love all over her body’ (p. 12). The
blinking begins to tell her long tales, and her
boy begins to communicate with its
rebellious self, its aspirations. And from
then

on.

the word becomes flesh, and the

flesh becomes

a

dream.

Johanna’s communication with her.self
would empower her to defy even

The communicator, the medium, the

search in which those who have arrived near

which swells

and shrinks

written

message, the recipient, feedback, and many
other elements of that model which aims at

the centre reach

making

resolution of tension,

complex human notion.
1 hear communicologists asking that
question, seeking to validate wellus grasp a

established theories and models.
When Ezeulu says to one
and be may ears

of his sons, “Go

and eyes,’’ he means go and

be my

communicator, my interpreter, my
explorer. Ezeulu fears ‘dark’ spaces which
his fading sight, his fading vision, fails to
fathom.
‘Dark’ spaces,

mysteries. The purpose of

literature, or art, is to enchant, to mesmerise.
The human

imagination, or even animal
imagination, loves to be enchanted. That is
why we pay vast amounts of our hardearned money everyday to watch magicians
at work. That is how the python captures its
victim, by enchanting it with its colours
before constricting it. Enchantment Magic!
I am sure the day the word was written on
the page, the day the word was sung or
recited, surely someone forgot to record its
enchanting effect, or have we all been doing
that in our songs, our novels, our recitations,
our performances?
There is a passage in Shadows in which
the love-starved girl feels the fragrance of
love flowing around her, like a perfume.
The moment she realised that, she had

achieved

perfect communication with

herself, and

so

did understand her fate, and

the fate of others. That

was

also the
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of the other.

understanding

some tense

For, is it not communication the
or

conflicts:? I

see a

question as a package of tension seeking,
.searching for resolution.
In a relationship between two fictional
characters, to understand is to stagnate, but
to reach the tension of understanding is to
go near the centre so as to gaze at the
mysterious
dynamic
of
many
incomprehensibles which constitute the
building of a human conscience. That is
why art is a matrix of restlessness, a vision
which leads

to

other visions, a dream which

plunges the dreamer into other

more

unfathomable dreams.
Who could

dispute that visionaries,
prophets live miserable lives.
as haunted as those, in traditional

dreamers,

They

are
Shona belief, who

are

‘blessed’ with the

power of seeing ghosts. ‘Never go to a
medicine man to ask him to give you the
herbs that enable you to see ghosts,’ my
mother

always said. That

was many years

—

The

key words here are ‘seeking’, ‘inner
experience’,
‘revelatory
insight’,
‘suggestiveness’ and ‘urgency’. Thus, a
.shifting, restless density is achieved in art,
some fomi of subdued earthquake in which
no one

dies but is transfomied to new realms.

When the poet,

the novelist, the artist
is to see, and to warn, he
his puipose is to disturb the

says: my purpose

simply

means

centre, to

disturb the universe. To

But

why then is the artist, the writer, an
parcel in the mailbag of the
political realm? Why is Ngugi in exile?
Why did Havel himself spend so many
years in jail? Why did the South Africans
authorise the carrying of so-called
‘traditional weapons’ (spears, bows and
anows, knobkerries) while banning books
and refusing to hold public readings?
It is

a

matter

of constituencies. The

politician counts, the artist di.scounts. When
figures are large, the politician smiles. But
when figures are large, the artist distills
them to small gains before he smiles. For an
artist, it is more satisfying to receive a single
letter from a reader entering dialogue with
his literary works than receive a whole
mailbag full of letters of praise. Not so for
the politician. He wants his really, with
hundreds unbelieving faces, let along hearts.
For the politician, to congregate is to reach
nearer and nearer the kingdom of the
paraphernalia of power. But for the writer,
read alone in the confines of

diviners who are said to die miserable deaths

For, to know the self is also

all the time. Diviners and

other, in the

Vaclav Havel, the Czech
a

playwright had

few remarks to make regarding this subject.

is to

unwanted

to

prophets die
mi.serably. they die of disease called vision.
Recall the prophetic voice of the visionary
dying in the wilderness.

see

seek, to reveal is to cry out.

ago. but now I reali.se what she meant, she
feared what would happen to me if I had
visions like the haunted visions of the

moment

of her communication with both life and

ofseeking truth—truth in the broadest
sense of the word, that is, chiefly the
truth of the artist’s inner experience
then there is only one art, whose
sole criterion is the power, the
authenticity, the revelatory insight,
the courage and suggestiveness with
which it seeks its truth, or perhaps the
urgency and profundity of this truth.

‘She blinked her eyes

everyday of its life, from the
day the energy planted in it began to move.

sea

M’c start with the presupposition
that art constitutes a distinctive way

communicate with her weakness.

gods. I had
only a poem about that experience,
a poem I called ‘Suicide Victory’ in Red
/////.vq/T/fw/t’. but Johanna’s self-discovery
refused to be contained in one poem. That
literature becomes dream, aspiration, a

remains restless like that

If

strength because she has been able to

our

small

space is to reach the kingdom of perfect
communication with the .self, with the other.
to

know the

of Arroyo’s soldiers
who stood there in front of the mirror,
manner

seeing themselves for the first time,
exclaiming: ‘It’s me! It’s you! It’s us!’
The writer and the politician relate to
communication differently, with differently
37
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packaged items for delivery. The politician
believes in a ministry of infomiation, a
ministry full of items of infomiation which
need to be spread to the ignorant populace.
The runners of the Middle Ages are still
with us. delivering decrees and letters from
the emperor. The writer, as I said earlier on,
seeks

to

mind

so

doubt, to subvert the heart and the

WHO exports the concerns of the healthy,

messages
The writer, the artist, communicates the

i

developed world into countries in need

messages of feeling, of human existence in
its strength, its frailty, to say to us all: look

!

how

weaknesses

When, at the end of my novel. Shadows,

with themselves, with their environment,

universe in which many truths are in the
dance arena of life. For the writer dies in
search

of

that

which

needs

to

be

communicated, in search of the inner self,
the message.

He dies in search of the
recipient, the self and the other merging into
one as experiences resonate with other
experiences, transforming consciences in
the process, both the mind and the writer
and the mind of the reader. It is

as

if when

you read me.
search so that

I also seek to read you, to
one day human experience
can be understood as it really is, not as it
ought to be.
For the writer, the creative act is an act of

self-explanation, but might, for
mean a

some, also
search for others, for what is temied

Johanna’s mother hears
lullabies and

sees

differently-worded

silent babies

on

their

mothers’ backs, she is only trying to relocate
herself in

a

new

universe, crossing new

boundaries. She does
or

not

seek to

disappear

dominate, but dares to disturb the universe,

with

‘seeing’ and ‘warning’.
capabilities of artist
and politician reflect the two’s relationship
to power. This is typified by the Mexican
guerrillas of the last century, when they
invaded the seat of power, the poetic fighter
saw the crown and suggested that it should
be burnt, but the political fighter only
laughed and ran to seat on it, thus becoming
mesmerised by it like those he wished to
depose. Power as a pestilence. The power
and the glory. The power of quantities, and
the quantity of power versus the power of
imaginative subversion, the power of the
see who also sometimes is blinded by his
vision. One the power of the visible, the
other, the power of the invisible: guns that
shoot minds, dreams, aspirations, against
guns that shoot the very flesh which
constitutes physical boundaries containing
political power.
mere

The communicative

CULTURAL IMPERIALISM
;

readership.

recipient of the artistic

a
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by politicians and writers
carrying different
to different effects.

becomes different,

strength, look
resilience, our ugliness. It is only in
our ugliness that we can discover our beauty,
our power to be weak, to share the weakness
with others, to wield spiritual strength, to
speak with a weak voice which carried with
it the power to move anthills and mountains.
Were it not for the invisible power of the
powerless artist, the unanned, the politician
would never bother about the power of the
subverting words, images and symbols of
the writer. It is when life is painted in
symbols that it can be seen clearly. Hence,
Plato, the philosopher, was the first person
to invent the burning of books, the banishing
of poets from his ideal republic. The world
fell apart the day humanity slept and dreamt,
That was the day Eve and Adam woke up in
each other’s arms, their imagination aflame,
and the gods restless.
The two had communicated with the gods,

that the

communication discovers anotheruniverse,

a

Thus, with this relationship to power,
communication

our

of basic medical aid:

|

are our

at our

I
,

i

an

advertising campaign there,

centred around numbers ofposters

promoting seat belt safety.

budget demonstrates,
is not the obstacle to dramatic
improvements in the world’s health.
WHO’s annual budget is sufficient to
immunise every child in the world against
the major childhood illnesses. Merely
closing WHO’s European office would
enable the budget for Africa to be
increased by two-thirds. Instead:
money

j
j

|
i

j
i

WHO has elected
international

they became poets, singers, dancers. In i
they had become composers of
their own destiny just as the characters in a
novel or a play are composers of their own
i
destiny. And just as the author creates them,
they too create his or her own destiny through
the instinctive interpretation and portrayal
of the author’s inherent experience. In other
the writer creates characters, they

itself a kind of

health

nanny,

lecturing mostly rich countries
about all manner of health
concerns,

the trendier the better

Rather than

campaigns on smoking,
‘psycho-social health'
WHO ought to be tackling the rask of
improving the health of the world’s
poorest nations. The report finds that the
resources and financial backing necessary
already exist — WHO itself is the
stumbling block.
seat

and

as

only a handful of private
automohilies.. .yet WHOfinanced

As WHO’s

other words,

words,

For instance, in Mozambique, there
are

belts and

WHO’S RESOURCES

SUPPORTING ITSELE

of

Even in its programme, WHO’s priorities.

communication which creates a valid artistic

Wagner find,
wealthy nations who
provide the bulk of its budget. While
WHO plans to spend seven and nine
cents respectively per capita in two of the
world’s poorest countries, Ethiopia and
Bangladesh; Kuwait and the United Arab
Emirates, which have per capita incomes
comparable with the East, will receive
spending several times greater. In
addition, WHO provides services neither
requested nor, in many cases, required by
nations
which
already provide
comprehensive and efficient public health

too

create

him,

a

mutuality

Professor Tollison and

reflect those of the

tension.
And for the artist, this is the centre of the

'

dynamic |
exploration of the self i

communication situation, that
whose focus is the

and the other, the individual conscience and
the collective conscience bundled up

in

1

us

all.
I believe

which

literature, art, is the bridge by

we can cross

boundaries, visible and

invisible boundaries between

!

i

peoples and
individuals. Never mind the political
identities of passports and identity papers
we may carry in our bags. Literature, art,
defies them all, making us once more people |
without boundaries in our souls.□
I

services for their citizens. And it does

so

at enormous cost.
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SAPEM INTERVIEW

ZAMBIA’S FRAGILE DEMOCRACY
doing, we are learning and we make mistakes. As
far as I am concerned, corruption is at the lower
levels of the government, notably the customs,

When in 1991 voters in Zambia elected then Trade

Union leader, Frederick Chiluba, for their country's

president, many believed that was the end of
woes. Disillusioned they are. SAPBM's

the

Zambia's

police force and so on where underpaid civil
get involved.

servants

Editor-in-Chiet, Ibbo Mandaza, spoke to Derrick
Chitala, the Deputy Minister for Special Duties in
the President's Office. Excerpts:

What about the ethnic factor which
came

MMD

again
breakaway group that the
government has become a clique of

from the

Northerners?
The Northern province had half the proportion

Mandaza: What is your comment on the recent
of

formation of the National

Party?
Chitala: We had expected it. We are a unity of
diverse intere.st groups who had united under one
umbrella. After that, there was a

common

historical

necessity that as we progress, certain
elements had to weed by the side. The creation of
the National Party still epitomises that situation.
You

referring

are

Lewanika

to the elements that
MMD, namely the Aka

me

have broken off the

group?

I don’t know if it is Lewanika’s group, because

that Lewanika does not have any group
at all. But there are people who are getting
together pushing to form a national body. But in
the real sense, they are still divided. Aka and
Baldwin Nkumbula don’t agree with each other.
They accuse other people such as Emmanuel
Kasonde and Scot as having been compromised.
I know they cannot work, for instance, with the
former UNIPchaps such as Humphrey Mulemba.
In my view, I would think that one would want to
see them as an utopian arrangement purely based
on personal ambitions.
it appears

Aka claimed, in an

interview with SAPEM

that the MMD had lost the nation
inspired its formation. Can you

last year

which

comment?
The MMD battles had a two-pronged approach:
We wanted to start

development in earnest. Start
building our country from the state it had been
damaged to.
To bring about democracy, the rule of law, the
resfiect of basic human rights, the independence
of the press and so on. As a matter of fact, what
Aka and
that

we are

some

of his friends accused

us

of, is not

They allege that
failing to implement them properly.

our

programmes are wrong.

They also allege that the MMD has been
overtaken by misfits and that those who
initiated the MMD, have been overtaken and
hegemonised by a group of opportunists and
one of them refers to drug barons. What is
your comment on that?
That is an area which has been

invariably
difficult to handle. Some of our colleagues were
Sapem November. 1993

people who were voted into office than any
province. If the guy who comes from there
wins, what can you do. Similarly, if a Bemba
wins, he has won! And, if they are the majority
who go to parliament, what else can you do? It is
democracy. In terms of appointments. President
Chiluba has been very much concerned with
ensuring that every ethnic group and their interests

other

accused by the previous Kaunda regime ofhaving

been involved in

drug trafficking. Just as we
going for elections, Kaunda released a
document which purported to implicate on three
colleagues. We investigated and found that those
people were framed.
were

Who

are

these elements? It should be the

former Ministerof Finance, Emmanuel Kasonde.
Just four weeks before he left the MMD, he was

house in which he was saying he would
resign from the MMD and that he would
continue advancements. Two or three days before
in my

never

he resigned from the MMD, he also met President
Chiluba and he assured him of his commitment
to

the party

and to the programmes. We know of

Do you think that the MMD has been less
observant of Kaunda’s formula of nation

building through affirmative action?
I do not. What he had
trouble balance. We

He was also very
popular and was part of the MMD.
It is true within ourparty that we have problems.
We still have people who are not stable, those
who have committed past

offences or who have
really read and become completely at home
with the ideals we are trying to build. And, these
problems will continue for quite a while.
not

Do you
based
It

believe that the breakaway group was
personal ambition?

on

was a

historical test that within ourselves,

people who could not sustain the
pressures that people demanded. For instance,
once we heroically moved in a road that we
thought was sustainable, which we thought at
one time we would be proud of. At one time, our
country’s resource base under UNIP was much
higher than South Korea. Now we are among the
poorest in the world.
we

have

It is

alleged that there

were some

busine.ss

tycoons who have taken over the MMD
government largely as a government of
business

people. What is

The bottom line is that
into government, so most

your
we

response?

have

never

form of

for the trouble, we

and

religious issues

are

gender
taken into account.

What about theallegation that you are undoing
what Kaunda did in

building the Zambian

nation?
Kaunda

was

not

re.sponsible for creating that
were responsible for

situation. We Zambians
that. We know ourselves

bottom line. We
a

Zambian

are

as

Zambians, that is the

proud that

we are a

nation,

people.

What

distinguishes the MMD government
previous government on economic
and foreign policy?
We are a democratic government, we believe
in deepening the basic rights of all our citizens;
we don’t believe in maintaining the status of
ministers and oppressing our people. We have an
Economic Recovery Programme (SAP) in which
we want to start afresh and may be within our
means, start developments. We believe in free
enterprise as a basic ingredient for maximising
the potential of our country. But we believe that
the state must have good governance and create
from the

an

environment where all

our

citizens will be

facilitated to

produce professionals in business.
The SAP is there mainly to try and stabilise our
country with inflation being arrested and on the
basis of that, creating an environment
entrepreneurs can have confidence in. We do
believe that very soon

been

of the things we

was some

are not

for affirmative action; make sure that

are

Kalimba. Kalimba was the former Vice-IYesident
of Zambia for many years.

taken into account.

are

are

with the increase of our
should be able to move forward in
improving the economy.□

exports, we
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GERMANY: SOCCER LEAGUE OF NATIONS
Ian Brown

of racial violence
perpetrated by neo-Nazis, the German
Football Association (DFB) organised
high profile benefit match between the

I
a

N response to acts

national

team

and an international selection

drawn from the many top

foreign players
now plying their trade in the Bundesliga.
The match was played on October 5 in
Augsburg’s Rosenau Stadium and was
transmitted live throughout the country by
one of the country’s major cable channels
and could also be seen by a sizeable audience
in Europe via the Astra satellite. The national
team was managed by DFB team manager,
Berti Vogts, and the international team was
under the guidance of former Slav Dragoslav
Stepanovie, who is currently in charge of
German cup holders, Bayer Leverkusen.
The national team sported jerseys with
the inscription "meinfreimd ist austander"
(my friend is a foreigner), while the
international select’s jerseys bore the words
“friedlich miteinander" (peacefully
together). According to DFB President
Egidius Braun, it was necessary to
demonstrate solidarity with the foreigners,
and the German national team

as

world

German clubs

buy from abroad, it would
are a priority.
After 13 rounds of the league, foreign
strikers occupy three of the top four positions
in the Bundesliga scoring charts.
Kaiserslautern captain, Stefan Kunst, and
Nuremburg’s Argentinian striker, Sergio
Zarate, top the scoring charts with 10 goals
each, one ahead of Ghanaian Anthony
Yeboah of league leaders, Eintracht
that strikers

seem

Frankfurt, who has nine, with Brazilian

producing his small
masterpieces in match play and, although
this may induce apoplexy in managers, it is
what the fans want to see, skills evocative of
the

golden age of football. On one occasion
league match last season, Okocha had
the audacity to approach an opponent with
in

a

flick it from between his heels over
head and that of his opponent

for Frankfurt until after the winter break.

players and coaches and to a wider audience

The German all-time

that it had taken

scoring record of 40
league goals set in the 1971-72 season by
the legendary Bayern Munich star, Gerd
Muller, was generally reckoned to be well
nigh unassailable in the modem age of
defensive football. However, Yeboah’s early
season fonn and prodigious scoring rate
caused everyone to rethink and there was a
great sense of anticipation at the prospect of

and
glide past the bemused defender in one
graceful movement.
own

then

Thus it

was

understandable that the DFB

would want to make a statement to its foreign

deaths of

a

stance on

this issue. The

number of Turkish

immigrants
headlines
and a portion of the takings from the match
in Augsburg, estimated at three million
a

in arsonist attacks had made global

Deutschmarks
to

(US$ 1,8m), will be donated

the families of

a

young

Turkish mother

and her two

performance in the modem age of tactically

daughters who died in a house
fire in Solingen which was presumed by the
police to be arson.
Germany’s top international stars who.
play in Italy, such as Kohler, Hassler and
Moller, claim that they are greeted with
courtesy and friendship in Italy despite the

defensive

that it

now

the

coaching staff at Bayern, feeling
possible.

was

Indeed, it would have been

United Nations of football with 5,4 million

He is noted for

his

hatred, prejudice and violence inflicted on
a

skills in the heat of battle. Not soourOkocha.

the ball,

his assault on the record, with Muller himself,

people.
Germany has become something of

they practi.se and
display in training and in wami-ups prior to
matches. Few, however, are to employ these

Sergio of Leverkusen on eight goals. Yeboah
was last season’s joint top scorer in the
Bundesliga with 20 goals and he would
surely have surpassed this total if he had not
sustained a serious knee injury in September
which will probably keep him out of football

champions, were the ideal people to
spearhead such a campaign against racial
innocent

tricks and ball skills which

a

remarkable

soccer to be able to challenge a
recordestablished in the days of free-flowing

fanaticism of Serie A football. However,

registered players, three quarters of a million
of whom

football. Such is the esteem in which Yeboah

recently attained full international status
with Germany, claims that he still gets some
verbal abuse. He is of Italian parentage but
was persuaded by Berti Vogts, as German
youth coach, to adopt Gennan nationality as
a 16-year-old and represent the German
youth team.
The national team captain, Lothar
Mattäus. was proud to be associated with
the benefit gala which he claimed afterwards
was a display of friendly feelings towards
the foreigners, many of whom enriched the
sport. There is an almost unique feature in
German football of the sporting bond

are

not

German, and the

overwhelming majority of these players
play in the minor professional and amateur
leagues. In Gennany’s senior professional
league, the Bundesliga, 32 nationalities are
currently represented, the 77 professionals
and amateurs being drawn from four
continents. Denmark has the largest
grouping with eight, followed by Russia
with six, Croatia and the Czech Republic
with five each and Switzerland and Brazil

with four apiece. Many are pioneers for
their country, such as the Albanian Altin
Brakkli at newly promoted Freiburg and
the Columbian Adolfo Valencia at record

champions Bayern Munich. When the
40

is held, but he is not the

only foreign star in
Frankfurt’s galaxy. Young Nigerian star
Jay Jay Okocha scored the best goal of the
season

thus far when he embarked

on

a

mazy dribble around Karlsruhe’s penalty
box which mesmerised the defence and had
the fans in the stadium and the television

millions in raptures.

His is a rare talent, a
player who evokes memories of Pele in his
heydays. Not only does he bear more than a
passing resemblance to the Brazilian master
in style and appearance, but he has the range
of skills with which the young Pele graced
the game over 30 years ago.
Most players have their own repertoire of

Mauricio Gaudino of Frankfurt, who

between of different clubs known

as

“Fanfreundischaft" (fan friendship).□
Sapem November. 1993
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THE DELEGITIMISATION OF THE
LIBERATION STRUGGLES IN AFRICA:
THE EXPERIENCE OF ANGOLA
Horace Campbell

w

HEN the colonialists first conquered

ruling elements in
the 19th century, the rationale of the
conquest was that Europe was civilizing Africa.
This civilizing process had a corresponding
philosophical and spiritual base. This was the era
of paternalism and white missionaries. But
Africans never accepted colonialism. From the
incipient military struggles of Queen Nzinga

,

!

i
i

down to the most recent national liberation

struggles, the fight for self determination and
dignity was always the objective of the African
peoples.

The African peoples organized a tremendous
struggle to oust the external exploiters. From the
constitutional decolonisation process of Ghana !
to the armed struggles of Algeria, Kenya to
Mozambique, Angola, Zimbabwe, Namibia and i
South Africa, Africans took up arms to fight for
freedom. In the midst of the Algerian war of
independence, the military strategist Andre i
Beaufre came up with the idea of arming sections j
of the African population to counter the forces of
Liberation. This form of discrediting freedom !
fighters advanced in Kenya when Major Kitson
of the British army developed the strategy of
arming gangs of Africans to carry out massacres
'

I

'

and then for the British controlled media to
massacres on

Mau. This

was

the

name

the

the national
Western

:

Decolonisation

blame the

their old "tribal” ways.

This racism and anti communism informed

security establishment in the USA,
Europe and South Africa. In this
the military, political and diplomatic support
enterprise the techniques of low intensity warfare
which was organized for those forces which
were
sharpened to destabilise Angola and
were developed in Mozambique and Zimbabwe i Southern Africa. The war and carnage which
(the MNR), Namibia (Koevet and the internal i was spread across the region was at one time
Multi Party System), South Africa (Inkatha) and
I Justified on the grounds of fighting communism.
After the cold war, there was an effort to reward
Angola (UNITA). The very same forces who
the freedom fighters of the West such as Jonas
presented Jonas Savimbi to the world as a freedom
fighter, are the forces now bemoaning the carnage j Savimbi.
in Angola. In the process, the memory of
Politically, this meant the discrediting of all
liberation is being silenced by the forces of the
I liberation movements. According to the new
West. Conflict resolution and civil war became
discourse, the African National Congress was
silencing narratives to obscure the history of not only a tool of the South African Communist
colonial plunder and underdevelopment.
j party, but it was also another "tribal" front of the
Xhosa in South Africa involved in the "black on
However, for most Angolans whose parents
to

the old African

bloodthirsty Mau

the British media had

conjured to discredit the Kenya Land and
Freedom Army. Kitson boasted of this in his
book Gangs and Countergangs.
This method of undermining the push for
decolonisation was sharpened in the period of
the eighties when the South African army like

'

locusts, laid waste and destruction all

i

have told them of the atrocities of the forced

black" violence. The "Inkatha Freedom

labor system of Portugal, colonialism is not a

was

Party"
given maximum publicity as the West tried
distant memory.
to create a broad front through the International
The struggle for liberation still informs the I Freedom Foundation to support the real "freedom
whole war in Angola. Yet from the reports of the
fighters" - UNITA. the MNR and Inkatha.
international media and from the humanitarian
Militarily, the low intensity warfare planners
used all the techniques of counterinsurgency and
agencies, the problem in Angola was simply one
of a civil war between “tribal” groups (the
insurgency warfare to break the mystique of
Ovimbundu and the Mbundu). Conflict : African freedom fighters by presenting UNITA
Resolution experts have become the new
and the MNR as the fighters for freedom against
consultants to bring peace.
communism. The project of consolidation of the
The fact that
newspapers, African scholars and progressive
gains of independence in Mozambique and
non governmental organizations now use the
Angola were undermined by the war of
destabilisation which was in turn supported by
concept of "civil war" to describe the human
tragedy in Angola is one extent of the success of the policies of Constructive Engagement. This
the new form of recolonisation which seeks to
war is still continuing in Angola. The last vestige
of this war also continues in the townships in
delegitimise the liberation struggle in Africa.
South Africa. In the western press, it is not
Angola represents one ofthe extreme examples
of this push mainly because this remains one of ! reported as war but as violence among Africans.

I
i

the richest countries in Africa and
most

successful

cases

was one

In terms of information flow, the attempt was
the information coming from the

of the

of African resistance and

to ensure that

resilience. In this society, not only did

the people
against Portuguese
Southern Africa. This period coincided with the
colonialism, but there was the highest form of
tremendous struggle between the USA and ! international
cooperation among the peoples of
Western Europe over the control of African i the
underdeveloped world when the Angolan
resources.

This

era

across

wage a

relentless

of recolonisation coincided i and Cuban forces defeated the South Africans
new salvation of the
Cuito Cuanavale.

at

with the rationale of the
market and structural

adjustment to replace the
The New Discourse
crude and simplistic ideas of white superiority.
But beneath all of the changes in the international i
How to extricate South Africa and the United
political system, was the undying belief that I States from this double defeat (1975 and 1988)
Africans were basically "tribal" and with the j and how to break the confidence of the forces of
departure of white overlords, they would return ! liberation was now the task of select experts in
42

;

war

[
■

Western

news
agencies dominated the
interpretation of the unfinished tasks of liberation.
In this interpretation, there were no real liberation
movements in Angola. There were simple "tribal"
fronts with the MPLA representing the Mbundu,
the FNLA representing the Bakongo and Unita
representing the Ovimbundu. In this "tribal
conflict" for power, one of the sides, namely the

ji MPLA,
called in the Cubans and the Russians
and seized
power.

i

Hence the "civil war in Angola" was to remove

[ domination by a minority "tribe" which had the
support of communists. The clearest example of
Sapem November. 1993
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answers to

the claims of UNITA. However, the

alliance between UNITA and the racist South
African army meant that UNITA
in a free and fair election.

could not win

When the intelligence reports of the forward
operatives of the International Republican
Institute had alerted the low intensity planners
that Savimbi would lose the elections, the USA
and South Africa came up with the idea of a

coalition government. Dos Santos was to be the
President and Savimbi was to be the Prime
Minister. This line was promoted by the UN and
brought to the front in the Strategic Concept
paper which was prepared by the South Africans
in October 1992 after it

was

clear that UNITA

had lost the elections.

If Savimbi had accepted this formula, he could
have been the opposition leader in Angola waiting
to
take
power.
The corruption and
mismanagement of the MPLA government
dictated that the people would make a choice for

other leaders. But Savimbi did not believe in
neither elections

nor

coalitions. Jonas Savimbi

refused to accept this version and decided that if
he were not going to be the President of Angola,
there would be

no

Angola.

One needs to be bear in mind that the

Cold warriors in

Washington thought Savimbi would win the elections because Unita
represented the largest ethnic group.
this interpretation can be seen in the book by
Chester Crocker the former Assistant Secretary
tor Africa in the State

Department ot the USA. In

| promotedby self-serving experts who stoked the

[

fires of war. It is not incidental that Chester
Crocker who supported the war making activities

this book. H Igh Noon In Southern Africa: Making

of the USA in Africa is

Peace in

theoreticians and

States is

Rough Neighborhood, the United
presented as an arbiter of peace in
a

clearest

Unfortunately, this whole attempt to
delegitimise the struggles for dignity comes up
against the realities of the day to day existence of
the ordinary Africans. Thus through songs,
poetry, dance, and orature, new forms of
communications are being fa.shioned so that the
young can remember that when some liberation
movements took up arms in the sixties to wage
war for
independence, they promised that the
future was one where they would be removing
the exploitative relations of colonialism.

themselves

In

one sense,

therefore,

some

of the liberation

in

replacing the colonial masters
without changing the conditions of existence
have exhausted their own legitimacy.
Manipulating the Media
In

May 1991, when James Baker the Secretary

of State of the United States officiated at the
peace treaty

in Lisbon between the MPLA and

UNITA, the psychological operations department
of the

United

States military/ security
presented the Accord as a victory
diplomatic and peace making efforts of

establishment
for the

the United States in Africa. This theme of the

United States

maker continues to be
accepted by the humanitarian agencies and is
as a

peace

Sapem November. 1993

top official

States Institute for Peace. This

Southern Africa.

movements

a

now one

of the

principal
of the United

was one

of the

examples of war makers pre.senting
as peace makers in order to justify

the continued domination of Africa.
Even from the

period of the anti colonial
scholarly studies such as
that of John Marcum. The Angolan Revolution.
which viewed Angola in "tribal" terms.
Yet, however much the African people
struggle, there

maintained

an

were

ethnic consciousness

as a

buffer

against European languages and cultural
domination,

the contradictions between

colonialism and the African people were primary
contradictions. The ethnic

identity in no way
minimized the opposition to exploitation. But
the South African Centers for Strategic studies
and disinfomiation pushed the Marcum argument
to influence the cold warriors in Washington that
if there

were

elections, Savimbi would win

because UNITA

represented the largest ethnic

group.
For the people of Angola and Southern

Africa,
UNITA, was a pawn in the hands of the South
Africans and the West. The Angolan government
had made an error by minimizing the influence
of ethnic consciousness and simply called UNITA
a bandit organization. This posture meant that
there were no serious efforts to develop political

peoples
suffering the most in Huambo and Kuito are the
very same peoples that Savimbi is supposed to
represent as the "tribal" leader.
The fact that Savimbi had been welcomed to
the White House

by both Reagan and Bush

proved to be

an embarrassment to the more
liberal elements in the USA. The Clinton White
House inherited the whole apparatus

of the State
Department Bureau of Intelligence and the kind
of information provided to the intelligence
agencies in doctoral theses such as that of James
Martin, The UNITA Insurgency in Angola from
the Catholic University of America, Washington,
1986.
This kind of

study was part of a new thrust in
community to present UNITA as
the legitimate liberation movement and the
MPLA as the puppets of the Cubans. This was
part of the whole exercise in delegitimising the
liberation movements. Hollywood was brought
the academic

in to make

Scorpion

a

film

decolonisation
there is

one

Guerrilla

on

Savimbi. The movie Red

of the media blitz against the
process. Fortunately, at present

was part

book in the USA, The Cold War

by Elaine Windrich which brought to

the fore the relations between UNITA, the Central

Intelligence Agency, the US media and the South
policies of apartheid.

African

Manipulation of International Organizations
In the aftermath of the

Bandung conference
represented the
majority in the United Nations, there was a
when the Afro-Asian block

decolonisation committee in the UN. This
an

was

active

Center

organization and the United Nations
against Apartheid provided valuable
43
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infonnation

on the worldwide struggles against
apartheid and colonialism. The very success of
the UN in this enterprise meant that the low
intensity planners decided to use the institutions
ofthe United Nations to delegitimise the liberation
process in Africa. Initially, this was through the
humanitarian and relief agencies which worked
in areas affected by South African destabilisation.

After the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991, this

replaced by openly using the UN to
which fought for

was

undermine governments
liberation.

Joseph Hanlon in his book, Mozambique:
Who Calls the Shots, has recounted how one of
the most dynamic liberation movements
was

in Africa

undermined by externally supported military

destabilisation, humanitarian work by UN

agencies and some of the international NGO
community, and by the economic policies of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF). He outlined
the conscious plans to destroy the dream of
socialism and linked foreign aid to recolonisation.
Up to this day, there are elements in the
Republican party who can boast of how Frelimo
was turned from communism. Maureen Reagan
was ambassador plenipotentiary to Mozambique
for her film star father.
The United States
At all stages

as

the Peacemaker

of the wars of national liberation,
adopted a posture of peace

the United States

maker. There

was

the

so called

Lusaka Accord in

1984
and

just after the USA had invaded Grenada
given the boost to the generals of the South

African Defence Forces who in the anti
communist euphoria

in the aftermath of Grenada
thought that they could invade and march to take
Lubango. Chester Crocker intervened when the
South Africans were stopped by FAPLA at
Cuvelai, under this

so

called Accord

SADF could withdraw.

It

was

so

in this

that the

period

(March 1984) that the Nkomati Accord

was

signed (between Mozambique and South Africa)
so that the South African government could get
some

international respect.

The United States also

presented itself as the
which brought
independence to Namibia. After the military

broker of the peace treaty

defeat of the South Africans at Cuito Cuanavale.
the USA started

a new

front for the

war

from the

North with

supplies to UNITA through the
military facility at Kamina in Zaire. It was from
this base that UNITA received the supplies to
launch the major assault on Luena in 1991.
While the discussions were going on with regard
to the ceasefire, UNITA wanted to capture this
town in Moxico. One of the unwritten aspects of
the recent history of Angola was the resistance of
the people of Luena to this assault.
There

were

elements in the United States who

forgot the whipping of the US supported
forces in 1975 when Henry Kissinger had
organized the first war to oust the MPLA. This
war was recorded for history by the head of the
never

44

Unita’s

military presence in all parts of Angola developed with the support of the USA.

US task force in

of the

book. In Search

did not formally recognize the government

Angola, John Stockwell. His
ofEnemies was a clear record of
not simply an effort to delegitimise liberation,
but to reverse this process. The task of this
reversal has been the preoccupation
of the
elements of the Republican Party in the USA
since 1975. It should be remembered that during
this episode, George Bush was the Director of
the Central Intelligence Agency. When the so
called peace accord was signed in 1991, George
Bush

was

the President of the United States.

According to the peace accords there was
supposed to be a verification mission called
United Nations Angola Verification Mission
(UNAVEM).
The United States had

an

overwhelming

presence in the ranks of the UNAVEM mission.
This presence was not manifest in the numbers of
US

personnel on the ground, but by the weight of
below the special representative

top bureaucrats

Secretary General. At that time, the USA
of the
MPLA. The representative of the United States
in the Joint Military and Political Commission
was able to support the Bush Administration by
politically supporting UNITA and not
recognizing the legitimate government of the
liberation

war.

The transition of power

in the USA had raised
expectations that the USA would change its
policies in Southern Africa. The question which
must be posed is whether, in the light of the
present recognition of the Angolan government
by the Clinton administration, there could be
efforts in the USA to stop the carnage being
carried out by UNITA. While there are overt
diplomatic meetings, there is no record that the
CIA and other communications agencies have
cut the satellite hook up of Savimbi which allowed
for his communication directly to all comers of
Sapem November. 1993
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the

globe. Through present laws, it is possible to
stop the access of Savimbi to the UNITA
controlled offshore bank in Madeira.

humanitarian workers

be seen as a means by which one of the most
organized armies in Africa was dismantled. The

organizations of youth,

MPLA had demobilized its forces because the

students, workers and cultural workers.

Clinton Administration to people of Angola wanted peace. UNITA did not
seriously reverse the history of support for demobilize and when they declared war in
October 1992 there was no effort to censure
Savimbi, it is necessary to remind the readers
and those in the pre.sent US administration of the ; UNITA.
Instead, there was the effort to confer more
full impact of the decisions in Washington since
legitimacy on UNITA by accepting the proposals
Angola received independence in 1975.
of UNITA for ceasefire. The highest form of
Conferring Legitinacy on Unita
legitimacy has now been confimied by the
suggestion of the Security Council that there
After the routing of the mercenaries in 1975
should be the imposition of sanctions on UNITA.
and the collapse of the FNLA, for a while the
Sanctions are conferred on legitimate
conservative forces of the Republican party and
governments. According to the present
the Kissinger elements were on the defensive for
understanding of terrorism, all of the carnage
the Clark Amendment of 1975 stipulated that
carried out by UNITA in the murder ofdefenseless
there should be no military intervention of the
women and children should be classified as
US A in Angola without the authority of Congress.
terrorism. Instead, the string of negotiations is
In 1978, the National Security Adviser, Zbigniew
carried out while UNITA attempts to cut off the
Brezezinski organized military support for
South of Angola,
UNITA by supplying 800 tons of weapons from
The strategy of UNITA is consistent with the
China. Since
then, the United States has had

^

had never
have been
imagined that Savimbi was a savior of Africa. (In
fact this was the title of the biography of Jonas
Savimbi by Fred Bridgland. This same author
wrote a book The Warfor Africa to show how the
to

bring

peace

and

1

!

Operation called Modular and
later Hooper (1987 & 1988), the South Africans
had occupied Southern Angola with the
diplomatic and military support of the United
States. This military support was routed through

defeat of the South Africans in 1988 to

develop
military presence in all parts of the Angolan
countryside. By the time of the peace accords in
a

Lisbon, in 1991 UNITA had concentrated its

in strategic areas poised to dominate the
country militarily regardless of the outcome of
the 1992 electoral elections. Today in 1993.
army

UNITA is in control of
the

more

than two thirds of

territory of Angola.

In

one sense

the whole peace process can now

Sapem November. 1993

spoke to the South Africans and
accepted the idea that the Nkomati Accord could
bring peace. It was only when this government
was totally humiliated that it spoke to the MNR,
and at that time they spoke from a position of
weakness. The Frelimo government is now so
weak that it cannot resist the efforts to impose an
undemocratic power sharing agreement which
would bring the MNR intoacoalition government
regardless of the election results in the next year.

region. Mobutu will have to
in the near future. The present struggle in
Angola is to ensure that with or without Savimbi,
Angola one of the richest countries in the sub
region would be weakened and divided.
One can analyze the weaknesses of the MPLA
and the disintegration of its army (FAPLA) but
such an analysis must be placed in the context of
the pressures on the Angolan people and the
Angolan society by the United States, South

In the end, the West is even afraid of multi

party elections or bourgeois democracy

in Africa.
experience of Angola demonstrated that
they are not willing to accept the decision of the
African workers and peasants. The Clinton
The

Administration would never agree to a coalition
government with the Republicans yet at the base
of all the negotiations with UNITA is the attempt

40 percent of the

■

terms

of the destruction of the social fibre of the
can

also

see

how the whole humanitarian

effort

by the West has served to delegitimise the
liberation process. The enthusiasm of certain
international NGO's for the US line

could be

seen

on peace
in the book Sustainable Peace:

Aiiftola's Recovery (see review in this issue).
This information in this book is designed to take
the African people out of the making of their own
history.
The fact is that donor agencies have gone into
village communities in order to undermine the
confidence of the African peoples in theircapacity
to

to

confer

more

legitimacy

on

the

purveyors

of

death and destruction.
This attempt

has failed in South Africa. There

was the

i

effort to present the South African struggle
as a "tribal war." There was the effort to present
Buthelezi as a national leader with six million
followers. However, the political strength of the

working people in South Africa is such that the
low intensity planners (while still supporting the
third force) want to tie the hands of the ANC into
a

negotiating process which makes a mockery of
sufferings of the peoples of South Africa and

the

society.
One

point Frelimo refused to speak to the

MNR, but

carried out the task of undermining the push for

Angolan budget continues to be
expended on destruction (euphemistically called
military expenditure). After 18 years of war,
there were more than 1 million Angolans who
perished, 80,0CK) amputees and over 250,000
UNITA because of the United Nations amis 1 children
orphaned. For the international
embargo against the sale of weapons to South
organizations, the computation of the cost of the
Africa. Constructive Engagement delayed the i war is in terms of
damage to transportation and
empowerment of the African majority in the 1 economic infrastructure, but for the ordinary
region, but ultimately failed to prop up the forces
Angolan the calculation of the cost of war is in

United States which allowed UNITA after the

at one

Africa, Zaire and elements from UNITA, Over

1981 to the failed

apartheid indefinitely. Hence, despite the
destruction wreaked over the period the South
Africans were decisively defeated in Angola at
Cuito Cuanavale. Namibia is now independent
and the South African people can advance the
struggle against apartheid.
It was under the cover of the support of the

to power. In the case of Angola and
Mozambique, the ideas of Marxism and the
Portugue.se intellectual culture marginalised the
ordinary workers and peasants who supported
the liberation struggles. Leaders in both societies
accepted the rigid state structure of Portugal and
marginalised the working people. Corruption
and a military response toextemal destabilisation
prevented the search for political solutions.
This was most manifest in Mozambique where

go

independence to Namibia).
From the military Operation called Protea in

of

weaknesses of the liberation movements which
came

full liberation in the

For many youths in Africa who
heard of Agostino Neto, it could

but withdrew in order

analysis the whole struggle to
be
analyzed in the context of the strength and

liberation struggle
At the height of the
struggle in Africa, Mobutu of Zaire

liberation

media conferred the

South Africans won the battle at Cuito Cuanavale

In the final

undermine the liberation process must

when the present stage of the
in Africa is for African Unity.

had reversed the Clark Amendment and the

image of the real freedom
Jonas Savimbi.

Stale and Society

efforts of the West to further balkanize Africa

military, political and diplomatic relations with
UNITA. By 1986 the Reagan administration

on

replace the mass
teachers,

women,

'

For the present

fighter

to

rebuild tbe future. Hence, while

some

of the.se

agencies may acknowledge the destmction and
damage caused by destabilisation, the answer
lies in more support from the West and for

Southern Africa.
In so far as the ANC accepts the arguments of
reconciliation and making South Africa safe
from capital flight it will be turned into an

organization guaranteeing the optimum
conditions for the operation of organisations
such as Anglo American Corporation. Whether
the ANC becomes an ally of Anglo-American or
remains an ally of the Congress Of South African
Trade Union (COSATU) will be the linchpin of
whether the whole purpose of liberation was to
empower the poor or to Africanise the
bureaucracies in this region. Whatever the
outcome, the peoples have to brace themselves
for prolonged popular struggles for food, clothing,
.shelter and clean water.Q
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THE UNITED NATIONS AND ANGOLA
Horace Campbell

w

HEN the UnitedNations was formed

\ occupation of Southern Angola by the South

:

in 1945 in the aftermath of World

I African Defence Forces. Resolution 435 of the

i Savimbi and UNITA.

War 2, there was much

hope from

those under colonial rule. The Declaration of the

Principles of Human Rights in 1948 gave further
inspiration to the oppressed minorities suffering
from racial discrimination and the abuse of

peoples rights. Many political parties lobbied
the UN in the period of decolonisation but ever

;

since 1960, the United Nations has had a tainted

effort

States from UNESCO and the

It is

recorded for

Patrice Lumumba in 1961. This

sordid

most

was one

of the

period in the history of the UN in

Africa. Elements of the US media have recorded
some

came

in the withdrawal of the United

hounding of the
African, M. Bow, who supported the kind of
cultural and intellectual work which recognized
the sovereignty of all states,
In the aftermath of the changed politics in the
world there were certain forces willing to bring
in the UN to confer legitimacy on their actions.

posterity that the UN
in the Congo and oversaw the murder of

now

of the machinations of the CIA in the

a

victory for Jonas

Security Council became the rallying point for
Many African governments were aware of the
the forces of liberation in Namibia during the
problems of working with Jonas Savimbi in
eighties. This resolution had been supported by ' bringing peace to Angola. In Gbadolite, Zaire
the Carter administration but resolution 435 was
under the auspices of African states, both the
never supported by the Reagan administration,
i MPLA and UNITA had agreed to a ceasefire,
During this period 1980-1992, there were many j However, the control and verification
efforts to undermine the UN. The most sustained
mechanisms could not be worked out because

history in Africa.
stood by

Administration wanted

|

Savimbi could not be

sure

that he would be able

manipulate the Gbadolite Accord.

to

He had embraced the B icesse Accords because
was confident of the support that he would
receive from the United States and from Western

he
;

;

Europe. He had gone from the signing of the
Bicesse Accord to address the European
Parliament. When the UN did arrive in Angola.

Congo in thebookThe Congo Cables. Not only j In the case of the Angolans, this was effected by
in many of the UN camps there were videos
was the UN manipulated by the Belgians, the
i the establishment ofthe first verification mission
proclaiming the brave struggle ofSavimbi against
French and the USA to undermine the legitimate I to oversee the withdrawal of the Cuban forces
communism. The numerous violations of the
independence of the Congo, but this struggle from Angola. The UN had taken a back seat all i ceasefire by Savimbi were not censured by the
claimed the life of one Secretary General of the | during the negotiations over the independence of
United Nations. Instead, when Savimbi lost the
UN, Dag Hammarskjöld.
Namibia, even though this territory was under
elections and went back to war, the UN Secretary
The profile of the UN was temporarily
UN control. The United States had made the
General continued to blame both sides for the
reprieved by the Namibian elections (1989-1990)
presence of the Cuban troops in Angola the
failure of the peace accords instead of naming
andthe withdrawal ofthe South African military,
number one issue at a time when for most of the
Savimbi and UNITA.
Even then it was the vigilance of the frontline
peoples of Africa, the decolonisation of Namibia
The UN was caught in the midst ofthe renewed
,

observer mission which ensured that the South

was

independence. However, the present debacle in
Angola and Somalia exposes how the UN can be
used by the forces of white domination and
recolonisation. The experience of the United
Nations in Angola is one of clear complicity in

i

:

the destruction and death.
At

a

recent

conference in Lisbon,

Margaret

Anstee, the formerUnited Nations representative
in Angola blamed the failure
on

the fact that the UN

the issue.

TheCubans withdrew from Angola before the

Africans did not abort the transition to

i

due date of June 1991. It was in this same year
that the Bicesse Accords were signed to create a
"The UN resolution of October 30 which
ceasefire between the MPLA government and
UNITA. The treaty forpeace signed in Lisbon in i voted on Angola did not name Savimbi as the
May 1991 laid the basis for a ceasefire between > basis for the destruction of the peace accord.
the government and UNITA: the unification of
Instead of naming Savimbi as the culprit the UN
the two amied forces, (FAPLA of the MPL.A and resolution said: "any party which fails to abide
FALA of UNITA: the confinement of troops to by the peace accord will be rejected by the

of the UN in Angola j assembly areas; the demobilization of the other

came

into

a

situation

’ armed

elements, and the formation of

a

Joint

where it had not laid down the rules for the peace

Verification and Monitoring Commission to
process. This reflection by Ms Anstee in hindsight ' monitor the ceasefire implementation. Under the
must be deconstructed against the recent changes
United Nations Security Council Resolution 698
in the international balance of forces and how
of May 1991. there was the establishment of the
certain countries use the Security Council of the
United Nations Angola Verification Mission
UN to do their bidding. This must also be : (UNAVEM) with the mandate to monitor and
examined in the context of the fact that it was i verify the implementation of the Accord. The
proclaimed to the world that it was the turn of 1 mandate ofthe UN also included the observation
Africa to be at the helm of the United Nations.
The UN and the

Angolan Exercise

and verification of the electoral process, along
with the

monitoring of the registration

process
for the free and fair elections which had been

During the period ofcolonial rule, the UN had : scheduled to be held on September 29 and 30,
supported the liberation movements of Angola | 1992.
through the instruments of the decolonisation i
The Security Council accepted this mandate,
committee. When there
UN
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was

destabilisation, the

fighting which broke out in Angola on October
31, 1992. In an editorial called Naming names,
on November 2,1992, the British Guardian said
this of the UN mission in Angola:

but from the outset, the mission

passed resolutions condemning the [ the fact that it

was

plagued by
well known that the Bush
was

international community"
The statement

was not

only very weak, but did

not classify Savimbi as a terrorist. The UN

Secretary General called on "both sides" to step
back from the brink without specifying who
brought the country to the brink,
The renewed fighting which broke out in
earnest on the last day of October 1992 had been
forewarned by those who had observed the
numerous violations of the peace accords by
UNITA. The fact that the full scale battles could
have raged emanated from the fact that the UN
failed to disarm UNITA's troops.
Even before the election results had been
announced in October, UNITA's units moved

about from the assembly areas heavily anned
and its police units were moving without
restrictions in areas such as Huambo. Unknown
Sapem November. 1993
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in

Malanje, Huambo, Benguela and Lobito. The
January 1993

truth of the matter became clear by

when the forces of UNITA seized the country

and most of the cities.
conventional army
in

reserve

UNITA had saved its

holding over 30,000 soldiers

in Zaire.

The

experience of the rapid remobilisation of
the forces of UNITA exposed the hollow claims
of the UN which
The UN

were

made before the elections.

boldly announced three days before the

elections that there

the formation of

was

a new

army.
The

incapacity of the UN to implement the

Peace Accords could be
•

seen

in three main areas.

The refusal of UNITA to allow the govern-

government's control over one
territory,
the refusal of UNITA to surrender heavy anus
ment to restore

third of the
•

to
•

the UN

the failure to demobilize the

biggest part of the

army.
The UN had

Pik Botha and South

Africa supported Unita’s claim offraud after the elections

numbers of UNITA troops

failed to go to the
assembly areas. Consequently, the UN failed to
act when in August UNITA had taken control of
Lobito in order to hold its Congress.
These examples coincide with the whole way
in which the UN operation in Angola was
weighted to support the conservative forces in
the WEST.

Verification mission in sensitive

areas.

One of

the most sensitive

areas was in the flying of UN
personnel al 1 over Angola. The charter companies
used were invariably US companies based in
South Africa. The pilots were former pilots of

the South African Airforce who had been involved

bombing of innocent civilians between

1981 to 1988.

The full

insensitivity of the UN

was

manifest

when the UN invited the South Africans to assist

with the registration program
Africans

in 1992. The South
using helicopters and fixed wing
this exercise. They also brought a

were

aircraft in

naval vessel into the harbor of Luanda. Some

Angolan newspapers speculated that the exercise
take

of the

sophisticated
weapons such as the Stinger Missiles which had
been passed on to UNITA by the CIA. Ordinary
Angolans were offended by the presence of these
elements and physically attacked the South
Africans in Malanje. The UN was forced by the
Angolans to ask the South Africans to leave.
If the UN was equivocal over the registration
process, there was complete incompetence over
the question of the demobilization of the troops.
was

complete the exercise of
from the ranks of FAPLA,
the army of the MPLA, and FALA the army of
UNITA. I UNAVEM II was the name of the
(UNAVEM II)

creating

was to

UNITED NATIONS

team.

UNAVEM I

given to the team which had

was

the

the
Angola
after the Accords which led to the independence
of Namibia and the disengagement of the South
Africans from Southern Angola}.
According to the 1991 Accords the
name

meant to

some

overseen
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demobilization of the soldiers would lead to the
formation of

an army of 50,000. By the end of
August 1992, 16 months after the accords the
Erench. Portuguese and British personnel who
were responsible for the integration process had
integrated 7868 men in the new unified amied
forces of Angola (FAA). This represented fifteen
percent of the new army. The UN personnel
expected to unify the other 85 per cent of the new
army in five days (by September 25) in time for

the elections.

By the time of the elections, there were three
Angola, the disintegrating remnants of
FAPLA, the conventional cum guerrilla forces
of FALA and the new army. The armies were
supposed to be assembled in 45 centers across
the country in preparation for demobilization but
there were charges that UNITA was keeping
armies in

re.serve

democratic commitments.

a new army

withdrawal of the Cuban forces from

Fundamentally, the UN used South African
goods and personnel for the Monitoring and

in the

One of the mandates of the United Nations team

contingency for this non
compliance with the peace accords by UNITA.
Instead, the top officials of the UN, the USA and
South Africa were always vouching for Savimbi's

forces and armies to be able to continue

with contention for

There

territory.

several newspaper articles which
claimed that the forces of UNITA were seeking
were

to militarily

occupy towns and strategic locations

no

In fact, if one were to
FAPLA

analyze the strength of
against the weakness of UNITA at this

time, it could be said that the UN

was

the

instrument for the total

dismantling of FAPLA
especially after the victory of the Angolans over
the South Africans at Cuito Cuanavale. Cuito
Cuanavale became symbolic

in this deterioration
by the time of the elections, the troops of
FAPLA had been so demoralized by the work of
the UN and the corruption of the whole political
process that the FAPLA troops at Cuito Cuanavale
mutinied. One year later, UNITA could lay siege
on Menongue, the town which was the original
target of the South Africans after the siege of
for

Cuito Cuanavale.
The UN and the Elections

It was an article of faith by most ofthe personnel

of the UN in

Angola that Savimbi would win the
though there was clear evidence

elections. Even

of the .atrocities of UNITA, there were no efforts
to

increase the size of the UN contingency to deal

with the violations of the peace accord by UNITA.
And yet

in many ways the elections were historic.
people waited in line for hours to cast their
vote and to express their hunger for peace. This
hunger for peace could be seen in the experience
of the pregnant woman who waited in line to
vote. She gave birth while waiting to vote and
The

named herchild Vote. The

exercise

was

due

to

success

of the election

the intervention of

Angolan

people.
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The election results

registered

a

could be involved in

loss for

negotiations over the
no
experience

Washington Times. In

long piece

a

October

on

UNITA. The MPLA obtained the absolute

elections when South Africa had

19,1992. entitled "Election Fraud in Angola" the

majority in the votes for the legislative assembly

in

media supporters of UNITA attempted to put
UN on the defensive.

with 53.74 percent of the vote.

democracy.
Wednesday 14, there was four hours of
talks between the Foreign Minister of South
On

UNITA received

34.10 per cent

of the vote. In the Presidential
Jose Eduardo Dos Santos obtained 49.57

contest.

of the votes and Jonas Savimbi 40.07.
Even with this clarity in the results, the UN did
not take a clear position to fulfill its mandate and
this could be seen in the struggles over the

the

In the first

days after the elections,

I
;

UNITA

was

losing.

day. Savimbi broke the embargo on the
by announcing the results from
Huambo and adding that the elections were

Freedom Foundation cried fraud. This

placed the UN

on

the defensive. By

same

rigged.

.

Luanda

f'

TO

i

I

refused to

announce

to

4g;

a

■u

of the

taken
h.

‘‘'kå

u

Most Africans
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the registration was
by the UN. The stopping
registration was done after an

by all parties participating in

Voter registration lists were
provided to opposition party observers, making verification impossible. The published results from the
election precincts were summaries,
not the authenticated tally sheet resuits that observers had signed off at
the polling stations.

I

In the Southern Provinces

•

sand Namibians
LUIS VASCONCELOS

Vnita is

clear indication

breakdown of the peace process.
were

was

of Namibe and Cunene, several thou-

responsible for the breakdown of the peace process
It

outraged that Pik Botha

was

only after this that the government and

the United Nations could

announce

the results.

When the conservative forces in the USA

embraced UNITA. there had been

developed
network togive publicity to the leader of UNITA.
And in order to support the claims of UNITA,

by October 13. The fact
negotiating in Huambo with
was a

out.

clear false-

•

m

be announced

was a

a

the national Election Commission).

W

On the basis of the election law, the results

Savimbi in late October

left

not

At this time, the MPLA was unawareofthe

that there

estimated 500,000 to

were

the border

these forces coordinated

a

the

were

news on

the elections

a

•

•

media blitz. Most of

coming from the

•

UNITA controlled Free Angola Information
:

Center in the

Dupont Circle in Washington,
centered in Washington and
carried by the conservative newspaper, the
The blitz

was

brought across
for the MPLA.

were

to vote

least KX)

polling stations
without the knowledge
o f
the opposition, and thousands of extra ballots were printed by a Brazilian company and distributed.
the number of nullified ballots was disproportionately high in UNITA areas, about 60,000.
The MPLA had complete control of the media
during the year long election process.
police were present at many polling stations,
and UNITA followers were repeatedly atat

•

were set

was

an

extension and that the decision

gravity of the political and military situation. In
response to the South African strategic concept
paper, it said that it would be better if UNITA
was the minister of railways to repair the damage
to the society.
were to

States, Russia,

carried out

Savimbi.

that Pik Botha

happened over the pro-

hood because

v‘

f

Africa

operation to support

result,

areas

Meanwhile, the international media
blitz went into

successful for the MPLA's

(Note well that this is

*■

the claim of fraud by
This was the only external
accept the view of fraud.

to

too

800,000 voters in UNITA dominated

^

supported
force

be

Portugal and the United Nations. As

Secretary General of the UN became
involved in a complicated South
African venture to bring the UNITA
forces into a coalition government. A
South African military consultant had
prepared a Strategic Concept paper
for power sharing. UNITA would be
in control of the sensitive security and
financial sectors of the economy and
in every ministry there would be a
UNITA deputy.

UNITA.

hotel in

sion cut off the registration of voters
prematurely, on August 10, when
UNITA's registration drive turned out

tests of the United

the results. The

Pik Botha and South

a

during the elections.

comfort. This

free and fair. The UN

were

in

were

•

The

elections

low to

that the government controlled National Election Commis-

Octobers, 1992 Savimbi declared war.

Special Representative of the
Secretary General, Margaret Anstee.
instead of announcing the election
results dithered. During this period in
October when many international
observers were declaring that the

were too

adequate supervision- a mere 400 in
a nation of 4.7 million and 5,800
polling
stations. By comparison the UN .sent 1,700
observers to Namibia a country with over 1.5
million persons. That over 300 of the
guarantee

UN observers

UNITA cried

agencies of the International

the number of UN observers

f'f

fraud. The South African government
cried fraud. The Western media and
the

•

election results

election results.

the initial results demonstrated that

The main elements of the fraud were as fol lows:

Africa and Savimbi. On October 15, Savimbi
declared that there had to be new elections. On

per cent

the

up

tacked and arrested.
•

Eighty ballot boxes
This

position

was

stolen.
carried by most news

were
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agencies to the point where the UN sent a
representative to investigate these accusations.
The fact finding mission by Marrack Goulding
took place while Savimbi used this period to
consolidate the military position. By January
1993, Unita was in military control of over 75 per
cent of the Angolan territory.
Notable papers such as the Christian Science
Monitor chimed in by saying that Savimbi was
not to blame for Angola's troubles. At this time,
the only preoccupation of the UN staff was to
flee the intensified violence in those towns which

besieged by UNITA.
During the period of the media blitz by UNITA
and the shuttling between Huambo and Luanda
by the representatives of the UN, the whole idea
of peace and negotiations was now overtaken by
the Western reporting that Angola had plunged
into civil war. For example, the Observer,
were

November 1, 1992 had this on the headlines;
LUIS VASCONCELOS

"Angola plunges back to civil war."
Those who historically supported Jonas

Ordinary Angolans

Savimbi had to find

them

new

ways to cover up past

support and the failure of the UN. Herman Cohen
on the Voice of America, November 2, 1992,
called the events of the weekend

because UNITA

tragedy.
they would send peace keepers
from the UN. Cohen declined any knowledge of
plans to send peacekeepers. He reiterated that the
USA will work with the Joint Military Political
Commission. Instead of reprimanding UNITA,
there was the search for compromise. This search !
still dogs the so called negotiations between j
UNITA and the government.
1
The US said that both sides were willing to
compromise. Cohen said clearly that UNITA
maintained a military capability outside the i
assembly areas, and that the government
maintained a capability inside the riot police.
|
This was the whole posture of evenhandedness j
when the Angolan peoples had spoken through ;
a

great

When asked if

the elections. In essence, the USA and the UN
were

involved in

a

campaign to silence the

Angolan peoples.

determined to live

on

despite the death and destruction that surrounds

it lost in the elections. Savimbi had

developed
wanting to talk about
talks. During this period, UNITA was being reequipped with weapons through South Africa
and Zaire.

By May 1993, the politics of the US
government changed at the official level. The
Clinton

Administration

recognized the
of
the peace Accord, Portugal, Russia and the USA
recommended the imposition of sanctions against
UNITA. On the surface, this may seem to be
tough, but it gave further legitimacy to UNITA
when the world was speaking of the death and

government of the MPLA and the observers

destruction in Huambo and Cuito.

By September of 1993, the UN was debating

^ sanctions. Even then the UN
Security Council
did support

sanctions, the Secretary General of
wanted to give Savimbi time to show

good intentions. The UN Security Council was
supposed to meet in a full session to discuss the
the results of the elections
tragedy ofAngolaon November 1. At this meeting
Cohen said that if there is a government that is
which was changed to an infonnal session, the
democratically elected, then the US will give it I
Secretary General of the UN asked for more time
full recognition. This was not forthcoming until
to implement the sanctions and to give Savimbi
the change of the administration after the US
up to December 15. In the words of one
elections in November 1992.
Mozambican, it was giving Savimbi more time
The UN and Peace Talks
to kill Angolans.
In the meantime, the whole process of
In the face of the military takeover of the i
diamond and oil producing regions, the UN | negotiations hinges on the bringing of UNITA
into a position of direct control over the
attempted to sponsor peace talks in Addis Ababa
and Abidjan. These talks were inconclusive ! government of Angola.
the peace process was

UNITA's failure to observe
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Conclusion

anted in the negotiations what

the tactic of Ian Smith of

the UN

Cohen had maintained that the breakdown of

w

are

The United Nations bear direct

responsibility
death, starvation and destruction
in Angola. The Secretary General of the UN has
exposed his connections to the conservative forces
internationally by his efforts to conciliate Savimbi
for the present

even

in the face of the infomiation from

personnel

UN

the ground with respect to the
atrocities carried out by Savimbi.
The military failure is matched by the economic
position being put forward by UN agencies on
the ground. The real thrust is to further impoverish
and di.sempower the poor. This was most manifest
in the Household Budget Survey by one of the
agencies of the UN. A study of Poverty and Food
Insecurity in Luanda exposed the overwhelming
evidence of poverty, displacements and hunger.
on

Even in the face of this evidence the UN

consultants

recommending the usual
deregulation and the
privatization of the economy. In Angola,
were

medicine of devaluation,

privatization of the

economy means handing
the economy to the former Portuguese
settlers.

over

Unfortunately, the MPLA government has
been corrupted by powerand supports the political

demobilization of the people.

Despite the political
rejection of Savimbi by the people, the
government attempt to fight by military means
and by begging the so called international
community to talk sense to Savimbi. The tragedy
in Angola exposes the exhaustion of the old
liberation movements in Africa

as

well

as

the

incapacity of the UN to stand up to the
conservative political forces in the USA.Q
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WHETHER OR NOT THE STATE SHOULD
INTERVENE - THE MUTED GOSPEL
FROM THE WORLD BANK
Guy C. Z. Mhone
HE World Bank has

recently released a
titled The East Asian Miracle:
Economic Growth and Public Policy
(August, 1993), which, for African countries,
should be as momentous as the 1981 Berg Report,
Accelerated Development in Sub Saharan African

T

report

(World Bank. 1981) that ushered in the free
market

dogmatism of stabilisation and structural
adjustment programmes. This recent report
should be momentous for us only if we read
between the lines of the many qualifications and
admonitions made in it regarding the lessons to
be learned from the east Asian Miracle,

or,

the

experience of (yes, another acronym) the HPAEs
(the eight High-Performing East Asian
Economies consisting of South Korea, Japan,
Hong kong, Singapore, Taiwan, Indonesia,
Malaysia and Thailand). The significance of the
report is that it may signal the toning down of the
World Bank’s dogmatism and rigidity regarding
the application of its favoured structural
adjustment programmes.
It should be noted at the outset that this World

Bank report comes belatedly and
in the face of numerous previous
form Western

begrudgingly
contributions
Academia emphasizing what the

World Bank refers to

as

the ‘revisionist’

interpretation of the East Asian experience which
emphasises the interventionist role of the state in
promoting the economic development of these
countries, and which by the same token has been
critical

of the

World

Bank’s

favoured

‘neoclassical ’ vie w of the same experience as the

epitome of market based development. In this
recent report, the World Bank gives a reluctant
nod to the revisionist view, but with strained

qualifications. Our comments are restricted to
the summary of the report.
The summary begins by noting that from 1965
and 1990:

the

twenty-three economies of East Asia
grewfaster than all other regions. Most of
this achievement is attributable to

seemingly miraculous growth in just eight
economies, (the HPAEs) Morever. these

eight economies have been unusually
successful at sharing thefruits ofgrowth.
Compared with other developing
economies, they have had lower and
declining levels of inequality
50

The report notes

these fundamental policies

that while the HPAEs may
propitious initial circumstances
such as cultural, geographical and political
advantages, the crucial factors to their
development entailed the interplay of market
forces and government intervention. The
overriding question the report seeks to answer is
whether some interventions were in fact good for
growth, and. in order not to unduly whet the
reader's ‘revisionist’ appetite, the report advances
its ‘methodological’ dilemma right at the outset,
have had

as

do not tell the
of these economies
intervened to foster
development, often systematically and
through multiple channels. Policy
inten entions took many forms: targeted
entire story. In each
the ftovernment also

some

and subsidised credit to

borrowing rates to increase profits
earnings, protection of
domestic import substitutes, subsidies to
declining indu.stries. the establishment and
financial support of government hanks,
public investment in applied research,
firm-and-industry-specific e.xport targets,
on

and retained

follows:

Since

chose the HPAEs

for their
unusually rapid growth, we know before
we begin analysis that their interventions
did not inhibit growth. But it is very hard
to

we

development of e.xport marketing
institutions and wide sharing of
information hern een public and private

establish statistical links between

growth and a specific intervention, and
even more difficult to establish causality.

sectors.

Because we cannot know what would have

At least some ofthese interventions violate

happened In the absence of a specific
policy, we cannot prove conclusively
whether interventions increased growth

the dictum

of establishing for the private
playing field, a neutral
Incentives regime. Yet these strategies of
selective promotion were closely
associated
with
high rates of
accumulation, generally efficient
allocation, and in the fastest growing
economics, high rates of productivity
sector a

rates.

The report notes

that since

a

“rigorous

counterfactual scenario’’ cannot be offered, it

in an “essay in persuasion”,
of which is that not only were the
global circumstances during the growth of the
proposes to engage
the message

HPAEs favourable, but that the institutional and

decision

making preconditions for the .succe.ssful
implementation of selective interventions are so
rigorous and demanding that they may not be
easily replicated. Indeed, the report’s effective
message is that such interventions are, for the
rest of the developing world, inadvisable, or if
undertaken at all. only when an appropriate
institutional framework is in place, and only in a
manner that

allows for their limited and temporary

application.
It is emphasised that whichever way the
experience of the HPAEs is looked at.there is
little doubt that theirability to broadly stick to the
basic policies or fundamentals commonly
advocated by the World Bank in their structural
adjustment programmes accounted for most of
their growth. The report notes, nevertheless,
that:

selected

industries, low deposit rates and ceilings

level

growth.
The report proposes

the following framework
understanding the growth experience of the
HPAEs. The fundamental longterm orientation
of the policies is seen to have been marketfor

oriented within the context of which various

degrees of state intervention and dirigisme were
deployed by different countries to guide or
influence

resource

allocation. The successful

management of, and implementation

of both the

market-oriented fundamentals and selective state
interventions were made possible by highly
developed and efficient bureaucracies. In

addition, various combinations of market-based
and contest-based mechanisms were put in place
encourage and ensure competitive discipline
and high performance in the private sector. This
to

combination of market-oriented and state-led

policies facilitated increased savings, increased
investment in human capital, high rates of
investment in high return endeavors and increased
Sapem November. 1993
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adaptation of technology .resulting in increased
productivity. The report notes that:
Our framework is only an effort to order and
interpret information. No HPAE government set
out to achieve the functions of growth. Rather,
they u.sed multiple, shifting policy in.struments
in pursuit of more immediate economic
objectives. Programmatic flexibility - the capacity
and willingness to change policies - is as much a
hallmark of the HPAEs as any single policy

issues

of politics, hi.story and culture.
Taking such questions into account
complicates rather than .simplifies the task
of development.
’

total factor

In any ca.se,

the report concludes

as

follows;

thereby suggesting that the developed countries
are not as equally disposed to the African countries
in the present global environment. Others have
suggested that the many East Asian countries
were able to bulldoze tough economic measures,
both market-oriented and dirigist, only because
they relied on fascist and dictatorial political
systems that cannot be replicated in the present
pro-democracy domestic and international

In every economy, however, governments
face a two-pronged task: they must select
and adapt policies, both fundamentals
and Interventions, according to their

environments. Such reservations

instrument.

institutional circumstances, and at the

immaterial

Nevertheless, within the foregoing broad
policy framework, the report identifies a number
of unconventional policies pursued by HPAEs.
Among such policies were the pursuit of financial
repression; the control over interest rates and
allocation of credit; the initial pursuit of import
substitution strategies which were gradually and
purposefully relaxed in favour of export
promotion strategies; the emphasis on technical
and scientific skills and knowledge in human
capital development at the tertiary level; the
emphasis on transforming agricultural
productivity; and the relative repression of
organised labour. Indeed, in most cases the
governments deliberately got prices “wrong”,
even if they ensured countervailing incentives
and disincentives re.spectively for priority and
non priority investments, and for the
import
substitution and export promotion strategies.
While having demonstrated the interaction

same time strive to
upgrade institutional
capability to make policy implementation

effective and to increase the number
of available policy options.
more

Tlie conclusion of the report

is interesting
given that prior to the 1980s what it advocates is
exactly what we all thought the the role of the
state as assumed in Development Economics
was all about, until it was sidelined by nctK'lassical
conservatism as encapsulated in monetarism

makes them “unsuitable for

It is clear in this respect that there are enough
counterfactual examples to show either the fai lure

s

or

underscores the importance
of getting the fundamentalsof market-orientation,
macroeconomic stability and openness to foreign
investment as a necessary initial step;

whereby the calculus of the market suppo.sedly
nullified the purposive and interventionist legacy
of Development Economics. Nevertheless, this
report is important precisely because the bastion

success

to

stories should not become a reason

resist needed market-oriented reforms.

The report notes

that

a

known about the East Asian
the

lot

more

needs to be

Experience including

following;
Why the governments in these economies
have been more willing and better able
than others to e.xperiment and adapt:
answers go beyond economies to include
the .study of institutions, and the related

Sapem November, 1993

or

over

IMF.

awry”.

Thus, the fad that interventions were an
element of .some East Asia economic

in support

of the issue of

particular policies succeeded. A
such issues would be quite
unnecessary and circuitous. The fundamental
issue rai.sed by the East Asian experience, rather,
is whether or not an underdeveloped country can
initiate economic transfonnation .solely on the
basis of lal.s.sezfaire market oriented policies as
previously advocated by the World Bank and the
debate

gone

Rather, the report

ca.se

countries

adaptation in i

has often

experience in terms of the replicability of
particular policies or whether the effects
attributable to market-oriented policies can be
separated from those attributable to state
intervention. Methodological dilemmas do

of one view or the other. In
replication, for in.stance.
enough unique nonreplicable circumstances can
be cited to explain why particular East Asian

Kenya under Moi hasfailed to achieve economic
development despite its fascist and dictatorial
political system

involvement in the economy

pose the issue of the
lessons to be learned from the East Asian

the

policies in
and
is at
pains to persuade us that the East Asian experience *
is either too complex and demanding to replicate
I
or even attempt, or, because of the
high risk that £

parts of Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America,
and elsewhere in Asia, where activist government

miraculous, let alone, even reasonable economic

development.
It is perhaps mistaken to

summon

various facets of economic management
various spheres of the economy, the report

or

rather

indeed arise when the issue is looked at that way,
and counterfactual evidence is rather difficult to

between market-based and state-led

the interventions entail, cannot be entrusted to,

are

given that Africa has had ample
examples of both countries favoured by the West
and dictatorial regimes that have not had any

of conservative economics, the World Bank (and
its sister institution the IMF) has.

by broaching
acceptable and legitimate,
rather than heresy, the consideration of the
desirability or non-desirability of .state dirigisme.
However, given the desire of the World Bank
to preempt the feasibility of
replicating some of
the issue, now made

the lessons of the East Asian countries, it would

be

foolhardy for African countries to merely
negative stance and
advice. Indeed, some in Africa reject the East
Asian experience by citing the favourable
endorse the World Bank's

and support many of these countries
received from the West during the Cold War,

treatment

limited

success

the relative

of

success

laissez-faire strategies,

or

of interventionist (market

friendly or market-leading) dirigist .strategies
The fundamental lesson from the East Asian
experience is that while stabilisation and
structural adjustment fundamentals are necessary
guidelines to live up to, they are not sufficient by
themselves to initiate economic transformation,
and that for the latter to occur, market-friendly or

market-leading state interventions are needed.
What type of interventions and how they are to
be implemented is a secondary issue. It is also to
be expected that the separation of the effects of
market-oriented

by the state is

measures

from those initiated

rather impossible task given the
interactive nature of both sets of policies and the
fact that in their mutual interaction, spillovers in
fonn of positive externalities and virtuous circles
arise

as

a

the mark of economic transfonnation. In

addition,

the

latter consequences

discontinuous structural

yield
changes at the

microeconomic and macroeconomic levels that
would be difficult to separate or capture

statically.□
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ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

PRESENT AND FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR
NORTH-SOUTH TRADE
Richard Kamidza

HE current

global trade patterns reflects
developed
countries (LDCs) in the South by the
developed countries (DCs) of the north. This gap
is increased by the vast technological differences
that exist between the two trading blocs and the
level of protectionism being exercised by DCs.
These are some of the devastating weapons that
are being used to maintain the unequal status that

T

the domination of the less

benefits the north.
Real

prices of all major commodities which
about half of the export
earnings to LDCs are continually falling, with
the beverages group recording a decline of 68
percent since 1986. Prices of perennial crops
like coffee, cocoa and tea are continually falling.
For instance, coffee's current prices are below
the variable production costs for a large number
of growers, dampening new investment in new
plantings and replantings. Whilst that of cocoa is
currently low, it is expected to rise in the near
future as production growths declines.
Non-oil primary commodity prices have
declined sharply since the early 1980s and their
prices are expected to rise significantly during
up to now represent

the latter half of this decade when less

commodities

supplied on the market. In fact,
commodity prices index has almost
over the period, falling from 168.2 in
are

primary commodities in LDCs have caused the
terms of trade to continuously fall. This inhibits
countries in the South from generating enough
foreign currency for industrial development.
Most poor countries derive nearly all their
foreign currency from exporting raw materials.
Sub-Sahara Africa's exports, for instance, (which
in the

1990

were

still at about 90 percent

concentrated in

primary commodities) are
expected to grow slowly and the current
composition of these exports heavily rely on
primary commodities. In most cases, some of
these countries rely on one commodity to generate
foreign currency.
The LDCs have failed to generate enough
economic growth to achieve even a modest
increase in per capita income due to the structures
of production which reinforce perpetual exports
of the

raw

materials. Most of the countries have

relatively small domestic markets, but if the
export performance improves together with
access to large and growing markets in the North,
then the economies of the South are poised to
grow considerably. This implies that all
protectionist policies from the former ranging
from tariffs to non-tariffs will be removed.
In order for the North-South trade to benefit

the non-fuel

all the countries, the two distinctive blocs should

halved

enter

1980to86.I in 1992 (1990= 100). Prices

in 1992

by far at their lowest since 1948. Petroleum
production both by OPEC and NON-OPEC
countries has dropped giving a positive signal of
future price increases currently at their lowest.
Only oil prices have remained constant.
The prevailing low prices of most exported
were

into

development contractual agreements
through the framework of bilateral agreements,
or regionalised agreements involving the North
and say the Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS). Southern African
Development Community (SADC). etc., or an
agreement involving the whole of Africa within
the framework of OAU

PROJECTED INDICES OF COMMODITY PRICES

on one

(IN CONSTANT US$, 1990

hand and OECD

=

the other. These agreements

should strengthen
position of the LDCs in order for them to
promote their exports.
The North needs to ensure that adequate and
predictable flow of financial and other resources
as well as the quality of AID to the South improves
in terms of policies that ensure consistency and
responsibility.
Most LDCs have borrowed excessively from
the DCs and their exports are still very weak,
hence the failure to repay the debt. Zaire is one
such country engulfed in debt problems. The
high debt-service ratios are thwarting
development efforts of most countries and can
only be resolved by a combination of debt relief
and rescheduling as well as guarantees against
on

the

fluctuations of interest rates.

However, the current far-reaching structural
adjustment programmes whose main thrust is to
open the economies of LDCs through "trade
liberalisation", has seen the removal of import/
exports restrictions and correction of overvalued
foreign exchange rates. Unfortunately, this has
exposed LDCs products to unfair competition.
According to OXFAM report, food dumping by
the United States of America and the Europtean
Community (US-EC) to the sub-Sahara African
countries forced Zimbabwe in the mid-1980s to
the price of maize by half because of a World
Bank recommendation. Massive devaluations

cut

have resulted in an imported inflation. For
example, between December 1992 and
September 1993, Angola devalued her currency
twice, resulting in an alarming inflation rate of
5(X) percent. All these policies stifle economic
growth and development.
There is a great need to harmonise the export/
import strategies in order for both the North and
South to benefit from trade. Whilst the South

100)

looks to the North for

Year

Commodity

Unit

1985

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

Petroleum

$/BBC

38.9

14.3

17.3

26.2

17.0

16.5

15,7

15,5

15,6

technological related
imports, the latter has depended on the former
for the necessary resources greatly needed for
the industries. Also, whilst the North insist that

Food:
—

—

—

—

—

318
166
188

252
131
213

195
127
203

183
117
181

130
106
193

142
108
188

164
111
182

195

Tea

468
329
289

Sugar

$/mt

130

236

298

277

194

188

185

195

220

Maize

$/mt

164

112

118

109

105

99

94

95

101

Cocoa

Source: World Bank
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their economies, the
protectionist
policies still in place in order for the goods from
former need to

c/kg
c/kg
c/kg

Coffee

the South should open up

113
190

remove

all the

the South to enter the vibrant market in the
North. There is also aneed to change the structures
of

production which deny the South to export
processed products to the North and the latter to
accept the cheap raw materials in the former.Q
Sapem November. 1993

GENDER ISSUES

RAISING SONS AS AN AFRICAN
FEMINIST
Patricia McFadden
Y youngest son was

lying on my bed
morning, watching me get
dressed for the day at the office,
when he blurted out 'you are not wearing that are
you’, in reference to an outfit I was getting into,
I was surprised, to say the least, and after a few
seconds 1 replied in the affirmative. He shook his
head and very casually informed me that the

M

the other

blouse I had chosen did not match the rest of the

outfit, and he
a

thought it would be best if I chose

different coloured blouse.

Gendered
Once 1 realised that
called

‘Pandora’s

Identity

we were

Box’

opening up a so-

(note the sexist

connotations of this

expression), I quietly
always insists on making
his own choices on the types and combinations
of clothes he buys and wears, and that right was
just as important to me. He has not commented
on my choice of outfits since, but other issues
have arisen relating to the way I dance, how I fix
my hair, the length of my skirts/dresses, etc.
My son is becoming a male in a very gendered
sense, and as the only male in our household at
this point in time (he is seven and a half years
old), he has already begun to exhibit some of the
gendered characteristics of men who live with
women. Constructing women’s identities by
commenting on their appearances, directing their
choices and constraining their social behaviour
reminded him that he

is

a

form of male behaviour which is learned

before males become

sexually active and or
life-partnerships with women.
No single human being is bom with a gendered
identity. We all acquire one, and as we live
through the various stages of life, as women or
men, that identity grows with us, reflecting the
changes we experiences in youth, middle-age
and in our twilight years. It is an identity which
is constituted of the relationships we have with
our siblings, our parents, those who initiate us
into formal learning, our lover/s and life partners
everyone we know and encounter during a
lifetime. And acquiring a gendered identity
formula is quite different from what becoming a
enter

into

-

female

means.

I have two sons, one

of whom 1 have spent

little time with during his twenty years of
growing up, because ofpolitical constraints which
were imposed upon us by the very fact of having
very

been born in Southern Africa, and

importantly,

as a consequence
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more

of the political

choices I made twenty years ago-to stand on the
side of liberation and democratisation in this

true. I had made a choice For him, imposed my
in

clothing upon him, and had assumed
that what 1 thought (and knew) was good quality
clothing, would be accepted by him uncritically,
Therefore, 1 had abrogated the right to make
life thus far.
choices about tho,se elements/things which make
So when I decided to have anotherchild, it was
up his identity as a male and as a human being.
with the deliberate intention of playing as active
Accepting that he is a separate, unique and
a role as possible in the shaping of her/his identity
independent thinking person was difficult but
as a female or male and as a human being.
necessary in the sustainment of the democratic
Therefore, my son and 1 have always had an
relationship we are trying to construct, and I
intense, often engaging yet fundamentally ' accepted his point, albeit with great difficulty,
democratic relationship, regardless of the fact i Having acknowledged that my son has his own
that he will always be younger than 1 during his i choices, and that he can make those choices
life-time, because in our ageist societies, being i (from age two and a half) about his clothing, 1
younger often makes for vulnerability and for ■ stopped buying him clothes in his absence, unless
the easy violation of children’s rights by adults, : we had discus.sed the possibility and he had
We have worked hard on democratising every
described what he would like,
aspect of our life together, and I often comment
Recognising that age and size should have
to my friends that living with my son has been
really very little to do with human rights and the
one of the most important experiences of my life
i process of making of choices, and everything to
thus far, because I have had to learn to practice
do with re-con.structing a different kind of
democracy in the home. This is one of the most
relationship with one’s children became a
silent, least attended to areas of social interaction
fundamentally new lesson for me as a mother
withinthesocialsciences,yetitremainsacritical
and as a feminist. Since then, my son choo.ses
arena wherein all human beings, who have the
,
what he would like to eat. Just as I make that
goodfortuneofhavingoneormorecaringparents/ choice several times every day, and my
guardians, are shaped and moulded into a ' interventions in his food choices are really meant
to ensure that he gets a balanced diet, rather than
gendered being.
to impose what 1 think he should eat in terms of
Making Choices
preference of tastes. When he declines an offer,
Democratising my relationship with my son
I acknowledge that as well.
has implied several things, many of which I was
Personal Interaction
not even aware of when 1 raised my first child,
Firstofall.thematterofchoiceintheconstruction
All this continues to be very difficult, even
of one’s identity become apparent as soon as he
after almost five years of my re-leaming how to
was able to make such choices. For example,
! live with my child, mainly because 1 was raised
there were times when 1 would travel abroad, and
to accept the unconditional authority of my
buy him clothing. And on several occasions he
parents especially my mother who played the
refused to wear some of these clothes. ‘Butipaid
dominant role in socialising us as children, and
a lot of money for these clothes, and they are
also because even my most progressive friends
nice’, I retorted, and he replied ‘It was your
feel uncomfortable with the way in which my
choice.! did not ask you to buy them. I don’t like
son and I go about living our life together. They
them’.
articulate this unease sometimes, although with
The instinctive response of most parents is to ' obvious caution, because of the recognition that
scold the child. Other parents feel hurt, while
friendship does not give one the right to‘interfere'
some remind the child that there are millions of
in the private affairs of another friend. This
children on the streets, in refugee camps, in
attitude is very problematical for several reasons
poverty-stricken villages all over this continent,
(especially in cases where a woman friend is
who would love to have such clothing (or the
being abused, or friends are abusing their child/
food which the child is refusing to eat). 1 felt all
ren). Personally, I welcome comments about the
these instinctive reactions to my son’sdeclaration,
manner in which my son and 1 are reconstructing
but 1 also realised that what he was saying was
the mother-son relationship, because on the one
tastes

region and globally. Therefore, like many women
in this region, I missed out on the pleasures (and
pain) of being a constant part of my first son's
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hand, external
look

comments

would enable

us to

are so

critically at what we are trying to
build, in order to improve our relationship, or, on
more

the other hand, to celebrate what

we

have, and

essence.

parent-children relationships. Rather, we
human beings, living
together within limited confines, on the
day to day issues that affect us.

believe in the absolutene.ss of male domination

should agree as

strengthen those elements which make our
relationship different, as an alternative form of
personal interaction.
For example, about two years ago, I came
home one evening, and my son said ‘Pat
.' I
dependent upon its parent/s for almost half a life
could not believe that 1 had heard him call me by
time, and most vulnerable during the first 13-15
my first name, and I asked him ifhe had just done i years of life. And there are many parents who
so. He said. ‘Yes. but that’s your name, and you
abuse this iniquitous situation of power, sexually
call me Mandla'. Suddenly I realised that my son
and physically as w'ell as emotionally abusing
was naming himself, a process which I had to
, these younger humans, because being a parent
relearn and insist upon in my more recent ; be.stows the kind of authority that is seldom
interactions mainly with men and which I write ‘ questioned or even investigated by anyone else
.

.

about all the time in this column, (remember

outside the family and household. The lives of

‘Calling a Woman by her Name’).
The proverbial chickens had come home to

young humans are so privatised. They are virtually

in my

household, and my five year old son
was naming me in the way that he wanted to
reflect our relationship, how he feels about me,
and as an interpretation of the relationship we are
evolving. It has taken some time to accept his
calling me by my first name, and for a while, I
tried various tricks (cajoling and threatening) to
get him to revert to calling me mummy, but he
roost,

resisted. And

now

I feel rather embarrassed that

1 tried to manipulate him into naming me
differently, because those attempts spoke to my
own inability to accept the full implications of a
different kind of relationship with my son. Now
it would sound strange if Mandla called me
mummy, an identity he reserves only for when
he speaks of me to his friends or other people. I
am comfortable being called Pat. because that is
whom 1 am. ‘ Mummy’ implies adifferent identity,
a dependency which can serve as the basis for
differential rights for children in a household,
and a status which can imply otherness for those
younger than us.

Parental Control
I am not by any means trying to say that in
families where children call their parents

rightless and voiceless within the home, unless
the parent/s concede some kind of spaces to them
during those early years.
Little wonder then that at adolescence, young

people rebel, demanding rights and spaces which
have been denied them for so long, and we as
parents are hurt and disappointed that these young
humans are not grateful for what we have done
for them. Yet, we continue to assume that

relationships between parents and children are a
given, set in stone almost, like those between
women and men. The same arguments used to
control women and keep them in positions of
subservience are applied to young humans. I
know that sometimes I slip-up and tell my son
‘Do this and that’. When he asks why, I retort
‘Because I said so. I am your mother, and don’t
ever talk to me that way. I pay the rent in this
family, and my word is final'. Such responses to
a question about the democratic
process in
families are considered ‘normal’ by mo.st adults
who are raising a child/ren, yet on second thought
it should

not

Giving orders should not be part
of parent-children relationships. Rather, we
should agree as human beings, living together
within limited confines, on the day to day issues
affect

the absence of love and affection between

us.

Several times in the past, when

presumably unproblematic issue of naming
between people who live together as parents and

how

children, for the duration of

chauvinistic

lifetime in many
cases, because 1 believe that we need to interrogate
the.se

relationships more critically. We need to
ask what naming implies and what it translates
into in terms of the relations of power between
parents and children, and we urgently need to
relook at the ways in which we think of our
children because of the inherently dependent
relationship they are bom into with us as parents.
Unlike other species, the human being is the
most vulnerable for the longest period of time,
54

my son

accepted

as

I have recounted

expression and I had taken the
opportunity to make him aware of the need to he
gender sensitive, male colleagues have retorted
that he will become the worst sexist when he
reaches adulthood. I have serious difficulties
with this attitude, because not only does
an

it assume
increasing number of women

Ihe world over are trying to do - raising our sons
to

inviolability over time, as though nothing
change what ‘maleness’ is, as it is presently
constructed. It is a dismissal of everything we
struggle for as feminists, because if the male
cannot be re-socialised to be a respectful and
democratic person, then what is the struggle for
gendered equity really about.
So to those sister feminists out there, trying so
hard to re-socialise your sons, the next time a
sexist male tells you that your efforts will come
to nought, deal with him accordingly by exposing
him for what he really is beneath all those
pretences. The interesting thing about such men
is that they are usually the first to stand up in a
meeting and remind us women that we are the
ones

who socialise

our sons

into sexist monsters.

Ironically, that is what the gendered struggle
amounts to right now - ironing out all those
silent, repressed and often contradictory areas of
social interaction, which usually give rise to a
steaming debate and heated emotions.

Challenges
The discourse

on parenting - as mothers and
unfortunately remained largely
silent, in spite of its obvious centrality in all our
attempts to reconstruct our societies, especially
in this region, given the heritage of pre-colonial
and capitalist patriarchal culture. Being feminist
and being a mother is to me one of the most
exciting and challenging experiences, particularly

fathers

-

has

at this conjunction in our story as an African
people. It has required that I re-look at the
meaning of democracy not only in terms of
everyone else, but especially in relation to those
with whom 1 live everyday, and my sons have

been the most consistent factor in that respect.
As my son begins to face up to the demands by

his peers that he accepts an
construction has been largely

identity whose
appropriated by
his teachers, our neighbours, my male adult
friends, and literally everyone else besides himself
(and that includes me as his mother), his resistance
such conformism helps me to be vigilant not
only against socially constructed givens about

made sexist statements, or simply
unproblematic an obviously

that what I and

and its

can

to

Re-socialising Children

those children and their parents. That would be
absurd. I am however trying to problematise the

a

be considered normal to be

undemocratic.

‘mummy and daddy’ that that implies abuse and
or

typically arrogant and patriarchal in their
What it says to me. is that such men

Giving orders should not be part of

be democratic in the most wholesome

sense

we know and desire-is wrong, but such reactions

who mothers and

sons

are/should be. but

more

importantly against my deep-seated assumptions
that as a parent I can define his person because 1
birthed him.

Democratising the relationships we have with
children is a necessary imperative in one's
definition and experience as a feminist and as an
African. Those men who parent will have to
come to terms with this requirement if they want
to experience parenting in its most wholesome
our

sense,

and for those

women

who have been

thinking about enjoying motherhood even more
fully, this is a challenge that is worth living up
to.3
Sapem November, 1993
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PEASANTS YOU ARE ON YOUR OWN!
Munyaradzi Gwisai

z

arable land in Zimbabwe, most of which is

by the agriculture parastatals such

prime, high quality land in Regions 1 and II and
located on the Mutare-Harare-Bulawayo
transport axis. On the other hand, 66% of
communal farmers live in relatively inaitcessible
arid land in Regions IV and V, with only 8% of
them located in Regions 1 and II. However, there
is serious underutilisation of this strategic land
by the commercial fanners, which borders on
economic treason. On average, they utilise less

billion AMA deficit. It has been e.stiinated that

IMBABWE'S

Black peasants to

rally behind it in its

relentless efforts manifested

in the Land

Acquisition Act to redress the unjust colonial
heritage which has left 4500 mostly White
commercial farmers in pos.session of over 36%
of the nation’s land and 8 million peasants

.squeezed in the remaining, mostly arid 54% or
so.

the $3

ruling party, Zanu(PF),

has beckoned millions of land starved

On the other hand, the Commercial Fanners

Union (CFU) backed by

opposition parties, local
capital see this as a racist,
illegal and undemocratic exercise which will
imperil the nation’s capacity to feed itself and

and international

undermine the whole economy.
A closer look at the situation will reveal that

than 33% of their farms. There is further wastage

of this

prime crop land by commercial farmers
practice extensive farming like beef/
crocodile/ostrich ranching and tobacco fanning
which could just be as well done in the arid
who

on

average,

as

the coinniercial farmers receive 205

times the loans received by the average communal
farmer,
to the

no

wonder why of the $800 million owed

Agriculture Finance Corporation, $700
by commercial farmers. Further,

million is owed

the commercial fanners have over 90%

access to

all

irrigation infrastructure in the country with
the peasants receiving a miserly 3%.
Role of Peasants
Another key foundation ofcapitalist agriculture

in Zimbabwe which

underpins its profits, are the
imposed on agriculture labour
by both the colonial and post-colonial state via

starvation wages

far from Zanu(PF) being the peasant-emancipator

counterpoised to greedy, exploitative White
fanners, the two are actually complimentary and
indispen.sable partners in an unholy alliance to
deceive the masses and deny "the people their

heritage” of land.

“Government won’t surrender land to

a

greedy bunch of racist usurpers. The land is
the

people’s heritage let the people have

the land.”

President R.G.

Mugabe addressing

Zanu(PF) Central Committee.

The

Catastrophe Myth

A

key component of the argument of the
land-owning classes which are opposing landredistribution is that the commercial farmers

are

the

mainstay of the agricultural industry in
accounting for over 98% of all
agricultural exports (40% of all export
eamings),31 % of all fonnal employment, 18%
of GDP and 60% of grains delivered to the G M B.
Thus any reckless land redistribution programme
Zimbabwe

which

fundamentally affects this sector will not
only imperil the country’s food security, but also
a very significant portion of its export earnings
and the whole economy given the strong linkages
between the agricultural and industrial sectors of
the economy. The message is clear, do not temper
with the goose that lays the golden eggs.
This indispensability characterisation of the
commercial fanners is

a

myth that must be

dispelled once and for all. Becauseofcolonialism,
the commercial famiers occupy over 36% of all
Sapem November. 1993

regions. This serious underutilisation of land has
been acknow ledged even by foremost imperialist

the import of cheap migrant labour and the
exclusion of most farmworkers from industrial

institutionslike the World Bank andUSAlD.The

labour laws, such as the Labour Relations Act.

implicationsofthisare that most ofthelandunder Fannworkers today are the most undernourished
commercial fanners

today, close to tw'o-thirds,
expropriated from them without even
affecting their present production levels.
Another key factor underlying the ostensible
efficiency of the commercial famiers is that they

employment has now in fact become questionable
given thecontinuousdeclineofagricultural labour
since 1975, as commercial fanners mechanise,

have been and continue to be the beneficiaries of

About 55 OOO permanent

can

be

of the most generous

public agriculture
subsidisation programmes in the world, probably
second only to those in apartheid South Africa,
Testimony to this are the huge deficits suffered
one

sector of Zimbabwean

community. The much

vaunted contribution of commercial farmers to

jobs were lost in the
period 1981-1985 alone,
Inspire of occupying the most marginalised
position in terms of land, credit, marketing/
irrigation facilities and a discriminatory pricing
55
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system which in reality means communal farmers

strative Court

receiving only 66% of commercial farmer
producer prices, the communal farmers have

The legality of the

continued to increase theiraggregate contribution

law is

Land Acquisition Act, 1992,

under Zimbabwean law and international

beyond question.

agricultural output since 1980. In 1993

to

I

communal farmers contributed about 63% of all
maize

produced 70% of the cotton produce, and
grains like rapoko. Thus
Zimbabwe's food security increasingly hinges

the bulk of small

this the most

marginalised sector of the
agriculture industry as the commercial farmers
diversify into luxury goods, like ostrich and
crocodile ranching. If the communal farmers
have been able to drastically expand production
since 1980 on essentially the same landholding,
it is quite clear that an effective land redistribution/
reform programme which will avail to them the
privileges currently monopolised by the
commercial farmers, would, far from imperilling
the agriculture industry, result in its dramatic
expansion with consequent benefits for the rest
on

of the economy.

debate has

now

in the ongoing land-reform

shifted

to

the instrument which

the

ruling party has adopted as the key to realising
namely the
Land Acquisition Act, 1992. Currently, the
legality of the Act is being challenged in court by
its land redistribution programme,

one

Alistair Davies and five other commercial

farmers whose

one

have been among

million

plus hectare farms
the first to be acquired for

resettlement under the Act.

Among the numerous

constitutional violations cited by

the fanners, are

the

principle of designation without payment of
prompt compensation and its consequent effects
such as restricted property alienation rightstthe
lack of guarantees of a fair hearing by an impartial
body on the reasonableness of any designation or
compensation paid and that the Act is a
discriminatory law which impacts on Whites
alone. The above

are

cited

as

violations of

freedoms/protections guaranteed in the Bill of
Rights of the Constitution of Zimbabwe. This
section of the paper makes preliminary
explorations on the legality of the Land
Acquisition Act under both domestic and
international law and the efficacy

of the Act as an

effective instrument for land reform

on

which

Rights and the
Rights and Duties of States

UN. Gen. Ass. Resolution

3281). This current

position of international law is a rejection of the
old position which a few imperialist states led by
Britain and the USA still

cling to. which

was

called the Hull Formula and under which the

“appropriate compensation” meant “prompt,
adequate, effective compensation paid in freely
currency.” Indeed,

present day international law. including the USA,

recognize that where property is expropriated
pursuant to an agrarian reform programme, lower
standards of compensation may apply due to the
key need to secure food security for
everyone.(Art. 11(2) of the International
Covenant

on

Economic.Social and Cultural

Rights; Comment d to the American ReStatement of International Law, Reporter’s Note
3).
The.se

positions of international law find full
expression in the Zimbabwean law, in particular
the Constitution and the Land Acquisition Act.
Section 16(as amended) of the Constitution is
the bedrock
section

on

provides the President with

power to

what

it

sees

as

compensation” in the Act,

unjustly hold 99% of all

commercial land. What the commercial farmers

;

in fact

the now repealed
provisions which
provided for the Hull Formula standard of prompt
and adequate compensation in foreign currency.
Such hankering for old positions is futile because
are

demanding

are

Lancaster House Constitution

it is neither in accordance with the current
Zimbabwe

or

international

The Act and

legal dispensation.

Agrarian Reform

Having thus dispensed with these superficial
legal challenges, the real issue that remains is to
detemiine whether in fact the Act is
undemocratic creature
commercial farmers,

or

is it

an

placed in a context in which the ruling classes of
Zimbabwe, the government and the private sector,
have

adopted

a

general economic

which seeks to accelerate the

private capitalist property in the means of
production, in particular foreign capital. The
Economic Structural Adjustment Programme
(ESAP) is clear testimony that whatever

pretensions and flirtations with socialism, the
ruling party had in the early 1980s, has been
unceremoniously discarded both at

an

institutional and

an

personal level. No less

eminent personality

of Zanu(PF) than the Senior

Minister of National Affairs,

Didymus Mutasa

would bear witness to this,
more

of

sour

Zimbabwe’s

grapes

although his might be
than solidarity with

impoverished

masses.

Thus, the bourgeois relations encompassed
under ESAP, which in fact further worsen the

“appropriate

already marginalised position of workers and

required by

peasants, are the parameters which define the

as

international law. The Act is in tandem with the

Constitution. It provides for "fair compensation”,

which the ruling classes of Zimbabwe,
by Zanu(PF) will institute a land refomi

extent to

led

The Land Acquisition Act of 1992
testimony to this. Contrary to the
position being propounded by the commercial

denied the farmer, can demand that the state

concessions and guarantees to

current

right of sovereignty of all states over their natural

programme

preeminence of

bourgeois international law order is the

legality of the Land Acquisition Act,

racist and

effective tool for

beyond que.stion. A key foundation of the

The

a

alleged by the

as

agrarian reform as claimed by the ruling party,
Zanu(PF). The land reform programme must be

which the Act is based. The

compulsorily acquire land for a variety of public
purposes including resettlement and places a
duty on the state to pay “fair compensation”
within a reasonable time to the affected party. A
right of appeal to the Supreme Court is also
enshrined. The Zimbabwean ruling class has
codified

colonialism, they

programme.

rely.

1992. under Zimbabwean law and international
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Civil and Political

on

Charter of Economic

affect White farmers is incidental. Because of

payable immediately on
acquisition and the rest within five years; allows
the farmer to dispose of his designated farm
anyhow, including selling it, subject to approval
by the Minister and where such permission is

the land-starved peasants can

law is

theCharteroftheU.N.; Art. 1 of the International
Covenant

convertible and remittable

Legal Concerns
The centre-stage

including the right to expropriate
private property, domestic or alien on payment
of the “appropriate compensation.” Such
resources

compensation is to be determined by the “relevant
laws and regulations and all circumstances that
the state considers pertinent.” (See Article 2 of

composed of non-civil servants
presided over by a retired judge to act as a
court of appeal over compensation
disputes and
ultimately a right of appeal to the Supreme Court
(sections 16 to 23). Finally, nothing in the Act
states that it specifically applies to any racial
group. The fact that in reality it will essentially
and

50% of which is

immediately acquire it; provides

an

Admini¬

is

a

clear

farmers and the

ruling party, albeit with different

motives, the Act contains such generous

capitalist
agriculture private property to the extent that
Sapem November, 1993
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a

that will benefit

of the CFU, has already indicated that in its new

the majority ofpeasants. The compensation levels

resettlement programme, it will follow the socalled Malaysian model, whereby only those

land redistribution programme

make it impossible to carry out
It
cannot be otherwise since the present Act is in
fact modelled on that enacted by the fascist and
such guarantees

fundamental land redistribution programme.

encompassedby the Act are too high which will
limit the government to

acquiring only the

peasant farmers with “demonstrated ability” will

;

regime of Ian Douglas Smith, namely [ cheapest and thus poorest land, leaving the prime ' be given new land i.e. Master Farmers and small
the Land Acquisition Act of 1971 (Chapter
capitalist land in Regions 1 and II untouched. I scale farmers who have been the main
144).The only difference being that the post- I This is more so when one takes into account the ' beneficiaries of the colonial and post colonial
colonial Act gives even more generous protection i current indebtedness of the government and the
agrarian reforms. It is also no coincidence that
massive amounts it needs for ESAP (at least $20
to the commercial farmers!
the government does not intend to acquire land
racist UDl

The structure and content of the two Acts are

from Black commercial farmers, because it is
precisely this type of farmer it now wants to
British or American “aid” as was previously the i promote. This new class of Black petit-bourgeois

billion up to

i

acquire land compufsorily through initially a
Preliminary Notice lasting for one year.
Thereafter the state may proceed to acquire the

1996) and the fact that it will now

foot the resettlement bill

essentially the same. Both Acts provide the power
to

on

its

own

without

j situation under the Lancaster Constitution. Fully

farmers together with the recently resuscitated

cognisant of this, the Zanu(PF) leadership is now

feudalist rulers, i.e. chiefs,will constitute initially

order. The principle that I on a crusade to convince the peasants that it will
be in their interests to resettle people close to
their homes and chiefs, conveniently omitting to
not .sell, lease the land or make permanent
state that over 60% of the “people’s homes” are
improvements on the land without state approval

the bastion/vanguard for Zanu(PF) support in

land

by

way

of

i

an

given their capacity to lead the
but ultimately will serve as the
key social base for the whole capitalist system,
under Zanu(PF) or any other bourgeois party, as
they will vehemently resist any attempts to

the rural

during the duration of the Notice the farmer may

areas,

poor peasants,

is borrowed from the 1971 Act. Similarly, is the
currently in the poorest regions of the country,
Zanu(PF) will also not touch the key commercial
principle that ownership of the land will vest in
the state before actual payment of compensation
farming land fearful of exacerbating the already socialise the economic relations of the country,
j
potentially explosive unemployment situation ! It is for this reason that the foremost imperialist
(section 18).The 1971 Act also establishes a
i that has been brought by ESAP.
institutions favour land reform in Zimbabwe.
1
.special court composed of non-civil servants, to
I

,

detennine compensation

Which

disputes which is copied

in the 1992 Act. The 1992 Act in fact has further

It is also no coincidence that the government

protections. It provides that an acquisition order
be confirmed by the Administrative Court within
30

does not intend to

acquire land from Black
commercial farmers, because it is precisely
this type of farmer it now wants to promote.

days of being made, unlike the 1971

Act;establishes
mechanism for

a

be

Peasants
The

quality,

i

marginalization with the majority of peasants

sweeps away the capitalist relations ofproduction

relations of Zimbabwe, is the urban working
class.

which

Only through

a

social revolution which

oppressing both the majority of
effective land
pre-capitalist mode of production
: redistribution. On their own, peasants cannot do
that the ruling class would want to replace by
this. The only class under capitalism which,
commercial capitalist agriculture. This is in fact
because of its strategic position in social
the line which the ruling class has adopted since
production, is capable of bringing capitalism to
independence.
a halt is the working class. Thus it is with the
Only 20% of the peasants have benefitted
mo.st conscious sections of this class organised
from the limited post-colonial agrarian reforms
in their own political organisation, that the poor
with the result that over 65% of grain delivered
peasants must
in their own independent
by communal farmers to the GMB is by less than i
I organisation, forge alliances to ensure that they
16% of communal farmers, mostly those in
ultimately control the means of subsistence.□
favourable regions in Mashonaland and
Midlands. It is this new class of peasant kulaks
which will benefit from the Land Acquisition :
Munyaradzi Gwisai, is a lawyer who specialised in
Act whilst the millions of peasants will remain
Human Rights, Labour and Constitutional Law.
inefficient

years,

i

the stability of capitalism
Further, peasant agriculture is an

in Zimbabwe.

of the

Sapem November, 1993

The Land Acquisition Act and the

and an interest in overhauling the property

riots that might threaten

productivity of the farm, permanent
improvements etc. which essentially is the market
value of the property, as was clearly stated by the
Minister in introducing the Act. The major
difference between the two Acts is the provision

designation principle over a period of ten
by the 1992 Act. However, even this is not
so detrimental to farmers. If anything, it provides
them with an extra warning that their farm might
be acquired, and if they are unhappy with this,
they can either sell their farm or demand that the
government acquire it immediately and thus
enabling them to re-in vest their capital in a
different project.
It is precisely because of these guarantees
that government cannot effect a comprehensive

programme.

in the rural areas and threatening
long-term famine conditions are reaching
unbearable levels which might result in land

land pressure

First Schedule, detailed factors to be taken into

the size of the farm, soil

agricultural re-organisation in the

communal lands primarily for two reasons. The

only provided for “compensation” j

as

ruling class of this country realises the

need for

compensation” must be paid and provides in the
such

comprehensive land redistribution

into complacency whilst the
capitalist forces enhance their system. The sooner
peasants break away from it the better.
The only social class which shares a similar
objective situation of extreme poverty and

establishing the appropriate

paid, the 1992 Act states that “fair

account

carry out a

the peasantry

Chief Government Evaluation Officer; and where

to

Way Fortvard

Zanu(PF) does not intend to

fiery rhetoric of its leadership is designed to lull

clear cut government

compensation, namely the Compensation
Committee composed of professionals like the
the 1971 Act

It is clear that

are

peasants and workers can there be

,

,

j
;

;

impoverished. The government, with the approval
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OUT OF AFRICA: A REJOINDER TO
VERONICA ROSARIO’S “HARARE: AFRICA
FOR BEGINNERS”
Johan Dahl

w

HAT

images do people really have

of Africa? Thatched huts for hotels
and

parliament buildings, wild
running up and down the avenues of
capitals? According to Veronica Rosario,

(SAPEM. Vol. 6, No. 12 1993, “Harare

discriminated from taking part in the development

harmonise with the

dialogue and anyone has the right to both praise
and criticise. But if the only guidance on which

indigenous culture the way.
for instance, Buddhism grew in China but has its
roots in India. No one would today regard

animals
their

culture is adopted and transformed, in order to

Buddhism

Africa

as an

base our judgements of a society is the first
I

alien culture in China.

This

development is certainly not purely a
change which springs from the indigenous roots
; of society but is instead patronised by the cultural
prefix of the “rich” Western societies, which
^ Rosario also di.splays. Is this good or bad? In
many ways, we could agree upon the bad
influences that Western culture brings to other
and culture.
societies and not only in Africa. But from this
It is true that Africa according to official
perspective, to label other societies as deprived
international statistics is the poorest continent of
or more deculturated than our own. just because
them all. It is also true that this continent is ' we find them exhibiting the same features as
mainly a raw material producer of minerals and
Western societies, is a little bit too far fetched
cash crops of small significance to the rich world
and naive.
-

Beginners”,that seems to be the picture. The
image of Africa quite often takes the shape of
romantic, traditional and static society without a
history. For a Swede living in the periphery of
Europe with a highly “Westernised” culture, this
starts a process ofreflections about development

than

a

market value of world trade not

crude 2 percent,

often regarded

‘

“residual effect” in the mind of economists. It is
also true that the state of affairs
is chaotic

today than

ever

the continent

j issues and is, at the same time, a good protection

and the burdens of

(medicine) against ignorance and thoughtcourse have

on

further
the

;

their natural rights to develop from using their

'

own

| But
’
I

The crux ofthe matter is what is our perception

of

i

what is not

j

development, culture, traditional living and
indigenous. Development is from an
objective point ofviewjust a change and nothing
else, but whether this change (development) is
good or bad, is a matter of a subjective
interpretation. A society is always in change and
mostly in a reciprocal combination of influences
from “insiders” and “outsiders”. Complete
isolation from the outside world would be highly
unusual in today's world. From a theoretical
point, this change can then proceed either through

|
j
|
|

>

j

what has been called deculturation where the
values and definition of

indigenous traditions
completely abandoned in favour of an alien
culture. On the other hand, change could also
are

take the form of acculturation, where an alien

j

this,

very

much there.

we must

from the down-town

continue

areas to

where

Moreover, what is the

;

indigenous and natural
development? According to Rosario.
indigenous development (culture) will be

the

of

revitalised

by the intellectuals who should

“educate and liberate the masses”!

Why does she
people who, in most ca.ses,
received Western education. Secondly, she
distrusts the capability of the masses to know
their own indigenous culture. Is that not moving
from one top-down system to another? Is she
recommending a purer pursuit of the soil of
socialism also bom in a European society far
away in space and time?
put her faith in these

traditions, definitions and value-systems.
we

out

to see

countryside begins.

course

debt, economic recession, structural adjustment [ lessness. All societies should of
programmes, AIDS, unemployment etc. are
jeopardizing the entire foundation of societies.
But should this really surprise us if we are aware
of the history that this continent has gone through
in the last couple of centuries?

klarare is just the top of a mountain. The

but to be able

The knowledge of history and the process of
j change of societies are therefore a prerequisite
| when dealing with development and cultural

as a

feel is what Veronica Rosario

“indigenous” tradition is still

|

more

I

thoughtlessly did in her contribution. After all.

,

a

picture of a capital, it is very easy, as the
proverb says, "to jump into the wrong barrel”,
which

for

and with

visual

Is Sweden, my own country of birth

(the outsiders) do not have the mandate

built upon

indigenous culture? Well it is for sure not
to scream out our grievances whenever this path
McDonalds, not Coca-Cola, not jeans, not skateis not following the track we envisaged in our boards or mountain-bikes, not supemtarkets, not
“mental maps”, built upon our childhood
rhythm and blues, not Jurassic Park (presently
interpretations of the wild, mysterious and
drowning the entire “indigenous" film culture in
traditional Africa. Many a times, the “developed” !
the world), not pasta, rice or potatoes and not
countries have the monopoly of classifying
even our royal family (descended from France
cultural heritages and the value ofthese. Why are
and Germany). Veronica Rosario would be
we not instead asking ourselves, in whose interest
shocked, touching down in the capital of Sweden,
is there an international spread of a monoculture
;
Stockholm, where the Vikings are displaying
where mammon is the god and the multinationals
themselves in imported bluejeans, while chewing
are the priests, preaching the glory of moneypopcorn and drinking coke before they enter the
fetishi.sm?
cinemas, to let themselves be entertained by the
Stupidity is something that we can cope with
latest Stallone movie? Cultural imperialism! In
and even endure, but the patronizing way of
reality, who has gone unaffected by the agenda
pointing a finger at other communities ways of
of “Westernisation”; please, hands-up? □
living, criticizing them for not being indigenous
is most often based upon ignorance. Whilst such
an

,

narrow-mindedness is often petty, it must be
opposed. Of

course,

nobody should be

Johan Dahl is at the Uni versity of Gothenburg, Sweden
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LITERARY SERIES

IT’S JUST WORDS ...?
KARI ANN SHIFF
"tolerant"

I.
I live in

a

TRIBAL

gods, how they hale that word always telling me that I’m privileged to he so tolerant.
i’m aware, hut no, that's not good enough.
say i have to act, not tolerate, act.
is that like get up on a stage or something? wouldn't that he a RIOT.’
i couldn’t do that, it’s too risky,

!

society,

i know.
i looked it up in the dictionary
the Collin’s Concise - i couldn't find the Oxford
but i knew the definitions would be the same,

Unabridged,

dictionaries tell the TRUTH
“a social division of

what

don’t like risks.
i wouldn’t want

people”

here today is that, becau.se
be defined in terms of a common CULTURE,

we are

we can

culture being our
“inherited ideas, beliefs, values and
which thus constitutes

i’m

more

to anger anyone, push the wrong
the PASSIVE-AGGRESSIVE type.

buttons...

III.

KNOWLEDGE”

our

“shared basis of social action.”

i feel like the BLACK SHEEP in that group,
i never fit in.

we’re all very

cultured people because of our
pursuits by a class”
a fringe theatre class? a religion class? a political economy class?
except i don't know about good manners and taste,

IV.

“artistic and social

i mean, i’ve been

artificially

how DEVELOPED is my city/country?
i mean, we don’t have all the “surplus capital" to

EDUCATED,

grown
hut my manners
i guess a couple

ain’t .w good
from a few ain’t bad - so i am cultured.
artificially grown?
II.
besides, if tribes do live in

which is what
with all tho.se

a

JUNGLE,

they tried to teach me
pictures of Pepsi drinking, spear holding,

uh-huhing tribesMEN they put on a backdrop
an overgrown backyard
if they do. look at my city - it’s a jungle out there.
of course, we're not located in an
equatorial forest area
hut the metaphor is JUST

of

i

mean,

we’re all SAVAGES

“wild, untamed, ferocious in temper, crude, PRIMITIVE,”
does that have to do with primates?
UNCIVILIZED and NON-LITERATE

well, i know lots of people who
hell, i’m not too literate myself,

can’t read or write,
sometimes, i think.
speak and communicate my ideas,

/

are in the THIRD WORLD aren't
those UNDERDEVELOPED countries?

jungles

mean of course i can
but writin’ em down is hard and i don’t

like Timbuctoo (Timbuktu) and
and uncivilized -

always spell so goodindigenious (indigenous)...

so,

they?

be independent,

we’re not exactly developed are we?

in my

tribal city.
culture has to be the most tribal i know,
so many small groups of people divided and labeled
according to commonalities every store could be a tribe.
The Gap tribe
the Banana Republic tribe
you know, i learned that they are owned by the same company,
that’s a pretty big tribe, i guess tribes aren’t necessarily small,
the Dogon of Mali number 300,000 or so.
the Banana Republic?
my

now

there’s

a

cool store,

bananas,

they grow in the jungle don’t they?
or, perhaps, in de.serts, where you can go on safaris...
all that Safari gear, what an image.
almost like being back in the days of DISCOVERY, isn’t it?
exploration and conquest
what

a

glorious time,

and how

appropriate for my jungle city...
i have a problem, though, with my theory,
no one in my tribe is a NATIVE,
i mean, we all come from different places,
we

didn’t start here...

whoa! ain’t that the truth!

V.

talk about BARBARIC

hmmm...this hurts my

brain.
why are they doing this to me?
why are they always pushing me to question?
it’s not in my NATURE to question, i don’t like it. it hurts
my brain, makes me tired and hungry.
maybe, i’ll go get some Chinese food -

neighbor beats his wife and she beats their kids
and what, with rape?
now, that’s not exactly civil behaviour...
my

someone

to

should ENLIGHTEN them
because Collin’s says civilized

is enlightened

give light to
jungles

are i suppose pretty dark
what, with so many trees and plants and
and then that would explain this terrible
we have in my city - JUNGLE FEVER,

illiteracy

=

uncivilized

jungle

=

i love ETHNIC food
it’s different, not

actually, i should
it's

more

=
=

why do i have to think so much?
why do i have to question so much?
why can’t they just let it rest?

savage

damn! these words

are

i don't know why they
m

LIBERAL

EXOTIC.
M'a,t i?
iJUST don’t get it.

uncivilized

jungle
tribe

i

typical, not boring,
go get Thai -

ugh. where

jungle fever

non-literate
savage =

all.
disease of illiteracy

all

so

pick

interconnected.

on me.

'

my
“social views favour progress
i’ni

“generous in temperament”
i’m
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LET

bygones be bygones,
WORDS BE WORDS.

and reform”

it’s the implicit meaning they say
suhcon.scioiis. hidden, momentary images
i don’t know, i suppose they may be right.

right, tribal.
they’re their own little trihe aren’t they?0
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SOUTH AFRICA FILE

THE NEW SOUTH AFRICAN CONSTITUTION
TAKING SHAPE
Klaus Freiherr von der Ropp
N his way from Moscow, Bavarian
■ Premier Franz Josef Strauss was able

■

to

convince the South African

Presloent Pieter Willem Botha back in January
1988 that the USSR had abandoned its

imperial

goals in Southern Africa. This enabled the AngloAmerican-Soviet

diplomacy which, for the first

time, gave the states in the south of the African

must

Negotiations on the constitution of postapartheid South Africa have reached a
decisive stage. Instead with the debilitated
de Klerk government, the alliance of the
African National Congress and the South
African Communist Party has to negotiate to
a growing extent with the (conservative)

continent, the

Afrikaner Volks Front. The conceivable

conflicts

outcome of talks thus

decline

opportunity to settle the region’s
by peaceful means. Due to its rapid
of power, the Soviet Union could no

longer take on the role of London and Washington
had hoped it would assume: to exert a moderating
influence

on

South Africa's and Namibia's

slowly shifts from a
system of institutionalised power-sharing to a
partitioning of the country to the detriment of
the Whites (“sacrificial partition”). Over the
past 20 years, Klaus Freiherr von der Ropp

liberation movements, with which it had been

(Cologne, Germany), together with liberal

closely liaised for many years, as well as on the
government of Angola and Mozambique.
Nevertheless, the Anglo-American negotiators,
headed by British ambassador Sir Robin
Renwick, benefited from the very fact that the
Soviets did not disrupt their diplomacy.
Renwick and his American partner, Chester

Afrikaner dissidents sharing similar views, has

A. Crocker, knew that the subcontinent would

sink into chaos should

efforts

the most
in the

diplomacy fail. Their

initially focused on coming to grips with
readily manageable problem; and this
of a confidence-building measure
settlement of further conflicts. They

sense

for the

concentrated

on

Namibia’s consummation of

internationally recognised independence. A
corresponding plan had been on the table in the
form of UN Security Resolution 4.^,‘i since
September 1978. The foreign mediators,
however, were only able to induce Pretoria to
cooperate on this matter after giving the White
South Africans to understand that the inversion

of political power in favourof the Black majority,

envisaged in Resolution 435, was the appropriate
solution for the settlers’ colony of Namibia, but
not

for the multi-ethnic state of South Africa.

In March 1990, US

Secretary of State, James

Baker, and his Soviet colleague, Edward
Sheverdnadze, seized the opportunity during
their stay

in Windhoek for the Namibian
independence celebrations to conduct
negotiations on the settlement of the Angolan
civil

expounded corresponding ideas on this
subject in numerous articles.

Ministry, Jose Manuel Durao Barroso, into their
they led to the conclusion of the
Treaty of Lisbon, which specified details of a
ceasefire, military disengagement, and the
holding of UN-observed parliamentary and
presidential elections. The latter, although there
was no prior extensive disengagement of the
armed forces of the parties involved in the civil
war and the UN only sent about 700 observers to
Angola because of financial problems on the
East River, took place in September 1992. The
UNITA party, which was the loser in both
elections, resumed the armed struggle, took it
efforts. In 1991,

into the urban

areas

for the first time, and has

controlled

by far the largest part of Angola since.
The miscarriage of the Angolan peace process
prompted the United Nations to earmark
contingent ten times larger for Mozambique.
The basis for the peace process in Mozambique
is the Treaty of Rome, which owes its conclusion
in October 1992 to the mediation of personalities
from the Catholic Church of Italy and
Mozambique and to diplomats from the USA.
Italy, Britain, Portugal and Russia. Elections are
scheduled to take place in Mozambique in mid1994.

war

which broke out in 1975. Britain’s role

For Britain and America, the successes in

was now

limited toestablishing contacts between

Namibia, the failures in Angola, and the

the governments

in Pretoria and Luanda.

Furthermore, Washington and Moscow

incorporated Portuguese diplomacy, spearheaded
by the then State Secretary in the Foreign Affairs
60

imponderabilities of developments in
Mozambique, are primarily important in terms
of possible consequences for the inner-South
African dialogue over this country’s future. It

lead to success if Southern Africa is to stand

chance at all of peace

and thus development.
Up until the beginning of 1993, the inner-South
African round of negotiations called itself the
a

“Convention for

a

Democratic South Africa"

(CODESA). Since then, out of consideration for
the negotiating partners which subsequently
joined it, the name has been “Multi-Party
Negotiation Forum".
The first CODESA general assembly

(CODESA I) in December 1991

was

described

“love-in"

by some observers. Although this
and the following round of negotiations
(CODESA II in May 1992) were boycotted by
the latently important, militant Pan Africanist
Congress (P.AC) and the already powerful
Konserwatiewe Party (KP), the main protagonists
of the South African conflict, that is to say. the
alliance of the African Congress (ANC) and the
South African Communist Party (SACP), and
the government of President Frederik Willem de
Klerk, for the first time were represented at
negotiations on South Africa’s future. What is
more, apart from a number of marginal parlies,
the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) also attended
as a

CODESA I and II.
The optimism

which emanated from CODESA
was even almost a feeling
of euphoria at the conference venue, the World
Trade Centre in Kemptom Park, Johannesburg
—spread to other African countries. At long last,
they argued, their decade-long struggle against
apartheid seemed to be bearing fruit. At long last.
I

—

sometimes, there

Black South Africans would take their fate into

their

own

hands under the

leadership of the

ANC/SACP alliance. From the beginning of
1992 onwards, there

was a

never-ending stream

of visitors from South Africa (Whites too) to
other countries of the continent and of official

delegations from B lack African countries to South
Africa. Even numerous flight connections were
restored. Finally, the formerly ostracised republic
wasabletoestablishofficialcontactstoanumber
of other African states. Ambassadors

were

exchanged with the Ivory Coast, Morocco and
Gabon
previously only with Malawi in 1967
—

—and trade missions with most bordering states.
More politically significant was the official visit

de Klerk

paid to Nigeria in April 1992. the one
which up until then had fought
the South African apartheid policy more
vehemently than any other. The fact that the
African country
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Nigerian head of State, Ibrahim Babaginda was
President of the Organisation of African Unity at
the time, enhanced the significance of this visit.
In comparison, the fact that the liberated countries
of Eastern Central Europe and those in Eastern
Europe, including Russia, now established
diplomatic relations with Pretoria was of
secondary importance.

of a

fan the flames of conflict, but are not its cause.

street

Virtually no observer ofdevelopments in South
would classify the IFF — still
overwhelmingly the party of conservative Zulus
as democratic. The same should
apply to the
PAC; its election slogan “one settler, one bullet”
probably speaks for itself. The fact that
international reports on South Africa fail to
mention that, as a rule, the slogan “kill the boer.
kill the farmer” circulates during rallies by the
powerful ANC Youth League verges on
manipulation. The fact that orthodox Communists
are strongly represented in leading ANC bodies
also gives rise to doubts concerning the ANC's
understanding of democracy.
The comment by an observer of the

living in the informal sector, for example, as
traders, in the transport business or as
prostitutes, or enlarge the army of unemployed.
The latter leads to an alarming surge in crime,
mainly involving people from the ghettos.
Democratic

For

obscure reasons, the

question of the
capability of South
African society is virtually never raised abroad.
It is more comprehensible that the same also
hardly happens in South Africa itself.' Each of
the South African parties would rate itself as
democratic, yet hesitate to view respective
political adversaries as democrats. Under these
circumstances, the already extremely arduous
process ofnegotiation would merely be burdened
if participants queried the democratic capability
of their partners. Furthermore, fear of the answer
prevents the question from being asked in the
first place.
some

democratic character
South Africa’s Economic Decline
The

negotiations

on

framed

by

post-apartheid South
background of an
absolutely desolate economy. Tbe following
factors are tbe primary determinants: Apartheid
led to an almost unimaginable inflation of state
Africa

are

a

administration and thus to an

enormous waste

of

money. The latter also applies to the efforts over
the decades to achieve economic autarky. The
worldwide recession caused

sharp drop in
revenue for raw materials exports. The same has
applied for years to gold exports. South Africa
has not come to rest politically since the turmoil
in 1976/77. Consequently, financial circles at
a

home and abroad have lacked confidence since
in Pretoria’s

ability to restore stability. Since the
process of refomt began at the end of 1989 and
the beginning of 1990, instability has proliferated.
A single figure proves the point: today, 60 people
are murdered in south Africa every day, one out
often for political reasons. The policy of sanctions
pursued by the USA — and to a much lesser
extent by EC member states and Japan — since
the mid-eighties has, as its initiators intended, hit
South Africa’s economy hard; the American
sanctions were particularly effective in the
financial field. Finally, no onecan forecast exactly
what the economic and financial policy of the
government of post-apartheid South Africa will
be. This incertitude alone explains the
undiminished exodus of national and foreign
capital from South Africa.
The result of all this is an extremely high
unemployment rate, which has long since reached
the 50 percent mark nationwide and is reputed to
be 70 percent in some eastern regions. South

or

The fact that international

reports on South
Africa fail to mention that, as a rule, the

slogan “kill the boer, kill the farmer” circulates
during rallies by the powerful ANC Youth
League verges on manipulation.

The fact that White South Africa

never

had

an

interest in the

development of a democracy
embracing all sections of the population is
probably undisputed. Black South Africa, on the
other side, was forced into armed struggle. For
that reason, up to this very day, at least the
politically aware section of the Black population
lacks confidence in the police, the courts, and the
remaining, all of them “White”, institutions of
the state. Consequently, a law-of-the-jungle
culture, and thus, finally, aconstellation of general
violence emerged. It is not. however, solely
directed against the bureaucracy of the de Klerk
regime. Rather, intolerance also characterises
the way Black opposition groups deal with one

Africa’s Gross Domestic Product would have to

another. Above all, the continuous power

increase

struggles between the IFP and the ANC/S ACP in
KwaZulu, in Natal and in the ghettos around
Johannesburg have hit the headlines since the
mid-eighties. There can be no reasonable doubt
that forces pertaining to the police and the military

by an annual six percent to just employ
all young persons moving onto the job market.
Instead, it has been waning for years. Today,
only seven percent of these youngsters find a job.
The rest, most of whom, incidentally, have not
school-leaving certificate, try to make some kind

1.

(“Third Force”)

were

involved here.- The latter

See, however, more recently, the excellent article by Vincent Maphai, “Democracy and Intolerance” in: Die
Sukl-Afrikaan. February/March 1993. pp.25-27. In addition, ihedem. Elsabe Wessels, "Democracy in South
Africa: Pany Political Viewpoints”, pp.14-18: Khehla Shubane. “Civics as a Building Ground for a
Democratic Civil Society”, pp.35-37, and Marie-Louise Stroem. “Education for Democracy in South Africa”.

p.46.
2.

An extremely infonnative look at this aspect is presented in Robert von Lucius, "Kriegzone’ in Township
Sebokeng/Schueren radikale Weisse schwarze Gewalt?”. in: Frankfurter Allgenieinc Zeituiig, 15 July 1993,
p.6.
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—

constitutional talks whose name is unknown still
holds

true: “You cannot negotiate or legislate
democracy into existence”. Helen Suzman, a
long-standing opposition member of parliament
in Cape Town, recently expressed her concern
that South Africa’s future government would
inherit “an ungovernable population in an
economic wasteland” from its predecessor.
Irrespective of tbe nature of the constitution of
post-apartheid South Africa, government will
only be operable on tbe basis of emergency laws.
Nonetheless, the signing ofthe “National Peace
Accord” in September 1991, in which church
circles and the business community acted as
mediators, has had a clearly positive impact.

Without the activities of the thus created “National
Peace

Secretariat”, South Africa might well have

gone up in flames in mid-April 1993 following
the murder of SACP Secretary-General, Chris
Hani. The "Commission of
the

Inquiry Regarding

Prevention of Public Violence and

Intimidation” (Goldstone Commission)

presided
by Judge Richard Goldstone, assumes a
particularly important role in this context. A
post-apartheid South Africa will continue to
urgently rely on these institutions set up in
September 1991.
over

Breakdown of CODESA

Bearing in mind the afore-mentioned,
negotiations could not be expected to

successful

follow the “love-in” of December 1991
CODESA 11 in

at the

May 1992. The ANC/SACP

alliance demanded that South Africa should
become a centralist state partitioned

into regions,
regions functioning as administrative but not
political units. In addition, it rejected the proposal
that a passage should be inserted into the
constitution forcing the country’s parties for an
indefinite period to govern South Africa in
coalitions (“enforced coalitions”), regardless of
the parliamentary majorities. This is precisely
what the strategy of the de Klerk government and
the other minority parties, including the IFP,
which collaborate with it was in May 1992 and
the
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probably still is.-’ They were (and are) bent on
guaranteeing their participation in power in any
conceivable form in the government otherwise
dominated by the majority grouping ANC/S ACP,
and are trying to do so at three levels. They want
the new constitution to stipulate that the three
most powerful parliamentary parties permanently
rule the country together. In other words, there
should be no system of “winner takes all”. Via
the (White) bureaucracy—most of its members,
incidentally, are liaised with the. in the final
analysis, anti-reformist KP — the White South
Africans will continue to exert considerable
influence on the organs of state. This particularly
applies to the armed forces, the field of financial
and economic policy, and the police. After all,
Pretoria did not demand the constitution of

a

centralist state divided up into regions for the
new South Africa, but that of a powerful
decentralised federal state.
The

question is whether the de Klerk

government seriously believes in the realisability
of a federal republic of South Africa. It knows
that, due to

a

lack of democratic traditions and,

important still, traditions based on the rule
of law, a federal system will hardly be workable
more

in South Africa. Federalism in South Africa is

only conceivable under the legal umbrella of a
rigid state-of-emergency regime. This, however,
is not the long-term key to the resolution of the
South Africa conflict.
The fact that the

negotiation process did not
despite the failure of CODESA II, the
subsequent activities of the ANC, SACP and
COSATU, and the massacre of Boipatong and
Bisho was primarily attributable to the UN
Security Council, which tried to strengthen and
founder

thus

rescue

it in Resolutions 765 and 772. Here,

British and American

diplomats were able in
New York and in South Africa itself to utilise one
of the few

remaining opportunities to shape
developments in South Africa. For the first time
in the long history of the UN Security Council
debates on South Africa, its members tackled the

problems facing the country. The Council now
urged the South Africans to continue the ongoing
negotiations. Furthermore, it was important that
it resolved to send UN observers to South Africa.
The EC, Commonwealth and OAU
followed suit. All the observers

subsequently
integrated

were

into the activities of the National Peace

Secretariat.

Diplomatic pressure by the Western states and
the

realisation of the desolate economic

perspectives induced the government and the
3.

5.
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however,
did not prevent APLA, in line with the PAC’s
election slogan, “one settler, one bullet”,
from
and

attacking farms since the end of 1992
killing their owners.

ANC-S ACPalliance to resume their negotiations
in

September 1992 and sign the “Protocol of
Understanding”. Although the other CODESA
parties were not involved, this agreement between
the then by far most important political players
has been the guideline of all constitutional
negotiations since. The crux of this arrangement
was that a Constituent Assembly (CA) should be
elected. In June 1993, it was agreed that the CA
elections would be held at the end of April 1994.
This CA, however, will not be sovereign, but
will decide within a constitutional legal
framework agreed upon beforehand by the
CODESA parties. The fact that a CA is to be
elected at all is a major concession by the minority
parties, NP, IFP etal. to the ANC/SACP alliance,
which will win the elections by a clear margin,
and to PAV. Vice versa, the fact that it can only
take its decisions within the previously agreed
framework, is a major concession by the ANC/
SACP to the minority parties. In view of the still
existing power constellation, however, it would
come as no surprise if all
important decisions
were taken by the CA before the election and if
the role of the CA was limited to ceremonially
confirming them.
In two other respects, the ANC/SACP alliance
has made concessions to the minority parties
since. Following the proposal by the SACP
chairman, Joe Slovo,"* it has expressed its
willingness to run South Africa together with the
other parties for five years in a “Government of
National Unity”, regardless of the outcome of
elections in April 1994. However, it is still
unwilling to establish this principle indefinitely,
the goal of the minority parties. What is more, the

on

appointment of the “Transitional Executive
subsidiary
government, its function would be to run South
Africa together with the de Klerk government up
until the day on which, as already mentioned, the
"Government of National Unity” can assume
govemmentresponsibility following theelections
of April 1994. In view of the predominance of
Council” (TEC). As a kind of

anti-reformist circles in the official armed forces

(SADF) and the police (SAP), as well as the
existence of the

"Ystergarde” of the fa.sei.st
“Afrikaner Weerstandhewcging" and the puppet
armed forces of the Bantustans of Bophutatswana
and Ciskei. and the powerful police of KwaZulu,
both the ANC/SACP alliance and the PAC have

a vital interest in securing a say in the running of
the SADF and the SAP. In the event, say, of a

civil

their

“private armies”. Umkhonto we
People’s Liberation
Army (APLA) would be no match for the aforementioned armed forces. Apart from having a
say in the armed forces, the ANC/SACP. PAC.
and all other parties involved in negotiations will
also “co-govem” in all other portfolios via
participation in the TEC.
war,

Sizwe (MK) and the Azanian

The

“Multi-Party Negotiation Forum”
New

—

A

Negotiation Approach

Apart from the 16/24 CODESA parties, PAC
now extremely powerful KP took part in
constitutional negotiations between March/April
1993 and mid-July 1993. PAC’s participation in
negotiations, however, did not prevent APLA, in
line with the PAC's election slogan, “one settler,
one bullet”, from attacking farms since the end
of 1992 and killing their owners. As opposed to
the countless murders in the ghettos—the victims
were without exception Blacks—these incidents
disquieted White South Africa. It made de Klerk's
policy of reform responsible for the breakdown
and the

of law and order which could indeed be observed

throughout South Africa. Very
turned their backs

now

on

many Whites
de Klerk and have

backed the moderate and thus

ANC and the SACP have now come out in favour

pro-negotiation
wing of the KP since. Internally, however, the

of the federalisation of South Africa. A still

moderate faction had

disputed point between these two groups and the
minority parties, however, is which powers
should be vested in future regional governments

itself

and

which

in

the

federal

government.

Negotiations on the many other still unresolved
questions relating to South Africa’s future
constitution will only be possible once an
agreement has been reached on this aspect.
A keen public interest has been shown in the

this aspect the albeit controversial article by Andrew Gowers and Michael Holman. “De Klerk Resists
Majority Rule in South Africa, in: Financial Times, 26 May 1993, p.l
“Negotiations: What room for compromise?”, in: The African Communist, 1992/93. pp.36-40.
See on this the interview with General Martinus Groenwald. “Jugoslawien am Kap”, in: Der Spiegel, 22/1993,
pp. 174-177.
See

Black

4.

PAC’s participation in negotiations,

so

far been unable to assert

against the radical wing. This meant that,
although the KP was physically present during
the negotiations at the World Trade Centre
between March and

July 1993, it did not really

participate. In mid-July, it terminated its
participation in constitutional talks altogether,
since the majority of the other parties refused to
discuss the subject of “self-determination", i.e.
the creation of an independent Afrikaner state.
Since then, the KP has been pursuing the same
goal via different means, including the threat to
turn

South Africa into

an

"African Bosnia”.'

During the first halfof 1993, the constitutional

negotiations were already increasingly burdened
by the erosion of de Klerk’s power and his, in
Sapem November. 1993
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South Africa, once

all-powerful NP. Since the

end of 1989, de Klerk had rejected the (apartheid)

ideology of his NP and adopted the programme
opposition Democratic Party (DP)
with growing radicality. The DP had previously
at most rallied the support of just under 25
percent of the White voters. Today, de Klerk can
basically only rely on their backing. More or less
all White South Africans (i.e. 50 percent of the
total White population), who had previously
voted for the NP for at least 40 years, probably
now have a much greater affinity to the moderate
KP wing than to the NP. They feel deceived and
betrayed by de Klerk, who, even during the
referendum of March 1992, did not really seek
discussion with them. The weakening of the NP
was accompanied by the loss of its unity. There
of the liberal

are

clear indications that at least five of his

able to

develop a perspective for themselves and
their descendants whilst preserving their cultural
and general identity ("sacrificial partition”).
Today, innunierous other concepts of a

“Volksstaat" also exist

—

a

reflection of the

previous disunity of the “conservative” camp. A
particularly controversial aspect is its possible
location in South Africa, whether in the north of
the country (as

already mentioned), in the arid

northwest of the Cape Province, or in the Western

Cape. The latter is probably still the most likely
option, since this is where a "Volksstaat” would
be economically most viable. Despite the existing
ethnic intennixture in this region, the inevitable
exchange of population can be best limited here.
And, finally, it is undisputed that there were no
Black Africans living here when the first
European settlers arrived in the mid-17th century.

ministers, including Defence and Justice Mini.ster,
Kobie Coetsee and Minister of Law and Order.

Kriel,

Hernus

well

g——-

NP
parliamentarians share the misgivings of their
fomier voters concerning de Klerk. They lack
the conviction in the realisability of his ideas.
It would be surprising if this opposition in his
own ranks did not trigger de Klerk’s downfall or
more probably — force him to adopt its ideas
as

as

many

an

"Afrikaner Israel”,

remaining 25 percent

a

over

the IFP and the

the World Trade Centre in June 1993 will have
made it clear to the outside world

just what a
large destructive potential the AVF has at its
disposal. Even more important than the action
taken by the AWB was the fact that the (White)
police deployed to guard the conference let events

take their course without intervening and that
they joined in the

songs

and

prayers

chanted by

with its

approximately 50 000 members — all
gathered combat experience
during the wars in Angola and Namibia — has
sufficient power leverage to trigger a civil war at
any time.
Today, making sure it does not, is a top priority
male members

I

“Volksstaat”. The

of the White South
the
up
to
now
uncompromisingly hard core of the KP or fascist
groups such as the AWB. Their representatives
would appear to be willing to negotiate a
restructuring of South Africa with the
“governments” of the Bantustans. but not with

Africans

gain strength through its ability
“governments” of
Bophutatswana and Ciskei — Pretoria has
increasingly reduced support for its puppets since
September 1992 — for its goals.
The AVF is not only in a position to prevent
the TEC from commencing activities by
triggering strikes — especially in the energy
supply sector—or unrest and to later impede the
holding of the general elections planned for
April 1994. The murder of Chris Haiti in April
1993 and the attack by members of the AWB on
win

the AWB in the World Trade Centre. The AWB

—

of

will continue to
to

or so

support

task for both the ANC/SACP alliance and the de
Klerk government.

As they cannot eliminate the

AWB, their aim must be to make it

as

weak

as

the ANC/SACP alliance. It cannot be ruled out.

possible. Providing the other parties in the AVF
can agree on a common and realistic position, the
best way to doing so is for the alliance to adopt
this AVF stance on an “Afrikaner Volksstaat".

however, that individual personalities, such as

The de Klerk government

Abraham

Viljoen of the National Peace
Secretariat, and British diplomacy may be able
to persuade the KP and even the AWB to enter
into the inevitable negotiations with the ANC/
SACP alliance. The aim of these negotiations
will be the creation of

a

“Volksstaat", which,

according to the current intentions of the KP and
AWB. will be located in the north of the country.
Towards

a

South African Bosnia?

In

mid-May 1993, 20 to 30 parties and other
groupings of the con.servative/reactionary camp
joined forces in the “Afrikaner Volks Front"
(A VF). Apart from the desire for an “Afrikaancr
Volksstaat" they often have very little in common.
Its moderate members argue along similar lines
to the German government when it demands that
Moscow should re-establish the republic of the
Volga Germans; create a territory in which those
persons who are at most tolerated elsewhere are

The murder
destructive

of Chris Hani showed the
potential of the White exremists

It is fair to

assume

that the AVF is

currently

working on the elaboration of a common stance.
If it is successful it will become amore important
negotiating partner for the ANC/SACP alliance
than the de Klerk government. It is not only well
aware

that the AVF has charismatic leaders in

will support such a
development. After all, no less a person than
Wimpie de Klerk, the President’s older brother
and close adviser, remarked at the beginning of
the negotiation process: “I don’t think partition
is a viable alternative in the pre.sent climate
But. who knows, as negotiations drag on and
stalemates develop
it might just become
something to look at in the future.”*
It is definitely conceivable, therefore, that the
...

...

ANC/SACP alliance

the fonn of the

Klerk government

Constand

on

only recently retired generals,
Viljoen and Martinus Groenewald,

the other,

Cited

1990. Cf. also
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van

one

hand and the de

aware

of the alternative of South

Africa’s destruction, will agree to

authority

of the

among the re.servists and the active
soldiers of the SADF and members of the SAP.
In other words, the SADF, SAP and also

large
sections of the (White) bureaucracy perhaps
already tend to be power instruments of the AVF
rather than the de Klerk government. The AVF

Heerden. “Partition and the Reasonable Right", in: Suiulay Times. 18 March
“Partition May Be Negotiable — Slabbert”, in: The Star. 5 April 1990.

according to Dries

the

but also that the latter still wield considerable

the setting up
“Afrikaner Israel". The fascist wing in the

AVF and the PAC

as

well

as

the ANC Youth

League with its large following, however, will
oppose such a move. It remains to be seen
whether their opposition can be overcome through
draconian emergency measures. If not, there is
still

6.

on

and the moderate AVF wing

a

a

danger of civil war. Its aftermath would be

country partitioned into a great deal more than

just two (fundamentally destroyed) states.□
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BOOK REVIEWS

WAR AND ECONOMIC DISRUPTION
Sustainable Peace:

Angola’s Recovery, compiled by David Sogge, SARDC, Harare, 1992
Reviewed by Thomas Deve

I

T IS

exactly one year after Sustainable
Angola’s Recovery was published,

now

Peace:

and when

one

looks at the

current events

in

Angola, there is no doubt that this publication
was a premature celebration of Angola’s recovery
and prospects for sustainable peace.
Elections Fever

victims. The country experienced some of
the heaviest conventional warfare in the world
war

outside the Middle East.

optimists felt that the then impending
1992 election was the proverbial Rubicon river
the Angolans had to cross but others took a
different attitude. In a special issue on Angola,

strategies,

new

prospects

for

welcome this if it is not based

political
expediency... But then, there lingers the
temptation to ask why on earth the MPLA and
UNITA did not ever consider this option in 1975.
What is it that was so fundamentally different
between the two organisations in 1975 that has
now become so superficial in 1992?’’(September,
1992. Vol5 No 12 p. 3).
Not withstanding the carnage that has engulfed
Angola since the elections, one should note that

Conflict Resolution

on

The book starts off by placing the resolution of
the conflict within the context of the 1990s

settlements, signalling efforts to
intensity conflicts i.e. long drawn out
wars, internally fought andextemally propagated.
Nicaragua, El Salvador, Afghanistan and
Cambodia have experienced this. For all these
peace

end low

The hook grew out of a concern to expose
the devastation of 16 years of war and
economic

disruption... inform nonAngolans about one of the cold war's
armed conflicts on the world's periphery...
it will also .serve as a mirrorfor Angolans
to see their own country's ordeals, how
and children

coped,

and what are the challenges theyface now
that peace

is slowly taking root.

repented for their past mistakes, hence the
continued conflict and serious undennining of
nation-building and development in Angola.
In a mere 152 pages, David Sogge successfully
compiled a broad and general picture of Angola’s
war by highlighting the human dimensions of

wars

this vicious

war.

The book makes

one see

how

received hundreds of million of dollars and

regiments of relief and aid workers to support the
64

of the North. It is further stated

that the issue is better left for historians and

the

problem that created all this
war begin?
A straight answer is not presented in the book.
One reads that others say it began in 1975, others
in 1961 or the undisputed fact that Angola's
woes started 500 years
ago when Diego Cao, the
Portuguese explorer, began sailing to the Kongo
kingdom in northern Angola.
Assuming that one works backwards from the
dates given in the introduction, 30 April and 30
May - with specific reference to the ceasefire
and the formal peace agreements, 1975 would be
the date, but this is contradicted by the reference
on p 7 and 8 where it is argued that the real tidal
wave of displacement began with the upheavals
of 1975 to 1976. The rest are supposed to be a
series of events that severely disrupted Angolan
was

violence and disorder? When did the

i.

politics to sift and synthesise
The major concern of the
on the Angolan transition from

the facts and ideas.
book is to focus
war to

peace.

Six months ago,

I could not belabour the

above question, but it is now imperative to answer
the

question posited on p. 141 “What would
quicken the healing?” It was then assumed in the
book that peace was going to be easily achieved,
because the powerful interests beyond Angola’s
borders who had sustained the
acceded to that wish.

If this

war,

had at last

point had been
pursued further, one would have seen a more
vigorous discussion of the limitations such
concerns place on the projects of nation-building,
arresting the downward spiral of impoverishment

are

listed

as

massive exodus of the
and semi-skilled

country’s skilled
Portuguese workforce

which started in 1974
ii.

warfare and local

iii.

warfare among

iv.

parties
fleeing of the defeated UNITA forces into
the bush following South Africa’s with-

hostility
the contending nationalist

drawal in 1976.
Because of the

frequent reference to UNITA
extrapolate that these
belligerents.

and MPLA, one is left to
are

the main

theorists of global

nor

Angola has an interesting account relative to
simi lar war-ravaged countries like Mozambique.
Unlike other countries beset by war or natural
disaster, Angola got relatively little humanitarian
assistance as opposed to certain countries that

vi'«ä

Instead of pursuing this linkage, it is simply
acknowledged that there is an intimate
relationship between the hot wars of the South
and the Cold

Unfortunately the dove of peace was driven
away by renewed sounds of gunfire and it is quite
clear that certain sections of the Angolan
leadership neither took heed lessons of history

Shortcomings
What

The other events

fought and ended - in
different ways. Each had its own
particular roots. But it nw no coincidence
that these conflicts in poor countries of
the South had been wound up at the same
moment as the rich countries ofthe North
were winding up their own war.
war

confidence about
living.

everyone some

life for almost two decades.

countries, the book notes that:
Each

women

peace pose

with poverty.

general

giving

regular

forces and finally the challenges
for the country in the
form of peace dividends and problems associated

the SAPEM editorial cautioned that “we would

men.

were

military invasions by the South African Defence
Force (SADF) alongside the guerilla warfare
that pervaded the entire country.
The above scenario is captured in nine chapters
that raise issues of human losses, survival

Most

their

There

and

their future standard of

State and

Economic issues
and

are

Economy
covered in

Chapter five

gets a good picture of an economy that
looked outward, firmly fixed and integrated into
one

the world system

the periphery. The
in the 1970s
because of the petroleum exports which created
a boom characterised by growth without
development. The post-independent rulers were
very optimistic on beliefs that the badly skewed
economy could be remade, through the state’s
-

on

economic situation changed slightly

own

efforts

on

all fronts.

The discussion puts emphasis on

the impact of
accompanying
cumulative downward spiral which it is argued,
stemmed from ideology and received ideas of
the 1970’s recession and the

Sapem November. 1993
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socialism, pessimistic views ofsmall farmers
capacities and the wickedness of traders.
Aspirations of other people inside and outside
the state apparatus created further distortions.
The class of state managers positioned itself well
to control not only the flow of
goods, but also
capital. Because of the continued assailment
state

from within and without, the state found itself

stretched far beyond

its human capacities within

and thus lost its powers to serve the public good.
On the political front, it is acknowledged that
all sorts of

war

have continued,

long past the

Democracy”.
further

for the sole purpose of sugar production. It was
the fight of the hybridi.sed Spanish-indigenous

Chapter 8 under the headings, the
pyramid and the new poor, the non-poor
and power, city versus countryside and finally
structural adjustment and its discontents.
The book ends on a very optimistic note on the
subject of nationalism. The challenge for the
Angolans is to consolidate a base for the creation
of a national consciousness of Angolanidade
(Angolan-ness”) bringing new norms of

population, the resistance of enslaved Africans
and the resistance of both the latter and the
former to Spanish domination and U.S.
imperialism that shaped Cuban consciousness
and consecrated the victory of the revolutionary
forces of 1959.
After the triumph of the revolution Cuba
embarked on displaying its new road to social.
political and economic reconstruction at the 15th

The issues raised in this section

are

clarified in
social

i

signing of the Peace Accords. It was correctly
asserted that many analysts sensed that many

govemancewhichembraceeveryone,regardless ! GeneralAssemblyoftheUnitedNationsin 1960.
of background or social standing.
; It was in New York City (the United Nations
Finally, few parts ofthe world escape ravages ! headquarters) that the Cuban delegation faced

voters would vote more out

of war, and when one considers that warfare is

of fear than

hope,
whose
This
process had been preceded by a burst of
organisation building as more than 60 political
parties emerged in 1990 when MPLA declared
that this was the “year of Enlargement of
and many could be swayed by candidates
solution was simply “law and order”.

|

rarely an attractive or easy option, all work
demonstrating that its human costs are high and
extend well beyond the immediate casualties of
the fighting, must be welcomed. In this respect
the book is compulsory reading for those against

;
,

war.U

THE TIES THAT BIND CUBA
AND AFRICA

Rights
(1948) assisted in ushering in the African
independence explosion which directly
corresponded with the momentum of other
oppressed people fighting against imperialist
domination and asserting their right for selfdetennination. It

was

in the 1960’s that the great

majority of African countries obtained their
independence from the colonial powers of
Europe.
T wo years after Ghana gained its independence

ROSEMARI

Malcolm X

MEALY

‘

FIDELiééfing

moms

that the “stories had to be told”.

What I found to be quite

interesting in Mealy’s
methodological approach to the
subjects. Using her skills as a journalist, she
work is her

&MALC0LM X

weaves

'

south of the southeastern

'

succeeded in

historical

1
.

X

-t

epoch of 1492 and the incursion of
Spanish mercantilist (later to become capitalist)
for the next four centuries
extenuination of the

After the

:

‘

■

!

indigenous population, the

'

importation of enslaved Africans, the Spanish
exploited Cuba’s rich soil and sub-tropical climate
Sapem November. 1993

*

iwi

knowledge of Cuba to

present a cohesive well researched book, that
weds the intellectual activity of .sections of the

African left in the United States

to

that of the

Communist

near

.

the testimonies of Harlemite grassroot

activist, the speeches of Fidel Castro, interviews
of Cuban officials who were delegates to the
U.N.in 1960, and her own

in 1957, Cuba a small Caribbean island 90 miles

tip of the United States
overthrowing U.S. supported
Fulgencio Batista. The ousting of Batista was
only one of a long list of events which
characteri.sed Cuba’s struggle dating back to the

1990

gathering in Havana, Cuba entitled
Speaks in the 90’s Symposium. As
for Mealy, “the symposium in itself crystallised
Cuba’s recognition of Malcolm’s contribution
to a wave of political
thinking and influence
which swept not just the United States but the
entire world of the 1960’s”. What Mealy heard
in Cuba at this historic symposium, and what
Mealy knew from Harlem prompted her to assert
a

Imperialist War

Nations Charter For Human

that preceded and followed the
in Harlem come to life in
Rosemari Mealy’s timely new work Fide! and
events

of a Meeting.
Mealy states that book project emerged after
she began editing conference proceedings from

Reviewed by Fanon Che WILKINS

T

The

Malcolm X: Memories

Deutschmann, Ocean Press, 1989.

HE end of the Second

After

Cuban delegations .stay

of a Meeting by Rosemari
Mealy, Ocean Press, 1993; Changing the History ofAfrica, ed.

(1945) and the creation of the United

refused hotel accommodations.

threatening to sleep outside the United Nations
in tentsand totally embarrass thehostsuperpower
on the world stage, Cuba was offered hotel
accommodation but confined to the island of
Manhattan, Appalled at the United State’s
audacity, the Cuban delegation opted to confinn
an offer made by
internationally renowned PanAfricanist Malcolm X, who suggested that the
Cubans stay in Harlem-”the black ghetto”- at the
Hotel Teresa.

\

Fidel and Malcolm X: Memories
David

the blunt inhospitality of the United States and

’ were

Party of Cuba. For instance, the
analysis of Elombe Brath in regard to “Black
Nationalism” with respect to the Cuban
Revolution and Malcolm X is displayed as equally
as important as Fidel Castro’s recollection of his
meeting with Malcolm.
Mealy’s work is a psychological victory
because it demystifies the government of Cuba
by demonstrating Cuba’s uncompromising
65
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commitment to
as

working people in Cuba as well
progressive elements of the working class in

the United States. For a reader who is uninfonned

of Cuba's

history and its bouts with U.S.
imperialism, this work may appear problematic,
it fails to provide any historical context to Cuba
or Flarlem outside the brief chronology presented
at the beginning of the text. Mealy assumes that
the reader is well

aware

ANGOLA

eight month stint in the Congo was not successful
in bringing "revolution", his work sowed "a seed
that no one could destroy”. It was after his
departure from Africa that many of his men went
to Brazzaville to "train guerrilla units of the
PAIGC (African Party of the Independence of
Guinea and Cape Verde)and especially the

NAMIBIA

AND

Changing
H history of

the

MPLA".

of Harlem, New York’s

Cuba-Tool of the Soviets?

historical

significance in regards to Africans in
the United States and why the Cuban Revolution
took place. Through synthesising secondary
source

material

on

After the Revolution of 1959 Cuba declared

itself socialist and

aligned itself with the Soviet
Many circles from

Union and the Eastern Bloc.

the Cuban Revolution,

Malcolm X. and the migration and proleterisation

the

of Africans from the Southern states of U.S. to

involvement in

Northern cities like Harlem.

Soviet Union. Whether it has been the United

Mealy could have
increased the depth of her work a great deal.
Although Mealy provides great detail of the
September 19. 1960 fifteen minute meeting

States and its
,

not emerge as

book. No doubt the

Moore's. Malcolm X’s, Carlos Cook’s and Ras
a time when there is need to
focus less on leaders and “great figures”. Mealy's

The

Destroyer's. At

work does

a

superb job at highlighting the roles

played by working people in the history making
process.

indeed made. As Malcolm X
stated. Fidel “achieved a psychological coup
over the U.S. State Department when it confined
him to Manhattan, never dreaming that he would
stay uptown in Harlem and make such an
impression among the Negroes”. Not only was
"an impression” made among the Africans in
Harlem, hut a strong message was sent to the
Cubans that anti-Cuba propaganda had been
severely defeated by the work of the black press
and the soap box nationalist who acted as
ambassadors and spokespersons for various
African led organisations in Harlem.
History

was

Australian based Ocean Press has made

significant inroads in producing literature that
highlights and illuminates the important role of
the Cuban Revolution in world history. Equally
as important as Fidel and Malcolm X is the 1989
work. Cliangiii}’ the Histoiy of Africa., edited by
David Deutschmann. This work is a compilation
66
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or

lackeys under the veil of the Cold

tho.se developing nations favoring non-

alignment. Cuba's autonomy and ability to make
independent decisions have been grossly under
estimated. As stated by Risquet, “the claim that
we went to Angola under Moscow's orders is
absurd. It was a sovereign decision made in
response to a request for aid by Agostinho Neto.
Not only was it our decision, we didn't even
consult the Soviet Union''.(p 16)

between Fidel Castro and Malcolm X, this does

the most important aspect of the
meeting brought together
two of the greatest minds of the 20th century, but
for all intents and purposes the meeting was
symbolic. What leaps from the pages of Mealy's
treatise is the response of the Harlem community
to the Cuban delegation. The fact that Harlem's
largely African community showed up outside
the Hotel Teresa (African owned hotel that ho.sted
the Cuban delegation after all others refused) in
thousands, spoke to the consciousness of
Harlemites which was shaped by the objective
conditions of U.S. capitalist exploitation and the
nationalist leadership of the Queen Mother

right to the left have regarded Cuba's
Angola as a direct order from the

of

speeches, interviews and government

documents which

bring to life the tumultuous
role played by the Cuban people in "changing the
history of Africa”.

Chanfiing the History of Africa makes clear
that Cuba's involvement in Africa
coloniali.sm and U.S.

imperialism. Cuba's support

of the MPLA in 1962
Cuban Involvement In Africa Before 1975:
The Role of Che Guevara

Cuba

was a

Cuba's role in Africa, Deutschmann examines

fight
exploitation,
common

the defeat of the South Africans

by combined
Angolan-Cuban forces through an interview with
Jorge Risquet, member of the political bureau
and secretariat of the central committee of the

Communist

Party of Cuba. Cuba's involvement

in Southern Africa didn't

come as

official

news

the world until it lent

military assistance to
Angola in 1975 under the guise of “Operation
Carlota”. But prior to Carlota, Cuba had made
contacts with the MPLA as early as 1962, just
one year after the MPLA took up arms against
Portuguese colonialism.
to

It

was

the work of Che Guevara in 1965 that

assisted in

paving the

way

involvement in Africa. In

United

a

Nations General

for Cuba's direct
1964 address to the

Assembly Che

condemned "the murder of Patrice Lumumba''
and asked. “How can one

forget the hope that
Patrice Lumumba placed in the United Nations
was betrayed?”
After “giving up his rank and
everything else that legally tied him to the
government”. Che embarked on a mission to the
Congo where he functioned under the alias Tatu
(Swahiliforthe“numbertwo[manl'’)andassisted
the National Council of the Revolution in the
overthrow of Moise Tshombe.

Although Che's

moral

began establishing itself

extended itself in material

Following a detailed chronology highlighting

emerged out

of the struggles ot the Cuban people against
one,

but after

as a

nation, it

means to

aid in the

against oppression and

The Ties That Bind

A central component to this book is the organic
justification of Cuba's involvement in Angola.
Namibia and the fight against South African
military aggression. Throughout the C/itmgmi;
history of Africa, the point is hammered that
Cuba is a Latin-African nation. As stated by
Fidel Castro in a 1988 speech commemorating
the defeat of U.S. imperialism at the Bay of Pigs
invasion in 1961.
Those who

once

enslaved

man

and sent him to

the Americas perhaps never imagined that one of

those peoples who received the slaves would one
day send their fighters to struggle for freedom in
Africa, (p 71)
This national identification with Africa

on

behalfofCuba speaks to the reality that one third
ofCuba's population often million is of African
origin,
In its attempts to combat and eliminate racism.
Cuba has envisioned its assistance in Africa as
part of its “debt to humanity”. As many from the
left with crude nationalist tendencies try to de
legitimise Cuba as an international force because
of vestiges of racism that still persist. Cuba's
S.APEM November, 199.T
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involvement in Southern Africa and its

uncompromising commitment to the working
people of the region speak to Cuba's vigorous

Had the South Africans been successful in
their attempts to militarily extend the borders

attempts at making race a non-issue.

of

Apartheid, elections in South Africa may
reality that it is today.

not be the

Tall Order Of

Internationalism,
Consciousness Of The Cuban People

important theme that emerges from
Changing the History of Africa, is the sheroic/
heroic internationalism of the Cuban people.

decisive in

What the defenders of the market often delete

and

from their press

78

is the international role Cuba
plays in the civil arena all over the world. Cuba
“22,000

scholarships” to students
“from more than eighty countries; many doctors,
engineers, and technicians from the.se countries
some

South .Africans 200 kilometers outside of Luanda
in 1976, but the

Siege of Cuito Cunavale was
ushering in Namibian independence

seeing that United Nations Resolution 4.8.5/
properly implemented. Had the South

was

Africans been successful in their attempts to

militarily extend the borders of Apartheid,
be the reality

elections in South Africa may not
that it is today.

have been trained in Cuba".
As Cuba states,

volunteers.

Much

The current situation in

force demobilisation of MPL.A forces.

from their press is the international role Cuba
plays in the civil arena all over the world.

says

current

raises

inconsequential to the
political turmoil in Angola. This work

questions, and

.scholars

Has Cuban Assistance Helped In The
Overfhrow Of Apartheid?

f

I

In 1994 South Africa will be

first

ever

engaging in its

free elections. Combined with the

popular struggles of the South African people
and the international role of those against
Apartheid, South Africa will be on the cutting
edge in the 21 st century to providing leadership
I
I

i
'

problematic in the book

to the SADC nations and reconceptualising
democracy through non-racial non-sexist lenses.

How has South Africa got to this point?
Although the answer(s) to this question is multifaceted. Changing the History ofAfrica asserts
that Cuba has made

a

monumental contribution

the

dismantling of Apartheid. Not only did the
Cubans assist the Angolans in defeating the
to

was

provided for the Cuban people
emphasis on the
leadership, and the top-down approach, the voice
of the people is only assumed to be articulated by
the leadership.
In a time when euphoria around the market
and free-enterprise are the order of the day, Cuba
Because of the

stands strong as one

of the last bastions of

regard to Malcolm X, Rosemari
Mealy’s work adds to the growing genre of
literature about the role of Malcolm X and his
as

Pan-Africanist and

African Internationalist. Fidel and Malcolm X

Cuba.

Sapem November, 1993

combats the

dynamic

nature

of United States

media which has taken

political figures like
Malcolm X and projected them as “others” in
movie theatres alongside Ramho. Clint Eastwood
and Walt Disney. Hollywood’s newest tool for
the caricaturisation of real to life African

revolutionaries is

through the movie lenses of
pseudo-progressive black film directors who
operating in a Hollywood world which promotes
profit over content. Watch for Hollywood’s
treatment

of the Black Panther

Party.
Changing the History ofAfrica and Fidel and
Malcolm X: Memories ofa Meeting are welcome
studies which challenge the intellectual culture
of the “fall of socialism” and shed
human

adequately

explained without focusing on the specific
characteristics of the subregion’s political
economy. Its integration into the world economy
has contributed to the
strengthening of the vertical
unequal exchange of agricultural commodities
between the subregion and the rich nations of the
world.

The issues discus,sed in this book include,
inter alia, the

following; institutional and policy

tenure

arrangements;

macro

and

microeconomic

policies and their effect on
peasant agricultural productivity; the role played
by women in agriculture in general and food
production in particular; the impact of the postcolonial state on agricultural development; and
the role of training as an essential resource input
into the process of technological change and
agricultural growth.
It is hoped that the expositions of the
calling attention to all intellectuals, analysts and
policy makers, to play their respective role as

What 1 found to be

organisational capacity

so

agricultural

be

contributors in this collective will succeed in

assist liberation movements all

Africa,

food and

cannot

directions for

opens new

socialism. With

over

current

analysing Cuba's role internationally.

why it has achieved such great success
internationally. Just as the materially poor, yet
consciously rich country Tanzania was able to

much to

was

In my

estimate. Cuba's role is

the lack of space

What the defenders of the market often delete

j

be .said about this

important work.
Angola with regard to
the territorial strong hold of UNITA forces raises
questions about the 1991 Peace Accord and the
can

themselves.

people

by R, Mkandawire and K.Matlosa

crisis in Southern Africa

land

so we

The consciousness of the Cuban

Edited

constraints to sustainable agriculture; customary

Conclusion

receive aid

give aid.
Of course this could not be possible without the
direct participation of the Cuban people. It is the
ultra-enthusiasm of the Cuban people that speaks
to the gains made
by the Revolution in
reorganizing the labor process so as to benefit
society as a whole. The fact that 4(X),(X)0 Cubans
volunteered to fight in Vietnam alongside the
Vietnamese if needed .spoke to the consciousness
of the Cuban people. In the mid-1980s
Nicaragua
requested some 2,(X)0 teachers, Cuba had 10,000
we

SAFES BOOKS
FOOD POldCY AND AfiRICULTHRE
IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

The issue of the

Another

offers

NOW AVAILABLE FROM

light on
potential and human emancipation. □
new

providers of alternative interventions that can
lead to the eradication of pervasive food
insecurity and the achievement of equitable and
sustainable development.
THE TRANSPORT AND

COMMUNICATIONS SECTOR IN
SOUTHERN AFRICA
Edited by Sindi.so Ngwenya

Transport and Communications is a key sector
in the overall strategy of attaining
regional
integration and economic cooperation among
SADCC countries. Projects in this sector should
therefore aim

at

reducing economic dependence

of the member states and the enhancement of

genuine and equitable regional integration.
The issues discussed in this book include.
inter alia, the

following: an assessment of the
preferences in the funding of regional
projects; the role of SATCC; a discussion of the
major SADCC interstate rail lines, air and road
transport and port facilities; regional operational
coordination and the efficacy of training and
manpower development programmes.
Paradoxically, although one of the professed
objectives of SADCC is to reduce dependency
on its
cooperating partners, after 13 years of
cooperation, the organisation still depends on
them for technical and project financing. In
donor

addition, whilst SADCC has been able to divert
transit traffic from South African ports,

some

member states are still dependent, to a
large extent, on South Africa as a focus of
transport and communications.
some
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EPISTEMOLOGICAL ISSUES IN
CONCEPTUALISING GENDER IN
AFRICA
Patricia McFadden

T

HERE is still

skepticism about
of gender is.
And my discussion is not going to be an
some

irrational and emotional diatribe
even

men.

our

on men,

because it is

societies, it is

men

men

who

are

positions and perspectives, just as there are diehard

against men,

though it might sound as an attack against
Well actually, at the end of the day, it is an

attack

Within feminism as a strategy, there are different

how scientific the concept

,

Western-located

who dominate

still the major

spheres of social
experience and it is men who resist most change
in the existing unequal gendered relations

decision-makers in all

between

women

and

men,

capitalists and social-democrats and liberal

capitalists.

social science that

reflective of and contextualised within their

is

specific uses,
But the struggle against patriarchal

and between adults

is not

a new

oppression

issue in Africa. Therefore feminism

who have the greatest

is not Western only. It is global. It speaks to

struggles by women to change their societies in
a more democratic manner, and it reflects the
strategies that women have adopted. It means the
struggle to democratise our societies, and that
struggle is as old as human society itself. So 1

men

stake in

,

The Gender Cancept

Why is the gender concept less problematic
of feminism? 1 would like to
start by posing this question, because we
dichotomise knowledge and our social existence.
In the same breadth, we deny that knowledge is
socially constructed, and we actually feel more
comfortable with one half of a reality, and feel

would like to pose

that strategy to you as a nonthreatening, but rather problematical issues,
looked at from a more scientific perspective
rather than from a rejectionist position.
On the other hand the gender concept is more
comfortable to live with. It is non-problematic,
and does not raise the issue of Rights and the
denial of those rights to women. It is a concept
that has become open to moderation, and to deradicali.sation. But it is also a very important
concept because gender is not only a heuristic
tool. It is also a social relation. By splitting
gender and making it only a concept, thereby
denying its social applicability, we lose the
usefulness of this very dynamic force, because
we dichotomise the term and only speak about
making relations between women and men more
egalitarian and more democratic at the intellectual

,

than the concept

with the other half
Many people feel extremely uneasy with the
concept of feminism, because it is the strategy, it

j

,

very uneasy

implies a listening to
what women are thinking, and it moves the
thoughts and ideas of women out of an intellectual
ghetto and into the public sphere. So feminism
has been rejected, basically, by most Africans,
even those who know that as a strategy, it is
essential. They still felt uncomfortable about
articulating feminist positions on issues that they
involves activism, and

level. In this
studies, for

We live in an age of isms — socialism,
capitalism, liberalism and feminism, and Ido not
hear any embarrassment about being capitalist
in fact it is the trendy thing to be. I do not think
that there is any embarrassment about being part
of a hegemonic ideology like capitalism, but
there is a lot of pressure to be uncomfortable and
uneasy about an ideology that is considered
marginal. Within feminism as a strategy, there
are different positions and perspectives, just as
there are die-hard capitalists and socialdemocrats and liberal capitalists. We should

allow

a

sense, we

allow space for gender

gendered discourses, but we do not
transformation of gendered relations,

support.

—

And it is this dichotomisation between the

1 intellectual understanding we usually have of
[ issues and the actual implementation of ideas in
our daily lived lives which lies at the root of
many of the difficulties that women and some
men (those who dare) face in trying to understand
; gendered issues, and on the other hand it also

j underliesthisentrenchedresistancethatthestatus
] quo
,

thinking. The very definition of

understand these isms within a spectrum that is

preserving the status quo, and therefore
they tend to feel attacked when one proposes a
strategy to restructure the relations that we are
trying to understand a little more clearly.

and children. It is

knowledge that we as intellectuals, as researchers,
as teachers and professors, that the starting point
of our definition of knowledge in all our societies
is not only based in a Western epistemology/
location, it is also fundamentally .sexi.st. The text
books, the language we use, the thinking is a

exhibits towards gendered transformation.

I think that we all need to realise, if we have
not, that the manner in which we think, and the

we

teach in

our

Universities,

Western formulated definition of what is

a

considered knowledge. And this is very important

acknowledge, because this particularcharacter
is conveniently forgotten when we
reject feminism, and when we reject a critical
evaluation of these very social sciences.
to

of knowledge

Positivist

Epistemolgy

which we
acknowledged — that intellectually we
constructed through an epistemology that is

I think that this is

a

colonial legacy

have not
are

Positivist. And I believe that it is the Positivist

epistemology that really is the source of our
problems. We all know that Positivism, who.se
founder is of course the ‘great’ Auguste Comte,
and when we begin our social science degrees in
the various departments, esftecially in Sociology,
we are all introduced to Auguste Comte. That is
lesson one, and the way you will understand

society is on the basis ofthe definition of this old
man

who lived

over a

century ago, somewhere

in

France.andwecangothroughalitanyofthinkers
Durkheim, Weber, etc — who defined
knowledge in terms of social facts,

—

It might

be instructive to refresh our memories

on some ofthe arguments these positivist thinkers

made for the claim that only knowledge that is
separated from its producers is scientific
knowledge. Comte argued that the social world
can be studied in a scientific manner by applying
the principles used to the study of the natural
discovery of ‘ laws
His follower, Emile Durkeim, went
that the subject matter of sociology,
social sciences by implication, is

world. This would lead to the
of .society’.
on to

argue
and of all

’social facts’, that are external to the individual.

impersonal in that they endure over time and can
bestudiedasthings’.Whathumanbeingscreate,
through language, mores, conventions, actions,
become sacred cows, depending on whose
interests they serve and for how long those
interests remain hegemonic within a particular
Sapem November, 1W3
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social system.
I
'

\

reclaim

i

t

Consequently, we have adopted as basically
unproblematical, a paradigm which separates
the produces of knowledge from those who
articulate, process and use that knowledge in our
societies. And it is this splitting of what one
might call the knowledge atom, which 1 think
underpins the serious difficulties we have in
relating to each other across and within
disciplines, faculties, as institutions and as women
and men in our respective societies. Because
even when we look at
attempts by African to
our

traditions and

history

which is

—

his-story, it is a fragmented reclamation process.
It is a process that emphasises only one part of
the African experience — what men have done
in the past and in the immediate African story.
What He has achieved in terms of leadership,
poetry, scholarship, achievement, we get only a
partial view of our existence as a people, because
continuously, the manner in which we define
knowledge reflects the dichotomy between what
is perceived as objective and what is disregarded
as subjective. This process is
fundamentally
gendered, because it reflects the non-recognition
and

even

denial of what

women

know

as an

essential element in the stock of social experience
and intellectual wealth. It reflects the distinction
that is made between

knowledge and experience
produced by people — women and men —
the basis of their particular locations in the

that is
on

division of labour within

our

societies.

Objective Vs Subjective Knowledge
1

trying very carefully, and in a rather
painful way, to tip-toe into an intellectual terrain
wherein the discourse on deconstructing
knowledge in both gendered and non-western
terms, is still rather unexplored. Yet we
desperately need to think through the questions
about why it is that the reality that we live, and
the knowledge that we transmit, is so partial and
so one-sided. And 1 would like to
emphasise
again that it is essentially because we fragment
the reality and separate its parts, that we are
unable to explain and change the unequal
gendered relations in our societies.
am

1 think that

we

need to make

a

link between the

separation that is made in terms of what is
considered objective and what is defined as
subjective in research and knowledge terms, and
the manner in which this dichotomy is extended
to the wider social reality. The manner in which
women and men are defined and represented in

I

j
I
'

our

societies also reflects this dichotomisation.

I

objective

—

and he is able to

reason.

The

hand is

woman on

the other

represented as subjective, feminine,
illogical, emotional, and unable to reason. We all
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a

rather painful

way, to tip-toe into an intellectual terrain wherein
the discourse on deconstructing knowledge in
both gendered and non-western terms is still rather

unexplored.

hear and

or express such sentiments in our
daily
interactions with other men or other women. The

male is associated with
and

a

culture that is

public

rewarded, whilst the female is defined in

cultural .stereotypes that are linked to nature and
an essentialism that robs women of their

individuality and therefore rights
beings.

as

human

Men have become associated with what is

public, conspicuous, political, visible, whilst
women are associated with roles and
spaces that
are domestic,
informal, unpaid, largely
unrecognised, and collective in their construction.
For example, all women above a certain age are
assumed to be mothers, to be nurturers, to be

wives, to be in

dependent relations of some sort
be they husbands, fathers,
brothers or relatives. Note the assumption that
you are ‘Mrs’ if you are above the age of 30 plus,
and the surprise at your insistence that you are
with

not

a man or men

—

someone’s wife

or

mother.

And at the intellectual level,

being male and
represented by an assumption of
objectivity, whilst being female is assumed to be
representative of femininity and subjectivity.
And in the transmission of knowledge, what
women know becomes defined as subjective and
what men know is taken as a social given.
Masculinity and the male experience not only
serves as the social referent in the production of
knowledge, but it becomes ‘truth’. Men become
masculine is

the knowers in

our

societies ( the elders,

scribes,sages.repositories of traditions and
wisdom), and women’s knowledge is posed in
dependent terms vis-a-vis what men have
experienced or decided is the truth. Men make
decisions, women implement tho.se decisions,
and even the languages that we seek to preserve
are replete with sexist, biased
expressions that
speak loudly to the marginalisation of women
experiences in all social spheres — including
even those that used to be the supposed domain
of women. Here 1 am referring to child-birth,
healing, nurturing, cooking (men become chefs,
and the centuries old knowledge that women
have produced is appropriated and highly
remunerated in social status and economic terms
in the

The male becomes the

representative of what is
he is rational, masculine, logical,

trying very carefully, and In

am

public sphere).

1 think that
in

a

debate

we

or

all have the experience

discussion, where what

of being

men

feel,

is what is real, and is assumed to be unproblematic.
He need
is

produce statistics to prove what he
saying. But the minute a woman begins to
not

make reference to what women know, what they
experience, how they understand an issue, then
the challenge of “prove it” is flung in their faces.
Statistics are demanded, and the personal
experience is discounted as subjective, emotional
ravings, not acceptable in adiscourse that assumes
that the given is unchallengeable.
1 think that in addition to the problem of
dichotomisation of knowledge, is the factor of
the location of that knowledge. Because women’s
knowledge tends to be produced within those
social spheres that are regarded either as natural
(in the domestic sphere — the home), or as less
important politically and economically (in the
informal sector, small businesses, subsistence

agriculture, crafts) it is often unrecognised in
scientific temis, albeit somewhat acknowledged
these days in rather paternalistic terms. This
differential recognition is compounded by the
perception that the sites of women’s knowledge
are not

considered loci of real power. Women

might have some form of power within the
domestic sphere, but it is essentially a feminised
power that has virtually no impact on the exercise
of real power in the wider social context.
Therefore, the fundamental problem of modem
social science is not only that it appears to be
gender blind and gender-insensitive, but more
that it is premised on the gendered construction
and definition of what knowledge is and who the
knowers in

our

societies

are.

Gendered Status of Men

as

The uncritical acceptance of the male referent
the basis of knowledge speaks to the

assumption that the gendered status of men
remains largely unproblematised. Gender tends
to be associated with understanding women as a
problem, — gender problem, women’s issues,
etc
once again we get trapped in a partial
representation of what is actually a very dialectical
and very dynamic relationship between women
—

and

men.

On the other hand, we know that the

sciences have defined

rationality in terms of
undertaking research which does not reflect
emotions, caring, anger, feelings, and we also
know that part ofthe problem that social scientists
have in the academy with work that uses a gender
perspective, is that it is claimed to be too
emotional. Therefore, by raising issues that have
for a long time been considered taboo i.e.
irrational, like sexual abuse, becomes problematic
for the male-controlled institutions. Yet
in the institutions

women

processing a ‘new’ kind of
knowledge based on the experiences of other
women who experience gendered
inequality in
are

their intimate relations with

men

(sexual abuse,

marital rape,

emotional and physical battering),
yet by making the personal political the work of
such

women

within the institutions is still

considered unscientific and

subjective.
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But the

point I

am

trying to make is that

need to understand that the

manner

in which

about the language,

have described the status and situation

of women, and children, in all the societies on the

have not been able to

explain the persistent marginal locations of
women, nor have been able to say why what

happens to
concern to

women is still not an issue of social
the extent that it should be, within the

as well as at the level of policy
fonnulation and implementation. Issues of the

academy

‘domestic
scientific

sphere’

concern,

still not issues of serious
and have tended to be seen as
are

the

responsibility of women, the intellectual and
practical concern of women who are active in
social reconstruction.

brings

back to the
manner in which we split the social reality and
define certain social issues as intellectually
marginal and therefore gendered as women’s
issues. For example one of the areas that is most
neglected within the academy is the issue of
gendered relations within the family and the
household. In most cases, the reproduction of the
family is still assumed to be a natural role that
us

does not have scientific relevance, and therefore
women’s domestic labour remains

largely

unremunerated, and uncoded in economic

accounting tenns. And I think that if we can
acknowledge that knowledge is socially
constructed, and that these processes of
construction are gendered, then maybe we can
cross-over

the emotions and resentment that

many men

still feel about using the gender

concept.

For most women,

discussing gender as a
relationship, as a
way ofentering a discourse that speaks to unequal
relations of power at different levels of society,
scientific tool, and as a social

70

urgently begin to decon.struct,

being a woman and being a man
is about. And for most
few

men

into

an area

who

women

what
in our societies

scholars, and the

courageous enough to venture
that still have very low status within
are

the

academy, it is a new and empowering
experience. Gender is acknowledged for various
reasons, there’s money in gender, and a liberal
agenda which does not threaten the status quo,
and women have been insisting on creating spaces
to discuss gender, but for most men who are
interested in gender, it is still very much a liberal,
accommodating agenda. But for those women
who use the concept and raise the issues, they
want to transfonn their societies and participate
in making our societies different and more viable
in the

s

century.

Personally I have

a stake in the time I spend,
reading, thinking and trying to understand the
gendered construction of roles, and why my
mother raised me to become somebody’s wife.
And why did I refuse that role? How am I
managing the choices I have made thus far in my
life, and what are the options that I have as an
African woman, constructed in a particular
manner, to play a role that is assumed to be
eternally female? That even when we look at the
terms that we use to

describe the division of

labour,

we talk about ‘women’s roles’, but very
seldom about ‘ men ’ s roles '.It’salways' women’s

role in culture, women’s role in

development,
family, women’s role in
agriculture, women’s role in the

women’s role in the

infonnal sector, etc’ What of men’s roles?
Once again,

because the gendered construction
unproblematic, and
society and life revolve around the man. The
male as is, is the centre, the pivot of all social
activity. And women try to fit themselves into
the little crevices and .spaces in a man’s world.
The home is organised around the man’s needs
and interests, and those of his children; the

work-place is centred on a male ethic of
production and interaction; leisure is defined in
terms of what men enjoy most; and political
agendas and programmes speak loudest to make
privilege and power.
Once again, let me reiterate that this is not a
diatribe, but rather it is a genuine attempt to
understand

an area

of the intellectual discourse

that has remained

largely silent and marginal in
thinking and writing.
The challenge therefore, is not simply to have
women’s knowledge tagged onto or referred t in
passing, nor to allow for the ghettorisation of
what women know, but to have the gender concept

women

it is not

an

emotional issue. It is

become
science

a

central heuristic tool in all social

di.sciplines and analyses. We want to

—

and beginning to deconstruct
history, immediately opens up a new
and exciting vista on the past and the future.
Women have also moved into spaces—within
the term

the humanities and the social sciences in

particular, and less so in the ‘hard-sciences'.It is
a well known fact that men spend more time in
the academy than women do. becau.se they have
to Juggle their time between their public (paid)
work, and the

unpaid reproductive tasks that

await almost every one of them in the home.
However, for women, this artificial distinction

really does not exist. They work outside the
home from 8am- 5pm. Even in the case of
middle-class African women who usually have
a

domestic worker to do the menial housework,

sustaining the managerial function within the
home is difficult and daily recurring work. Not
so for most men. who can stay on in the office or
at a meeting for as long as they need to, without
having to really worry about the social and
emotional reproduction of children and other
family members.
Yet the demands on women in both the public
and private spheres intensify the more they
achieve. The social expectations of other family
members, of the husband, the children and the
wider community

increase, as a woman assumes

position of public prominence and her status
rises in the public arena.
This brings me to the rather thorny issues
associated with women’sgreatervisibility in the
public arena, and the po.s.sible stresses and strains
such

changes

can

have for the

I will return to this issue in
Feminist

of the male is assumed to be

our

Gendered Construction of Roles

for most

we

us

break-down and look into what makes up

subsistence

1 think that this attitude

that

requires that

by the intellectual and knowledge
systems that we have inherited and are passing
on. We therefore cannot unravel the gender
problematic unless we actually step back and
critically evaluate our starting point in the
definition of what is knowledge.
Many of the studies that have been undertaken
over the past decade and a half, have tended to
look at women as a category separate from men.
I think that this was necessary as a stage in the
documentation of women’s experiences, and in
terms of making visible within the dominant
development paradigms. But we all know that
the Women in/and Development approaches have
run aground, and we have reached a cul-de-sac,

we

his and her story —so

our-story can be heard and known. Just thinking

and sustained

continent. However,

have both stories

century in a different way. It is acritical issue that

childhood socialisation, and which is entrenched

we

into the next

a

we

relate toeach other .socially, culturally, politically,
economically and in religious terms, is based on
a world view that we internalise through

where

critical issue that will take

we

There

a

women

involved.

little while.

Empiricism

.several schools of thought

that have
emerged in the effort to understand gendered
relations, which range from what is defined as
Feminist Empiricism which does not really seek
to break with the past, but rather to improve the
scientific nature of social science knowledge by
including women’s perspectives and experiences
into research findings, using male designed and
approved methods of research. Much of the
are

research that is undertaken in
reflective of

our

Universities is

feminist

empiricist approach,
negotiate the integration of
women’s views on issues. For example, including
women in the interview sample, without raising
issues of power within a household regarding the
distribution of resources, for example. This
methodology describes what women do, it
bemoans the huge reproductive burden women
have to carry, without raising the central issues
of power in the division of labour and the decision
making process.
This kind of research is very important, in
a

wherein researchers
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of

describing and documenting the lived,
daily experiences of women in the region, and
this provides an important starting point for
action. But we now know that women spend long
hours reproducing the family and the community,
and there is no doubt about the high maternal
mortality rates and the links to poor nutrition and
fatigue. Now we have to make the linkage
between that lived experience, that de,scribed
reality, and the fundamental underpinnings of
unequal gender relations that entrench and
perpetuate this situation.
The challenge for gendered research is not
simply to describe, but also to unmask, demystify and make the link between the public
and the private. All the policies separate the
domestic sphere from the public sphere, and
policy makers still think in fragmented terms.
They see women in certain locations only, and
they are not able to make the linkages, because
making the linkages is being feminist, radical
terms

and transfonnative.
For

example, issues like battering. Battering
a private matter, even
though

has been defined as
we

have moved from

a

situation where there

laws protecting women within the

family
against violence, to a situation where the Women
and Law projects and campaigns have created
were no

legal precedents to protect

certain
why men batter
women, why men rape women in marriage, and
unless we acknowledge that there is marital rape,
women to a

extent. But unless we understand

and that it is

a

crime

—

no

different from

being

raped by a stranger in an ally — unless we demystify it and accept that it is criminal, regardless
of where that crime occurs, and as long as we
maintain that dichotomy between what happens
to women in the private and public spheres, we
cannot harmonise the process of social
development. Our societies will not be able to
survive in the future.
Context of Feminist

Struggles

There is of course the other genre of literature
that spans several centuries, and is reflective of

global women's struggles, but speaks most
specifically to the context of feminist struggles
in the west. The other route to gender issues is by
using what is called the Feminist Standpoint
approach. Thisapproach comes from the Marxist
tradition.
The Feminist

Standpoint Approach argues
that women have a better ability to view the
world more holistically because they experience
gendered, race and class oppression much more
fundamentally than men do. Therefore, they
argue that women have the capacity to take a
leadership role in transforming our societies into
more gender-equal societies. It is a
position that
is open to further debate.
Then there is the Post-modernist feminist

approach, which is premi.sed on the argument
that the personal is political. It is centred on the
Sapem November. 1993

individual experience of reality as most

sexual and

physical violence. Yet the question

and denies the

remains

do

relevant,
possibility of a universal truth or
epistemology. I am fascinated by postmodernism, not for its conservative right-wing
which

roots,

are

and which has

located in the Frankfurt School

conservative stream within
interesting literature coming
through which is critiquing the Post-modeniist
epistemology, but what it does for femini.sm is
very interesting as well. It is in many ways a
response to the backlash against the gains that
a

very

it. And there is very

Women' s Movement has made

over

the past two

decades.
Most men do not know the traditions of feminist

struggle that

span the past two-three decades.
And this is the gap that men will have to fill in

their intellectual reservoir,

so that they can
participate in the discourse of the
next century. If one does not know the literature

understand and

and the intellectual discourses,

one

cannot

understand the critical

importance of being
gender-conscious, as someone who constructs,
processes and re-creates knowledge. One cannot
be

an

the

effective researcher if one does

not

know

perspectives of the other more than half of the

world.
Feminism is

a strategy, a global force, to
unequal gender relations between
women and men in all spheres of social exi.stence,
and if we accept that definition, then we can

democratise

understand its cultural contextualisation
We will then realise that the feminist

for

as

well.

experience

in the US is different amongst them
and in relation to other women globally, and for
women

African feminists

as

well, there is

no

one

homogeneous experience of feminism, across
time and spatial as well as class, racial and ethnic
boundaries. We have different experiences of
the ways in which we are affected by patriarchy
and the ways in which we respond to patriarchal
structures in our respective societies. And I would
like to sound a cautionary note as we develop
programmes of gendered research, and as we
engage in discourse that are bound to be
influenced by the western experiences of
feminism,
our

to

we must

remember to contextualise

struggles and demands, if such struggles

are

be realised.
There

have

issues

on

which

women

agenda at a global level, one of
right to decide what happens to our

a common

which is the
bodies as

women.

Often this demand is dismissed

non-priority issue, given that Africa is faced
with critical problems of hunger and disease. But
women have the right to decide what happens to
their bodies, as much as they have the right to
walk anywhere, at anytime of the day or night,
without being violated because they are women.
Women have mounted campaigns globally,
including in some African countries, (Mauritius,
South Africa) to take back the night, and assert
the right to be safe from rape and other forms of

we

need to contextualise the issue

of rape so

that we make its importance and
urgency more visible. What do we need to do to
re-establish the right for women to be safe. It
appears as a private, peripheral issue, something
to be dealt with by the courts if the violator is
apprehended — which is not always the case.
Theory Versus Practice
We also need to remember that

as we

launch

gender in our institutions, we must use the concept
to make the linkages that other concepts do not
make. It cuts across all aspects of social
experience, and it is a waste of time for anyone
to speak about gender issues, to campaign for
women’s rights, then go home at the end of the
day and experience slavery. It is important that
we not
only speak about gender issues, but we
must live a different lifestyle that reflects our
gender-sensitivity. 1 know that this is the bigger
battle, which appears to be peripheral. A lot of
gender-aware women prefer to straddle the divide
by using the epistemic advantage of being
able to operate in both worlds. On the one hand
they are vocal, visible and aggressive in the male
sphere — “male women" as someone has
described them
but when they get home in the
evening, they become docile, feminine, sweetsmelling things. Because they want to be wives,
and fear being alone, without a male in a world
that defines a woman’s status by her association
—

—

with the male.

This is the challenge. If one goes into gender
analysis, then it is a waste of time, as far as I am
concerned to straddle the divide. Opportunists
always end up falling on one side of the fence or
the other, and it requires large amounts of energy
and juggling to maintain both positions. It
con.stitutes what I call a gendered .schizophrenia.
So 1 think that if we do not appropriate the
concept and live it, it is only half as effective.
I would like to be a little provocative and argue
that the gender concept is the concept in terms of
refomiulating and transforming the ways in which
we

think and relate to each other. The time is over

when

society meant

made the decisions. It
And
at

are numerous

—

men

have made

men.

and when men only
longer be that way.

can no
a mess

the state of the world

of the world. Look
—

wars,

hunger,

brutalisation, deep-seated inequities. We need

something different wherein all
resources

will be utilised to

forward, for

a

as a

or human
.societies

move our

better world.
African Feminism

We must however not overlook the fact that to

date. African feminism, of different varieties,
has tended

be

narrowly based, articulated
mainly by urban, educated, middle-class women
who are relatively westernised. This is not to
to

discount the fact that African

women

have

struggled against patriarchal control and
suppression for many centuries, even if such
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struggles have remained unheard in our story as
a people.
On the other hand, we must not forget either
that middle-class African

men

also articulate

western-based

philosophical traditions which
do not represent all male interests in our societies.
Men. like women, are socially differentiated in
terms of class, race, ethnicity, etc, and their
gendered status is mediated by these factors. The
men in power tend to be more westernised than
those men who have only traditional patriarchal
power.

Therefore,

men too must problematise the
in which they think, and not assume that the
policies they design are reflective of all male
interests. Although I must admit that men tend to
stick together, in gendered terms, and one might
hear a working class man readily agree that the
middle-cliKs man who batters his wife, is simply
exercising' his traditional prerogative as an

ways

African

man.

Another important

issue that we must not lose
sight of is the ability of patriarchy to perpetuate
itself through the very constituency that it
oppresses i.e. women, Most African women
accept as unproblematic the compulsory
heterosexuality that is imposed upon us as women
and men, and, they accept as fundamentally
unproblematic the definition of womanhood as

Women

to

are

the feudal

sexist

mothers, and motherhood is celebrated
intervals ( as at the birth of a child),
that

women

on rare

something

like and have internalised. It is

through the internalisation of such gendered
identities and locations that
become the custodians of

a

tend to

basically repressive

culture, which essentialises
that

women

women

into roles

posed as sacred and unchanging —
becau.se such definitions suit male interests in
are

T VOSS

as

voting fodderfor the party in power.

patriarchal, non-western forms of

oppression and exploitation.
Neglected Issues

motherhood and wifehood. The

marriage
institution conveniently praises women for being

used

Finally, 1 would like to make mention of a very
important but often neglected issue in the feminist
research and debates in the region. This is the
state and the role it plays maintaining the
patriarchy and keeping women in essentially
subordinate positions in both the private and
public domains.
The African state has come to play an
increasingly important role in the regulation and
control of women’s sexuality and their fertility
through marriage laws, legal provisions
governing rape, abortion, abuse, indecency,
sexual preference and population control. The
state also assists in the perpetuation ofthe artificial
divide between the private sphere and the public
sphere, through policies which entrench women's
perceived gendered roles — the assumption that
women who live with men are their dependents
( in terms of taxation, legal rights, naming,
property rights, mobility, etc).
Additionally, the African state continues to
expropriate women of their constitutional rights
by assuming their subordination to male interests
and identities, through marriage (the Unity Dow
—

the main.
We are further faced with a challenge which
requires, on the one hand, we find a way of
reclaiming who we are and the contributions of
our

foremothers, and make

our

contribution

visible

through research that is reflective of not
only our experiences, but also the directions that
we want to take. In this process of reclamation,
we must be careful not to get trapped in histraditions, and not buy-into patriarchally
reconstructed versions of what African societies
are

said

to

have been from

The African
and

so must

woman

a

male

perspective.

has to construct herself

the African

man

do the

same.

The

case

in Botswana). Whilst it uses women to

critique of positivism must be combined with the
realisation that non-capitalist (pre-colonial)

realise the male political agenda, especially during

modes of cultural, economic and sexual

divisive strategies against those women' s groups

oppression persist in African societies, and these
analysed and challenged. Whilst we are
able to critique the positivist assumptions that
African petty-bourgeois men make about
women, we are still unable to effectively respond
must be
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election times, the African state often
which
cause,

applies

effectively representing the women's
by co-opting articulate women and using
are

them to mobilise in the intere.sts of the

men

in the

Examples of this are the mobilisation of
women, through women leaders, as voting fodder
state.

for the party in power; the appointment of
articulate women into diplomatically sensitive

positions, etc. In such situations, issues of class
and gender are clearly mediated by male power
and state interests.
One last

example of the manner in which the
manipulates gender to its own interests, is
through the perpetuation of false notions of
state

womanhood, which

serve to

entrench women's

gendered roles
These

are

as nurturers and reproducers.
traditional stereotypes through which

the Structural

Adjustment Programmes being
applied in the region are able to shift the
reproductive burden onto women in an even
more intense form, expecting women to be
superwomen, and to survive on the small welfare
packages that might trickle down from the Social
Dimensions Fund. The problems of further
economic and social marginali.sation of women
and other social groups cannot be fully understood
if we blame
we

fail

to

only the IMF orthe World Bank, and
gendered nature of the

understand the

African state.
We must understand the state

as a

vehicle

through which men define themselves in the
public sphere, and exercise enonnous power
overthe rest of the society, and in particular over
women.

Unless

understand the

linkages between
the one hand and the
manner in which gendered inequities are
entrenched and perpetuated through social,
political, economic, cultural and religious
institutions and systems, we cannot begin to
demystify the real relations that determine our
gendered existence as women and men. now and
we

knowledge and

power on

in the future.□
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Rigorous quality control and on-going research ensure consistent improvement of
helping in our goal for a healthy and flourishing future for all.
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For

a

product catalogue

or

trade enquiries, contact

Manchester Road, Southerton, Harare, Zimbabwe P 0 Box ST202, Southerton

Telegrams "Chemcap". Telephone 63581 (IS Unes). Telex 26259 CAPS ZW. Fax 61228
2642S

Dawn.
Blue Sky.

Cattle. Tobacco.
Maize.
Heat & Dust.

Wildlife. Safaris.
Hotels. Tourism.
Minerals. Mining.

Industry. Wealth.
Sunset.

Tranquility.
Dusk.
Zimbabwe.
A rich tapestry
of life.
ZIMBANK.
Your Bank.
Professional.

Progressive.
An integral
part of Zimbabwe.
Our people.
Our Government.
Our way of life.
Zimbabwe’s bank for your business
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HEAD OFFICE. ZlMBAfiK HOUSE. 46 SPEKE AVENUE. HARARE
P O.BOX 3198 TELEPHONE.735011 TELEX:24163
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INTERNATIONAL DIVISION ZIMBANK HOUSE
PO BOX 705 TELEPHONE:794474 TELEX 26066:26087

SYFRETS MERCHANT BANK LIMITED. REGISTERED ACCEPTING HOUSE.
ZIMBANK HOUSE
P.O.BOX 2540 TELEPHONE 794581 TELEX:26292
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